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The auction will be held at our offices at 210 Napier St, Hamilton, ON  L8R 1S8
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cecwiakala@aol.com

Phone/Fax (847) 823-8747
Mobile (847) 204-8747

Directions to Our Offices

Auction Agents
Mr. Bill Coates, Thorold, Ont 

(Attends sale)
Phone (289) 668-0314

From Toronto and points east
Highway 403 to York Blvd exit. Turn right on Locke Street 
(traffic light). Turn left on Napier St. While travelling along 
York Blvd, you will cross the high level bridge, the cemetary 
on your right and Dundurn Castle on your left.

From London, Ont. and points west
Highway 403 to Main St. Left at Locke St (traffic light). 
Right at Napier St. While travelling along Main St, you will 
see a mall with a MacDonalds, and Locke St (the second set 
of lights)

Bidding
Live bidding will be available on the floor, through 
agents, telephone and Stamp Auction Network. 
Absentee bids may be left by filling out the auction bid 
sheet and sending by email or mail 
Absentee bids will also be accepted via email (bill@
longleyauctions.com) or telephone (905) 690-3598)

Viewing Schedule
Advance Viewing (in our offices, by appointment) 
Sept. 5, 2023 to Sept. 24, 2023
Auction Week (in our offices, regular viewing) 
Sept 25, 2023 to Sept. 29, 2023
Auction Day 
Sept. 30, 2023 until 10 AM
The auction is available for viewing online at our website www.longleyauctions.com and at 
StampAuctionNetwork (stampauctionnetwork.com)

Introduction
Welcome to Auction #28.
Our sale has a wide range of with several exciting new discoveries. A remarkable collection of 
Tobago, Trinidad and Trinidad and Tobago has been off the market since the mid 1970s and 
was recently rediscovered. This collection was a joy to break down with lovely mint multiples, 
errors, specimens and covers. Another amazing discovery is the SOUGHTON Canadian squared 
circle collection that was started in the 1960s and contains many of the original listings of ERD 
and LRD dates. The first part of the Ken Lemke collection of George VI stamps and covers is 
presented here. Additional stamps and covers from the Earl Palmer Boer War collection will excite 
collectors with commando, occupation and POW covers. A superb group of Canadian stamps 
includes the 6c Caricature printed on the gum side, the 1c Centennial printed on the gum side, 
imperf pairs of the Scroll issue, excellent plate blocks and more. A collection of US full sheets 
rounds out the US portion. Part one of a massive dealer stock is represented throughout both 
the worldwide and Commonwealth sections. Careful lotting revealed a Mauritius #3 which was 
tucked into an old Scott International album (CV $18,000) which has been off the market since 
2000. Excellent forgery collections are offered, along with an extensive Netherlands collection, 
and so much more. We look forward to hosting you in our new office venue. The one drawback 
of our location is parking can be difficult but there is ample street parking and nearby parking 
at Victoria Park and even Dundurn Castle. Priority parking will be reserved for elderly or infirm 
customers. Just call ahead and we will reserve a spot for you.

Sincerely, 
Bill Longley 

Our offices are in the building adjacent to the Korean United Church at 210 Napier St. Enter at the side door or through 
the door at the BLUE awning. Our offices are located southeast of Dundurn Castle, (south of York Blvd), north of King 
St. We are located east of the Victoria Park. (see map).

Many of the larger lots have been photographed and are available 
on our website at longleyauctions.com
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Bid Sheet – Sale 28
Saturday September 30, 2023

Longley Auctions    PO Box 620, Waterdown, ON  Canada L0R 2H0
Tel: (905) 690-3598       Fax: (905) 690-3762      email: bill@longleyauctions.com       www.longleyauctions.com

I hereby authorize Longley Auctions Inc. to purchase on my behalf the following lots, at one advance 
over the next highest bidder. I have read and agree to the terms of sale printed on the back of this sheet. A 
Buyer’s Premium of 18% will be added to the hammer price and becomes part of the total purchase 
price. All bids must reach our offices no later than FRIDAY SEPTEMBER 29, 2023 at 10PM. Bids 
received after that time risk not being entered into our computer system. Late bidders should call 
our offices direct at 905-690-3598. The sale will be conducted in Canadian Dollars.

Bidder’s Name & Address (Please Print)

                                                                                                           My Bids are in Canadian funds

                                                                                                          My Bids are in US funds  

                                                                                                   You may increase my bids by          increment(s) to break ties

                                                                                                   Please limit my bids to $                                                                   

Phone:                                                                                                 Please outline your collection interests below:

Fax:                                                                                                                                                                                                       

email:                                                                                                                                                                                                  

Signature:                                                                                                                                                                                           

Credit Card payment (optional)
I would prefer to charge my purchases to my Visa Card. I agree to pay a 3% service charge.

Visa No:                                                                                  Expiry Date:                                                                                     

            Catalogue Subscription. Please add $25 to my invoice to cover catalogues and prices realized for the next 3 auctions

specify # of increments

Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid Lot No. Bid
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Terms of Sale

Bidding
This public auction is conducted by Longley Auctions Inc. on behalf of the consignors. Persons executing bids either in person 
or via telephone, fax, mail or through the services of an auction agent agrees to the acceptance of all of these Terms of Sale. The 
cancellation of any bid(s) must occur in writing before the start of the sale and confirmed by us. The order of the sale will follow 
the sequential order of the lots in the catalogue.

Bidding is conducted in Canadian funds. Lots are sold to the highest bidder at one advance over the second highest bidder. The 
auctioneer shall regulate the bidding. In the event of any dispute, the auctioneer’s decision will be final. In the event of tie bids, 
the first bid received will take precedence. The lot will be knocked down to the highest bidder and payment due at the time the lot 
is knocked down. If the bidder fails to pay immediately, Longley Auctions Inc reserves the right to immediately reoffer the lot to 
the next highest bidder. The auctioneer reserves the right to reject any bid, divide or groups lots or withdraw any lot. Bids are to be 
submitted on a bid sheet and forwarded via mail, fax or email. Telephone bids must be confirmed in writing. Agents are responsible 
for their clients’ bids. Bids not conforming to the bidding increments will be reduced to the next lowest interval. We accept “OR” 
bids and “Limit” Bids. “BUY” bids will not be accepted.

Bidding Increments

 Bids      Increment
 $0  to $25  $2.50
 $25  to $100  $5
 $100  to $300 $10
 $300  to $500 $25
 $500  to $1,000 $50
 $1,000  to $3,000 $100
 $3,000  to $5,000 $250
 Over $5,000     $500

Charges, Taxes, Payment
An 18% Buyer’s Premium will be added to the hammer (selling) price and becomes part of the total purchase price. Canadian 
residents will be charged the appropriate HST as applicable to their province or territory. Postage, registration and insurance is 
added to the total purchase price. 

Floor bidders are expected to take possession of their lots and make payment immediately following the sale unless other arrangements 
have been made. Mail bidders known to us with established credit may have their lots forwarded immediately with payment due 
within 7 days. Other bidders will be sent a pro forma invoice with payment due within 7 days. Unpaid accounts will be incur a 
2% service charge per month. Lots not picked up and paid for within 30 days of the completion of the sale may be reoffered with 
the associated cost of such sale borne by the defaulter.

Payment can be made with cash, cheque (drawn on a Canadian or US bank), money order, bank draft, wire transfer, debit card 
or VISA. A 3% service charge will be added for credit card use. Payment may be made in US funds at the rate announced at the 
commencement of the sale. The auctioneer may, at his discretion, accept payments in other currencies or means provided the bidder 
pays the associated banking charges, if any.

Extensions
All items are sold as genuine. Should a bidder wish to obtain an expert opinion and submit an item to a mutually acceptable 
body, the bidder must indicate the desire for an “Extension” on the bid sheet before the sale. Floor bidders must indicate the 
request for extension at the conclusion of the sale. The successful bidder on an “Extension” lot must pay for the item in full and it 
will be forwarded to the expert(s) for opinion. The bidder shall be responsible for the cost of the certificate. Items returned with 
certificates as “not genuine” will be refunded including the cost of the certificate (to a maximum of $50). Items returned with 
“no opinion” certificates are not grounds for return. A maximum of 4 months will be allowed for the certification process after 
which time the item cannot be returned. Items returned must be in the same condition as when shipped by Longley Auctions 
Inc. A misdescribed lot containing 5 or less items can be returned within five days of receipt provided it is in the same condition 
as when shipped. 

No lot may be returned by bidders who have had the opportunity to view the items before the sale nor may any lot be returned 
on account of condition visible in photographs in the catalogue (print form or internet). Items offered “AS IS” or described with 
faults regardless of degree may not be returned.
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Index 

Section Lot No.
Canada Bulk Cover Lots 1-24
Canada Bulk Stamp Lots 25-86
Canada Stamps - Pence to 87-122
Canada Stamps - Large Queens to Numeral Issue 123-165
Canada Stamps - Map Issue to George V issues 166-193
Canada Stamps - George VI to QEII issues 194-231
Canada Stamps - Airmail to Fancy Cancels 232-259
Canada Stamps - New Brunswick to Reply Coupons 260-295
Canada Stamps - Revenues to Special Delivery 296-317
Canada Stamps - Squared Circles to Wildlife Stamps 318-249
Canada Postal History - Stampless to Numeral Issue 350-377
Canada Postal History - George V to George VI 378-398
Canada Postal History - Advertising to Newfoundland 399-424
Canada Postal History - Ontario to Street Cancels 425-452
British Commonwealth - Antigua to Gibraltar 453-483
British Commonwealth - Great Britain to India 484-523
British Commonwealth - Ireland to St. Lucia 524-579
British Commonwealth - Tobago, Trinidad and Trinidad & Tobago 580-664
British Commonwealth - Turks & Caicos Islands to Virgin Islands 665-671
Foreign Countries - Aruba to Monaco 672-713
Foreign Countries - Netherlands to Tonga 714-752
Foreign Countries - USA to Yugoslavia 753-794
Worldwide Lots 795-888
Worldwide Postcards, Literature and Supplies 889-905
Thematics 906-916

Many of the larger lots have been photographed and are available on 
our website at longleyauctions.com
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Canada Bulk Cover Lots
1 Admiral cover group, 43 covers and cards, incl. registered, advertising, slogans, to US, 

Germany etc (few worldwide, mostly domestic)
$100

2 Canada carton of covers and cards, an eclectic mix from JC Wilson patriotic to 
modern show covers, spotted WWI, officials, meters, postage due, military reuse 
labels, really a wide range of fun covers.

$200

3 Canada 30 covers incl. several stampless, 5¢ Beaver on cover, Stellarton star fancy cancel, 
Not Called For octagon and 1910 cover with 1/2¢ Quebec major re-entry in strip of four.

$150

4 Canada dealer cover stock, 500+ covers in $2-$10 price range, with reasonable retail 
prices. Excellent for show dealer. Total retail estimate $1,500

$300

5 Canada FDCs, three cartons incl. 7 binders, and 100s of FDCs, largely 1950s to 1980s. $250
6 Canada, US, UN 50+ pharmaceutical FDCs, most with inserts (e/m), six Dear Doctor 

cards including the rare 1959 French Antarctic Territory use (retail $50) etc.
$75

7 ** Canada year sets in two binders, the first 1975-1981 and the second binder 1976-1981, 
plus ships of Canada, and 1974 souvenir collection of stamps.

$150

8 George VI cover album with 53 items incl. 1938 shortpaid airmail to New Zealand 
with dues tied, 1950 postcard to Switzerland postage due, 1945 to RCAF SE Asia, 
1946 70c registered to Switzerland, 1937 airmail to Mexico, 1945 40c air to Sweden, 
1930 to France, 1939 25c air to Colombia and more.

$300

9 George VI cover album, 68 items with many foreign destinations incl. 1945 registered 
to Czechoslovakia, 1949 airmail postage due to Holland, 1947 air to Turkey, 1949 
censored air to Egypt, 1949 air to France, 1952 air to Israel, 1947 air to China, 1950 
registered air to British Zone, 1950 air to Trinidad, 1952 registered air to Italy, 1947 
shortpaid air to Brazil and much more.

$500

10 George VI large size covers, 74 incl. airmail, OHMS perfin, precancel, military, 
“SECRET”, registered to Denmark, advertising and more.

$200

11 George VI cover collection in album, 153 covers incl. 1939 90c airmail to Australia, 
and destinations such as Ecuador, Cuba, Mexico, Peru, Jamaica, Lichtenstein, China, 
Holland, Denmark, Colombia, St. Pierre & Miquelon, Palestine, and subjects like 
Nascopie, military, official, printed matter and more. Inspect.

$500

12 George VI cover collection in album, 163 covers and cards, spotted Japan Paquebot 
with 5c Mufti to Honolulu, military, advertising, registered and more. Only a few 
foreign destinations.

$300

13 Hamilton Ontario cover collection, 122 items from Large Queens to George VI, spotted 
1869 2 ring “5” on 3c LQ, #E1 special delivery cover OHMS envelope, insured parcel 
hs on cover, advertising, registered, slogans, 1943 5¢ Mufti to British African forces in 
Algeria, 191 85¢ Admiral censored to Switzerland, 3¢ Jubilee cover with “Not Known 
Return to Writer”, military, duplex, roller, airmail and more. Inspect.

$500

14 Newfoundland 100+ covers, to or from Newfoundland with several FDCs, duplicates 
of FFCs including Botwood to Ireland, covers to Newfoundland etc, mostly 
1930s-1940s era. Inspect.

$100

15 Postal stationery, three cover albums incl. election envelopes, official (#DKP 66K), 
railway flimsies (ex #RKP81e), 2c on 1c postal card strip of three, George VI 
Meteorological return label, advertising postal card (pesticide), TB cards, air letter to 
Natal and more.

$200

16 Richmond Hill, Ont cover lot, largely Edward period and spotted revival or double 
broken circle cancel used in Edward period, also GB to Richmond Hill covers. For the 
county specialist.

$100
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17 1939 Royal Visit, Royal Train album with 47 cover and cards, incl FDCs (variety of 
cachets, spotted two Crosby), Newfoundland, royalty postcards etc.

$150

18 Small Queen cover group, 23 covers and cards to foreign destinations incl quite a few 
5c SQ rates to Switzerland, Scotland, Norway, France, Germany, England, India, 
registered to US and more.

$300

19 Worldwide postcards, four binders, incl. one of trains, rest largely Canada and US. $100
20 George VI cover collection in large album, 162 covers incl. airmail to Chile, Peru, 

Ecuador, Czechoslovakia, Burma (front), domestic, censored, “Mailed in Parcel 
Recepticle”, “Mailed for the Address Prohibited”, 5 hole OHMS, surface to Singapore, 
Japan, Italy, Argentina, dog team, patriotic, registered, seals, advertising, Royal Train, 
revenue used on cover, Transmission delayed, special delivery and more. Inspect

$300

21 Wilding issue cover collection in two binders, 138 covers/cards with a some written up 
in one binder and the rest being sorted, heading towards an exhibit and sorted in the 
other binder. Many rates and good fun. Inspect.

$300

22 Canada picture postage covers (29) from 2001 series, etc plus an amazing 22 
personalized postage stamp covers incl. people, children, an airplane, a bulldozer, West 
Toronto Collegiate etc. Four of the personalized ones appear philatelic a souvenir of 
Honourable H. Leonhart with Pickering pictoral cancel, the rest commercial. Scarce 
group, with some arguably being the sole surviving example.

$100

23 Hamilton, Ont 14 Small Queen covers incl. 1892 8¢ registered with #36(4), 8¢ 
registered, orb, squared circles 8¢ SQ with James Street, variety of advertising. Few 
small faults, one registered trimmed but with Hamilton registered oval

$150

24 George VI cover collection in padded album, 160 covers and cards, spotting better items such 
as 1940 “MAIL SERVICE SUSPENDED” to Belgium, 1940 censored to Bulgaria, 1941 1¢ 
printed matter, censored to Iceland, 1943 1¢ War plate block to Cook Islands, 1944 censored 
to France, redirected, 1945 shortpaid, censored to Finland, 1941 Parcel Post, 1943 Registered 
MPO 1004 MacDonald, Man and matching MPO cancels, 1939 airmail to Iraq, 1940 5¢ 
censored to Liberia, 1937 airmail to Southern Rhodesia, 1941 airmail, censored, shortpaid to 
US base, Cuba, 1949 shortpaid to Switzerland with dues tied, 1943 censored to Ceylon and 
much more. Inspection will reward the specialist or dealer.

$750

Canada Bulk Stamp Lots
25 */O BC, NB, NS, PEI group on pages incl. mint BC #7,8; NB #6, 7, NS #8, 9, 11(2), 12, 

and blocks of four of #8, 11(2), 12; PEI misc incl #5f mint pair with “TWC” error; 
used NB #6, 7(2), 8, 11; used NS #2, 3.

$150

26 */** Canada mint 1975-2005, two stockbooks with mint singles and blocks. A bit of used 
definitives also noted. Good face value. Inspect.

$300

27 O Canada four red “102” boxes filled with Canada in large quantities, sorted by 
catalogue number in glassines, incl. Box 1 #125/2358, Box 2 Precancels, perfins and 
officials, Box 3 #131/2310, Box 4 #713/1194A. Tens of thousands of stamps, useful for 
specialist, dealer or postmark collector.

$150

28 */O Carton with mint modern Canada (approx $200+ face value), FDCs, supplies, mounts, 
guillotine, books.

$100

29 */O Canada back of the book collection on stock pages in binder incl. mint semi-postal 
(and blocks) including modern issues, extensive mint airmail (C1i, C9a etc), registered 
letter stamps (incl. #F3), special delivery and postage dues. Inspect.

$250

30 O Canada banker box of 10 neatly sorted plastic boxes (embroidery floss box??) with 
modern commemoratives, mostly 1980s and up. An excellent source of postmarks, 
dealer stock and sales circuits 

$100
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31 O Canada banker box with 8 stock books and binder plus loose manilla pages filled with 
used Canada, includes sales circuit sheets, Numeral issue to modern, with duplication 
for stock. Worthwhile. Circle this lot for inspection.

$250

32 O Canada bundleware in bankerÕs box, estimated 30,000 to 40,000 with some heavily 
duplicated QEII definitives, but spotted commemoratives, plastic sorting boxes etc. 
Colourful and attractive as art supplies for mail art, decoupage, crafts or art.

$100

33 O Canada bundleware in 12 plastic organizing trays takes OCD to the next level, mostly 
modern, spotted many commemoratives, and mammal issues etc.

$100

34 */O Canada carton, two boxes with envelopes and glassines sorted by catalogue number, 
often duplicates with sometimes 100 stamps, occasional mint stamps, used blocks etc. 
Hard to photograph since the stamps are in envelopes but a good quantity and useful 
for cds cancel collector.

$150

35 O Canada carton, used with 13 binders, stockbooks or albums, with duplicate quantity. 
Useful for postmarks, dealer lots and online selling. 10,000s of stamps.

$100

36 */** Canada definitive stockbook, Centennials to Mammals, mint, largely NH, with 
duplication, and includes plate blocks, coils, booklet panes, precancels etc. Inspect

$100

37 */O Canada coils, dealer stock, #126/550 incl both mint and used, multiples etc., spotted 
mint 128, 228(3), 229 pr, 230 pr, used 126(3 prs), 161 pr.  

$100

38 */O Canada collection 1912-1949, Admiral to George VI Postage-Postes issues, often 
multiple of each, used unless otherwise noted, in two antique leather albums on black 
album pages and draftsman quality lettering. Spotted Admirals (shades and printings), 
coils #123-4, coil pairs and strip, 1¢ mint part perforate coil block, imperf Admirals, 
Scroll to $1, Arch incl. some mint blocks of four, 2¢ extended moustache, mint pair 
broken X Grain Expo, mint 1¢ Medallion coil jump strip of four with line coil, mint 
1¢ Weeping Princess, War, Peace issues with extras etc.

$300

39 */** Canada extensive coil stock in Schaubek stock album from 1¢ Admiral to 34¢ 
library of Parliament, often duplicated, spotted pairs, strips, precancel, line pairs, 6¢ 
Centennial hibrite, and more. A juicy stock book with hundreds of coils.

$300

40 O Canada high value used  modern in quantity, from $1 Vancouver to $10 Whale, an 
amazing selection of high values. $10 whales singles with nice cancels, sheets of $5 
Peele, pages of $1, 2 and $5 buildings etc.

$100

41 O Canada huge used stock #35/3179 in four large cartons, in 30 shoeboxes, all sorted by 
catalogue number in glassines. Saw 100s of #37/41 3¢ Small Queen, #91 5¢ Edward 
(100s),  and often 100s of other early stamps right up to modern (spotted hundreds of 
$1, $2, $5 buildings), plus back of book (war tax, postage due, semi-postals).10,000s of 
stamps (and possibly 100,000s) and an absolute treasure trove for postmark collector, 
or packet maker. Wow.

$500

42 */** Canada mint collection 1952-2012, QEII era in five albums and binders, early material 
with some specialized material (jump strips, repair, starter strips, booklets), then 
subscription based completion including blocks and SSs into the modern era. Good 
face. Inspect.

$600

43 */** Canada mint group, incl. 14¢ Peace sheet, 12¢ Parliament precancel sheet, Exup XI 
unofficial overprints (two strips of 20), #605 10¢ QEII coil pair with fake double 
perfs (and article accompanies), #1395 43¢ litho forgery strip of 12, and group of 
Centennial better singles.

$100

44 */** Canada mint stockbook 2¢ Polar Bear to $2 Kluane, many blocks of four (very few 
plate blocks).

$100
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45 */O Canada officials dealer stock, #O1/OE10, arranged in #102 cards, some duplication, 
some faults, spotted mint #O2(10), EO2,  and used #O12 block, O32, O262, O261-2, 
O272(10), O261(5), OC1(3), OCE2 and much more. CV $1,529.45.

$300

46 */** Canada plate blocks #485/982 on approval cards, some duplication and a few blank 
corner blocks. Face value $250.80

$100

47 */O Canada Rubbermaid tote with several collections in albums, stockbooks, loose, 
duplicates in glassines etc, good quantity of mint face. Inspect

$200

48 */O Canada small collector box of mint and used, from Small Queens, spotted used #158 
Bluenose, mint George V and George VI, parcel cancels on Small Queens, blocks, 
strips, some tobacco revenues, Peace issue mint sets (2) and more.

$100

49 O Canada small carton of used modern, high values to $10 whale, plus scads of used 
sheets $1, $2, $5, plus souvenir sheets etc.

$100

50 O Canada stock book with used Canada Small Queens to Confederation, extensive 
duplicated Small Queens with cancel interest, duplicated Jubilees to 5¢ (3 copies), 
Leafs, Numerals, Edwards, Quebec and Admirals in quantity. Inspect

$100

51 O Canada banker box jammed with 10,000s of used off paper stamps, loose and in 
bundles, lots of modern commemmoratives. Perfectly suited for postmark hunter or 
sales circuit maven. A small show dealer would be set for a very long time for inventory 
or small bags of stamp sales. A true “mother of all banker boxes”.

$250

52 O Canada used collection 1911-1951 George V and Vi in album, spotted Admirals, 
Admiral booklets, coils, experimental coils, covers, 1¢, 2¢ Scroll booklet panes used, 
some Mufti  5 hole OHMS perfins (unchecked), and more. Inspect.

$150

53 O Canada used collection in three binders, high degree of completion, spotting booklet 
panes, souvenir sheets etc. Inspect.

$300

54 O Canada used stock book, 1859-1990s plus provinces. Stockbook with duplication 1859, few 
Small Queens but incl. 20¢ and 50¢ Widow Weed, 20¢ Numeral, 2¢ Map (23), Quebec to 
20¢, Admirals, Scroll, Geo V/VI, $1 Fisheries, $8 Bear, etc, plus back of book and provinces.

$100

55 */O Canada varieties stock, in #102 cards in red box. Largely mint modern varieties, 
spotted #459ii pr, 343 ribbed, 741 slight doubling, 1216i feather in cap (two PBs), 477i 
(4 PBs), 1131i/ii, 595aii PB, 1172/d, 1291a, 713iv (6 prs with normal and var.), 714v(2), 
1166c, 479ii, 621 T3, B10 T1, 600iv, 1612ii, 1185a, 1187 T1, 460fi printed on gum 
side block of four, plus much, much more. Retail/CV combo is $4,593

$750

56 */O Centennial issue specialized collection in springback album, incl. 333 singles, 28 pairs, 
41 blocks of four, and multiple larger blocks of booklet panes. Spotted gum, paper, 
tagging etc. For the specialist.

$150

57 */O #66/103 Leaf to Quebec Tercentenary collection mounted on old fashioned black 
pages, excellent selection with numerous cds cancels, and well centered. Additionally 
spotted 5¢ Numeral block of four used with roller, 2¢ on 3¢ Leaf block of four used, 
2¢ Edward imperf pair, etc. Inspect.

$200

58 */O Canada used dealer stock in one binder, #14/125 with a few mint, spotted #14(7), 
15(3), 17, 18, 21, 24(3, one wit extra perf variety), 25(3), 26(3), 27(2), 28, 29/30(4), 
Small Queens to 10¢ and Widow Weeds (used 50c strip of three on piece), Jubilees 
(incl. mint 10¢, used $2), and much more. Faults as expected but useful material. 
Dealer retail $6,446.

$1,000

59 */O Wilding/Cameo issue collection in binder on stock pages, incl. 300+ stamps, largely 
mint, incl. plate blocks, perfins, “G” officials etc. Spotted 5¢ Wilding #340p triple bar 
tagged error (listed in Rose at $175, Jamieson price accompanies at $69.95). Interesting 
group.

$100
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60 ** Canada Christmas collection, 1964-2020 mint, 327 items, blocks, souvenir sheets, 
booklets. Face value $1,1167.49

$500

61 ** Canada face value box, 1970s-2010s, incl quite a few sheets (many still in PO 
packaging), PO packs incl 2010s QEII patriotic packs, plus mint file folders. Adding 
machine tape totals. Face $1,121.48

$500

62 */** Canada mint in banker box incl. 15¢ Floral precancel warning strips of 20, mint 
singles and blocks going back to 3¢ Cartier in cigar box, Hong Kong/Canada joint 
issue pack Year of Ox (12@$9.95 each), 1988 year set, CAPEX 96 and year of tiger 
pack, matched set plate blocks in sealed PO packs, sealed PO pack of year of tiger SS 
(50), mint singles in album 1960s-1970s and more. 

$200

63 ** Canada mint binder 1990s to modern including quite a few booklets, spotted $3 QEII 
souvenir sheet, $3 Canadiens 3D sheet of three (2), and more.

$200

64 */** Canada mint carton including better earlier #193 plate 1 LR block, F (2NH, 2 H), 
208 plate 1 right block of six, #225(3, NH), 243(9, NH), 260(10, NH), C6 plate block 
(H in margin), Mufti and War issue mint singles, blocks, and then mint M/S plate 
blocks etc, 45c ATM booklet panes (2), four wildlife conservation booklets, and packs 
of mint modern.

$250

65 ** Canada mint carton, hundreds if not thousands of blocks, plate blocks and strips, 
largely Cameo issue to 1980s, spotted PB matched sets to $2 value. Lots of booklets as 
well. Inspect 

$500

66 */O Canada mint modern postage, 1970s-1980s, mostly sealed plate block matched sets 
with some unsealed, some earlier and a few booklets. Values up to $1.25. Face value 
approx $300    1̀̀ `

$100

67 ** Canada mint modern group, incl. sheets, S/S sets, post office packages. Face value 
$650.47

$300

68 */** Canada mint modern carton, singles, strips, plate blocks, booklets, blocks etc. Largely 
QEII era. Face value $1,155.80

$500

69 ** Canada mint in shoebox, largely sorted by catalogue number, 1940s to modern. CV is 
$1000s. Face value $823.71

$400

70 ** Canada wholesale mint lot of 5 diff. booklets many still sealed in post office packs. 
UNITRADE 1315b (100); 1325b (52); 1403b (22); 1418b (80), 1578b (40). F-VF-NH. 
2023 Unitrade value is $3,467. Face value is $1,216.40.

$600

71 ** Canada wholesale mint #1039a: 1984 Vintage Train Souvenir Sheets (1652 sheets of 4 
@ $1.65/sheet). F-VF-NH. 2023 Unitrade value is $6,608. Face value is $2,725.80.

$1,200

72 ** Canada mint wholesale #1523 1994 International Year of Family (700 Sheets in post 
office bundles of 100 @ $2.15/sheet). F-VF-NH. 2023 Unitrade value is $4,200. Face 
value is $1,505.

$700

73 ** Canada wholesale mint lot, #575a//1509, B1-B12: Accumulation of corner blocks 
many still in post office matched sets. About 100 diff. issues with quantities from 1 
to 315 but generally 20 to 40 blocks. F-VF-NH. Owner’s list included. Face value is 
$4,268.24

$2,000

74 ** Canada wholesale mint #579a//1616a, B1-B12: Accumulation of mainly Souvenir 
Sheets with some other sheets with many still in post office packs. About 56 diff. 
issues with quantities from 1 to 345 but generally 25 to 30 sheets per issue. F-VF-NH. 
Owner’s list included. Face value is $4,279.11.

$2,000

75 ** Canada wholesale mint #832a: 1979 Canadian Provincial & Territorial Flags (550 
sheets of 12 @ $2.04/sheet). F-VF-NH. 2023 Unitrade value is $3,162.50. Face value is 
$1,122.

$500
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76 ** Canada wholesale mint #992a (BK86): 1983 Forts Across Canada Souvenir Books 
(432 books of 10 @ $3.20/booklet). F-VF-NH. 2023 Unitrade value is $5,184. Face 
value is $1,382.40.

$600

77 ** Canada year sets 1985/2001 incl. 1985, 1989-1993, 1995-1998, 2000, 2001. $150
78 ** Canada year set box, 1987/2000, ten incl. 1987-1990, 1992, 1995-2000. $150
79 ** Canada Christmas mint collection 1970s-2002, largely booklets with a few early 1970s 

blocks, 108 “P” permanent stamps plus $258.72 face for total of $358.08 face value, all 
housed in a lovely “SAFE” 14 ring stock book with black pages.

$150

80 ** Canada wholesale wildlife habitat conservation stamp booklets #FWH3-FWH11, 
1987-1995, in dealer quantities from 2 to 63 per year, total of 388 booklets. F-VF-NH. 
2023 Unitrade value is $8,830. Face value is $3,036.

$750

81 */O Newfoundland collection, 1861/1944 incl. a few early pence (#15A, 20), more in 
Cents (24, 26, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 32A, 34, 35, 37-40,  including some mint #98-100, 
102, 103107, 110, 122, 123, 126, 129, 130, 131-139, 152-154, 155-159, and #C8, C11. 
Inspect.

$200

82 */O Newfoundland collection on well executed home made computer pages incl. mint 
#11A, 15A, 15Ac, 20, 44, 48b, 36, 56, 47 61-2, 65-6, 69-70, 72, and more to 1940s. A 
representative sample of used as well. Inspect

$300

83 */O Newfoundland mint group of mint blocks, singles etc, also spotted some US, Canada, 
and St. Pierre but most is Newfoundland. Inspect.

$75

84 */O Provinces group incl. used NB #1, 9, and mint NB #6(3), 7(6), #8(4), 10(2), 11(2) and 
#7Pi 2c orange proof; NS used #2, 5, 8, 9(3), 10(2 incl one with Baddeck 5c cancel), 
11(2), 12, 13(2) and mint #8(2), 9, 10 (unused possible mint or used no cancel?), 11(3), 
12(4), 13; PEI mint #4(3), 5(3), 6, 7(3), 8, 9(2), 9f, 9v, 10(2), 11(5), 11b, 12, 13(10), 14(2), 
15, 16, plus PEI used #5(2), 6, 7, 8(3), 9a, 11(2), plus two black proofs #13 and 16.

$350

85 */O Canada selection  incl. mint 2¢ Admiral booklet pane, Ottawa conference plate 2 UL 
pb, Royal William plate 1 UL, 13¢ Britannia mint block of six, #B10-12 semi-officials 
signed by artist, and other mint singles,  Newfoundland 2¢ cod mint block. Used 50¢ 
Bluenose (4), $1 Parliament, $1 Champlain block with SON cds. 

$150

86 ** Canada mint modern better items group incl. #BK139b (CV $125), #599i $1 
Vancouver HB matched set PBs (CV $130), #599 $1 Vancouver all three papers 
in singles and blocks, 50c Suzor Cote MS PBs, BK317a, BK317Aa, BK111A, 42c 
Hologram PBs (supposed minor errors but hard to determine), 1967 printed book of 
issued stamps (white with gold front), plus few more.

$100

Canada Stamps - Pence issues to Cents Issue
87 O #1 3d Beaver, red on laid paper with four large to huge margins, possibly sheet margin 

copy at bottom, centrally struck cancel. VF CV $1,600
$300

88 O #1 3d Beaver, red, used, laid paper, central target cancel, four clear margins, 
preprinting crease vertically just to rear of beaver, attractive stamp. CV $1,600

$300

89 O #1a 3d Beaver, orange red, laid paper, used, central target cancel, four clear margins. 
CV $1,600

$300

90 O #2 6d Consort, laid paper, small corner crease at upper left margin, margins clear of 
outer frame line to large, centrally struck target cancel, F. CV $1,000

$200

91 O #2 6d slate violet, vertical laid paper, used, large to cut into margins, small cut at 
upper left, target cancel. CV as VG $500

$150

92 O #2 6d Consort, slate violet, vertical laid paper, used, four clear margins, F. CV $1,000 $300
93 O #2b 6d Greyish purple, vertical laid paper, used, large margins with lower right corner 

just inside outer margin but clear of inner margin, F. CV $1,250
$300
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94 O #4 3d Beaver, red, wove paper, light target cancel, large to just touching margins, F. 
CV $150

$75

95 O #4 3d Beaver, orange red, thin paper, centrally struck target cancel, large to just 
touching margins with lower stamp frameline showing at bottom, F. CV $150

$75

96 O #4 3d orange red, thin oily paper, used with four full, clear margins, target cancel, VF. 
CV $350

$100

97 O #5 6d Consort, wove paper, used with attractive blue target cancel, large to just cut 
into margins. CV as VG $400

$100

98 O #5a 6d brownish grey, tight to cut into margins, light target cancel, VG. CV $600 $150
99 O #5a 6d Brownish grey, wove paper, used with target cancel, large to cut into margins, 

but all clear of inner guidelines, VG. CV $600
$150

100 O #5a 6d Consort, brownish grey, used on wove paper with small hinge thin at back of 
head, four full margins. CV as VG $500. A lovely stamp.

$200

101 O #7 10d thin paper, used with large to just cut into margins, stamp showing at left, 
sound, VG. CV $500

$100

102 O #7 10d thin transparent paper, used with 4 ring “21”, large to just cut into margins, 
VG. CV $500

$150

103 O #7 10d thin transparent paper, used with 4 ring “47” (Three Rivers), huge to enormous 
margins, tiny irregular margin at top right. CV as F. $1,200

$300

104 O #7 10d thin paper, used with four even balanced margins, light, indistinct four ring 
(possibly 37), VF. CV $2,400

$500

105 O #7 10d Cartier, thin paper, used, clear to cut into margins, lightly creased visible in 
fluid, partial 4 ring cancel (possibly 37?). CV $500

$150

106 O #8 1/2d Rose, used with 4 ring “38” (St. Catharines), large to just touching margins, 
stamp sound.

$150

107 O #8b 1/2d Rose, vertically ribbed paper, used with small portion of “3”d rate 
handstamp (most unusual), damaged with small thin, wrinkle and small edge tear at 
lower right, but an attractive example of this paper variety and affordable. CV $1,350

$200

108 O #8var 1/2d Rose, imprint copy at bottom, used with 4 Ring “19” cancel, light crease. $100
109 O #8var 1/2d Rose, grid cancel, short transfer variety at top (note weak impression, 

especially at top centre), very tiny corner crease at upper left. A lovely variety. 
$150

110 O #9 7 1/2d green, wove paper, used, grid cancel and four large to clear margins. small 
central horizontal crease (quite faint). very attractive stamp but CV as only VG $750

$200

111 O #10 6d Reddish Purple, thick soft paper, used with largely face free target cancel, small 
nick at top right corner (free of design) and lower right margin just touching inner 
frameline, VG. CV $1,500

$400

112 O #11 1/2d Rose, perf 11.75, used with partial 4 ring “627” (Ottawa RF 8), F. CV 
$1,000

$200

113 O #12 3d, perf 11.75, used with neat target cancel, VG. CV $300 $100
114 O #12 3d, perf 11.75, used with 4 ring “45” (Stanstead, RF 6), F+. $150
115 O #12 3d perforated beaver, two light blue cancel strokes with evidence of attempted 

erasure (possibly to try to make it an unused stamp), which causes some localized 
thinning. Still nice appearance, as VG. CV $300

$75

116 O #13 6d perforated, used with 4 ring “21” (Montreal), small perf corner crease at upper 
left. CV as F $5,000

$500
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117 O #2, 2b, 5 6d Consort trio incl. #2 slate violet (tear at UL), #2b greyish purple (tight 
margin at UL), and #5 slate grey (cut into margin at top but blue cancel). CV as VG 
$1,600

$200

118 O Pence group used with small faults, heavy cancel or poor margins, but useful lot incl. 
#1a, 4(2), 4v, 9, 9TCi, 11(2), 12(2), 13(2). Stamps are sound but poor margins, or 
faulty with good margins. High CV as just VG $8,300

$1,000

119 O #15 5c Beaver, group of five with plate varieties incl. stamp 69, state 4 with slash under 
“Postage” and illustrated in Boggs as flaw #3; stamp #99 from state 3, flaw #46a (dot 
in left margin), also with 4 ring 4 Bowmanville; stamp #45 state 1 plate flaw #4 (arc 
slash below upper left 5, with nice grid cancel 37; plate flaw #436 (dot in left margin), 
also with 4 ring 23 Niagara; plate flaw #101b, stamp 7 states 9 &10 dot in S, and re-
entry #73 upper left frame line re-entered.

$100

120 P #15TC 5c Beaver plate proof block of four, orange vermillion. Ex Bileski, stated to be 
state 11 of plate and position 53-54/63-64 (assuming Bileski likely cut up the proof 
sheet himself). CV $1,000.

$300

121 P #15TCiv 5c Beaver trial colour proof block of four, brown red with “SPECIMEN” 
overprint. Ex Bileski, stated to be state four of plate and position 43-44/53-54 
(assuming Bileski likely cut up the proof sheet himself). CV $1,000.

$300

122 O Cents issue group incl. #14(7, incl. pair), #15(16, incl. 4 ring 51, imprint, Hamilton 
1866 SON), #17(4, incl. imprint), 18(5), 19(2), 20(3, incl. claret). Inspect.

$500

Canada Stamps - Large Queens to Numeral Issue
123 O #25 3¢ Large Queen, group of 29 stamps incl. one pair, two rings, target cancels, 

shades. For the specialist.
$200

124 (*) #29 15c Large Queen, unused block of four, small tone dot on lower left stamp hidden 
in scroll work. A nice exhibit piece.

$100

125 O #30c 15¢ Large Queen, very thick paper (blotting paper), deep violet, faint crease and 
small thin at top left, lovely centering and light cancel considering most usages were 
parcels, VF centering. CV as VF $2,000.

$400

126 O #21/28 1/2¢ to 12 1/2¢ Large Queen, group of 44 stamps incl. 1/2¢ (5, incl pair), 1¢ 
brown red (6), 1¢ yellow (2), 2¢ (13), 3¢ (4), 5¢ (2), 6¢ (8), 12 1/2¢ (4). A few two ring 
cancels, dated and fancy corks.

$300

127 */O Large Queen group incl. 1/2¢ (3 one cds, two unused), 1¢ yellow, 1¢ brown red 
(3, incl. thin paper and watermarked “C”), 2¢, 3¢(8), 5¢, 6¢(2), 12 1/2¢(3), 15¢(3).  
Inspect.

$300

128 O #29. 30 15¢ large Queen, used group of 23 including a pair, incl. a few fancy cancels 
and dated examples.

$200

129 */** #43 6¢ Small Queen, block of four, mint, og, top pair with tiny, but barely visible 
hinge, bottom pair NH, F-VF. Three Dot state (or almost four dot as bottom pair 
shows evidence of a fourth dot). CV $1,593

$400

130 * #46 20¢ Widow Weed, mint, LH, VF+. CV $600 $200
131 O #47 50¢ Widow Weed, used block of six, bit of hinge reinforcement, roller cancel. $100
132 O Small Queen collection on pages incl. 1/2¢(13), 1¢(18), 2¢(18), 3¢(38 incl early shades), 

5¢(21), 6¢(25), 8¢(11), 10¢(15), Widow Weeds (one of each). A variety of shades, fancy 
cancels, cds, “21” roller on 10¢, 6¢ one, two and three dot states, mint 8¢, early 10¢ 
shades, and more.

$300

133 O Small Queen group on stock pages and approval cards incl. 1/2c (1c), 1c(39 incl. strips 
and two blocks of four), 2c(114), 3c(179), 5c(66), 6c(20), 8c(33), 10c(2). Selection of 
targets, corks, dated copies. Inspect.

$100
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Canada
134 O #39, 39b, 43 6¢ Small Queen, used group of 32 examples, with numerous 1, 2 and 3 

dot positions, dated postmarks, re-entry through Canada Postage, over-inked example 
smudging “N” of Canada, etc. Most bought from Dick Lamb and many still on 
Lamb’s approval cards.

$100

135 O #40, 45 10¢ Small Queen, 34 used examples, excellent centering and dated copies 
throughout. For the specialist.

$200

136 ** #50 1/2¢ Jubilee, block of four, VF, NH. This stamp was highly prized the day that it 
was issued, so much so that the post office restricted purchasing of the stamp to those 
buying sets. CV $1,800.

$500

137 ** #51 1¢ Jubilee, mint, og, NH. VF block of four. CV $480 $150
138 ** #53 3¢ Jubilee, mint, og, NH, VF. CV $480. $150
139 ** 54 5¢ Jubilee, mint, og, NH, VF, block of four. CV $1,200. $300
140 * #55 6¢ Jubilee, mint, og, LH, VF. CV $300 $100
141 ** #55 6¢ Jubilee, mint, og, NH, VF. The upper right stamp with a small, natural 

ungummed spot and no evidence of a thin in any way. This is just a natural 
occurrence. CV as three NH and one H is $3,000. CV as four NH $3,600.

$1,000

142 ** #56 8¢ Jubilee, mint, og, NH, F-VF, block of four. One stamp with a tiny bit of ink 
offset from stacking (normal occurrence). CV $1,300.

$400

143 ** #56 8¢ Jubilee, VF, NH. A remarkable stamp with beautiful balanced margins. CV 
$600+

$250

144 ** #57 10¢ Jubilee, mint, og, NH, F-VF block of four. CV $1,375. $500
145 ** #59 20¢ Jubilee, mint, og, NH, F-VF, block of four. bright, fresh colour. CV $3,000. $1,000
146 ** #60 50¢ Jubilee, mint, og, VF, block of four, right marginal block, fresh colour and 

clear impression. A rarity. CV $6,000
$1,500

147 ** #61 $1 Jubilee, lake, mint, og, NH, one small paper kernel at crown, VF. CV $3,000 $1,000
148 (*) #61 $1 Jubilee, unused, corner damaged. $50
149 * #62 $2 Jubilee, mint, og, VF. CV $2,000 $500
150 O #62 $2 Jubilee, used with neat Toronto “4” roller cancel, VF centering. CV as VF 

$600. See note below stamp in Unitrade “Used $2 with cds cancel (1897-1907) are 
rare - add 50%”. This is a lovely stamp.

$150

151 * #65 $5 Jubilee, mint, og, bit disturbed, LH, F. CV $1,200 $300
152 * #65 $5 Jubilee, mint, og, LH, F-VF. fresh colour. CV $1,600. $500
153 ** #65 $5 Jubilee, mint, NH, small kernel and natural gum crease, lovely example with 

fresh colour and gum, as F, NH. CV $3000
$750

154 * #50-60 1/2¢ to 50¢ Jubilee, mint, g, H, HR, 1/2¢ with small hinge thin, rest sound. 
8c with huge margins. CV as F. $860

$150

155 O Jubilee collection on stock pages, lifetime accumulation with many dated copies incl. 
#51 1¢ (73), #52 2¢ (25), #53 3¢ (249), saw many cds cancels, cork, squared circles, a 2 
ring (#41?). `

$100

156 ** #68 2¢ Leaf purple, mint, og, NH, VF, block of four. CV $960 $250
157 ** #70 5¢ Leaf, mint, og, NH, VF top marginal block of four. CV $3,000 $1,000
158 */** #71 6¢ Leaf, mint, og, top pair H, bottom pair NH, F-VF. CV $892 $250
159 * #73ii 10c brown violet Leaf, horizontal wove paper, mint, og, H, VF. CV $800 $200
160 * #70, 71, 72 5¢, 6¢, 8¢ mint blocks of four, 5c top pair h, bottom pair NH, F; 6¢ H, 

F-VF, 8¢ H, F+. CV $1,460
$300
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Canada Stamps - Leaf to Numeral Issues
161 O Leaf used collection, 900 stamps in old fashioned springback album, 1/2¢ to 3¢ with 

multiples, precancels, cds cancels, flag and parcel cancels. Spotted 1/2¢ Leaf used 
block of nine with right straight edge (left pane columns 8, 9 and 10). A plethora of 
fun hidden in an album for 60 years.

$150

162 ** #81 7¢ Numeral, mint, og, NH, VF, block of four, fresh colour and impression. CV 
$3,600

$1,000

163 ** #84 20¢ Numeral, mint, og, NH, VF+. A stunning example with even, balanced 
margins and pristine gum. CV $3,000

$1,000

164 O Numeral used collection, #74/77, 2,250 stamps mounted in old springback album 
including block, strips, fancy cancels, precancels, socked on the nose strikes. A treasure 
trove that has been tucked away for 60 years. Inspection highly recommended.

$150

165 * #74-82 1/2¢ to 8¢ Numeral, plus #88 2¢ on 3¢, mint, og, H, a few small faults, nice 
centering. CV as F $595

$100

Canada Stamps - Map Issue to George V issues
166 ** #86b 2¢ Map Deep Blue, mint, og, NH, VF block of four. Fresh and bright. CV $900 $250
167 */O #85/86 2c Map, three mint copies, 43 used examples incl. dated copies. $100
168 O #85, 86 2c¢Map stamp, used lot of 150+ stamps with 100+ being town cancels, 

spotted cds, RPOs and a few squared circles, some flag cancels. An old time group.
$100

169 O #85/86 2¢ Map, 133 used copies on stock pages, album pages. $100
170 ** #90A 2¢ Edward imperforate block of four, mint, og, NH, VF. CV $400 $100
171 O #90b 2c Edward, used booklet pane with Vernon, BC cds (MR 27 05), hinge 

reinforced, some gum residue still present. Scarce used. CV $1,500.
$300

172 * #95 50¢ Edward, mint of, F-VF, H, with slight offset, disturbed gum. CV $950 $250
173 ** #97 1¢ Quebec Tercentenary, mint, og, NH. An absolutely stunning, superb example. This 

issue is notorious for poor centering. Simply amazing. CV as VF, NH irrelevant $150+
$250

174 * #99 5¢ Quebec Tercentenary, mint, og, HR, superb. Lovely centering. CV $150+ $75
175 * #103 20¢ Quebec Tercentenary, mint, og, H, superb. Lovely centering. CV $400 $150
176 * #96-103 Quebec Tercentenary mint set 1/2¢ to 20¢, mint, og, H, HR, the 1/2¢ and 7¢ 

with small hinge thin, rest sound. CV as F $530
$350

177 ** #BK4d 1¢ yellow green booklet, 4 panes of six, vertical wove paper, sans serif capitals 
on rate sheet, F, NH. CV $300

$100

178 ** #136-138 1¢-3¢ Admiral imperforate blocks of four, mint, og, VF, NH. CV $1000 $350
179 ** #138iii 3¢ Carmine, imperforate lathework inscription block of eight, “WA No A126 

944 BG”, plate 126, VF, NH. CV $1,500
$500

180 ** #141b-145b 1¢-13¢ Confederation issue, pairs, imperforate between, mint og, NH. 
Also includes #E3 20¢ special delivery. CV $1,700

$750

181 ** #146b-148b Historical issue, pairs, imperforate between vertically, 5¢, 12¢, 20¢, mint 
og, NH. 20¢ with wrinkle at top right  CV $720

$300

182 ** #149e-159c Scroll issue, 1¢ - $1 vertical pairs, imperforate horizontally, VF, NH. An 
iconic issue with an eye catching variety. CV $5,325

$2,000

183 ** #168 4¢ Arch issue, plate #1 lower right, VF, NH. CV $250 $100
184 ** #196i 2¢ Medallion, plate block, lower right plate #1, VF, NH. CV $600 $200
185 ** #197 3¢ Medallion, plate block, upper right plate #7, VF, NH. CV $500 $150
186 * #197 3¢ Medallion, plate block lower right, plate #8, mint og, H, VF. CV $250 $100
187 */** #198 4¢ Medallion, plate block, upper left plate #1, H in margin, stamps NH, VF. CV $800 $200
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188 */** #199 5¢ Medallion, plate block, upper left plate #1, H in margin, stamps NH, VF. CV $200 $75
189 */** #200 8¢ Medallion plate block, upper right, plate #2, H in margin only, stamps NH, 

CV $700 as NH
$200

190 ** #201 13¢ Quebec Citadel, plate block, upper left plate #2, VF, NH. CV $650 $200
191 ** #208i 3¢ Cartier, burr on shoulder variety, position #2 in block of four, mint, VF, 

NH. Margin tab with LH not affecting stamp. CV $400
$150

192 ** #221a 5¢ Pictorial imperforate vertically, mint block of four, VF. NH. CV $900 $300
193 ** #217-227 1¢ - $1 1935 Pictorial, mint, og, NH blocks of four, VF. CV $1,050 $250
Canada Stamps - George VI to QEII issues
194 */** #231-233var 1¢ - 3¢ Mufti misperforation group incl. #231 1¢ vertically shifted 

perforations, NH, #232 2¢ vertically shifted perforations, NH, #233 3¢ vertically 
shifted perforation single NH and pair (one H), #233 horizontally shifted perforations, 
NH and margin copy H. Total 7 stamps.

$150

195 ** #232 2¢ Mufti upper plate block of 20, plate #9, VF, NH, and #232i 2¢ pale yellow 
brown Mufti lower plate block of 20, plate #10, VF, NH. Each with staple hole in 
margin tab (as sheets were stapled into pads, normal). CV $562.50

$150

196 */** #233 3¢ Mufti plate block collection, 141 plate blocks with highlights Plate #2 UL 
cracked, #2 UR block 8, cracked plate, #13 LL(2), #16 UL, 16 UR, 16 LR, 18 UR, 18 
LL(2), 19 LL, 20 LL(3, rare), 21 LL, 21 UR (NH), 21 LL, 21 LR, 22 UL(2), 22 UR, 23 
UR (NH). A few HH, thin, but most VF and good quantity as NH. CV as VF (without 
NH premium) $1,965.

$500

197 */** #233i 3¢ Mufti, cease on collar variety in centre stamp of block of nine, 1st and 3rd 
stamp H, rest NH including the variety. VF, NH. CV $225+ 

$150

198 ** #236b 3¢ Mufti, imperforate left margin pair, small natural inclusion spot on left 
stamp, still beautiful. VF, NH. CV $600

$250

199 */O #231/238 Mufti issue group, largely mint with blocks, plate blocks, singles, coils, 
booklet pane, 3¢ coil strip of five with “D” flaw, #232 2¢ on horizontally ribbed paper 
(unlisted), coil start and end strips with tabs, paste-up strips, #233 Plate #9 LL plate 
block with broken 3 variety, #233 vertical pair with ink smear, #233 block of four with 
perforation shift, #233 3¢ vertical pair with ink blob near “C” of “Canada”, #233 ink 
squiggles on top of TA of “POSTAGE”, #232 2¢ block with hairline in second “A” of 
“CANADA”, #231 1¢ block of four with mark in left “1”; Used #233 3¢ with a “scar 
face” variety, dots on cheek, group of OHMS four hole perfins and more.

$150

200 ** #241-245 13¢ - $1 mint blocks of four, VF, NH. Fabulous centering. CV $1,266 $400
201 DP #249 1¢ War issue, green, large PROGRESSIVE die proof (75x87mm), die sunk on 

card (132x201mm), Die # “X-G-759” and missing diagonal shade lines in portrait and 
background, “H.M. KING GEORGE VI”, “CANADIAN BANK NOTE COMPANY, 
LIMITED” imprint. Only recorded example of this progressive die proof. Rare and Superb.

$1,250

202 DP #249 1¢ War issue, green, large die proof (74x74mm), die sunk on card (185x125mm), 
Die # “X-G-759” and “CANADIAN BANK NOTE COMPANY, LIMITED” 
imprint but without “H.M. KING GEORGE VI” which appears on die “X-G-739”. A 
very rare REPLACEMENT die. Superb.

$1,000

203 DP #249 1c¢War issue, green, small die proof (24x28mm) on card. Very scarce. $300
204 DP #249DP 1¢ War issue, green, large die proof, die sunk on india on card, imprint 

“H.M. King George VI X-G-739 American Bank Note Company, Limited”.
$500

205 */** #249a,b,c 1c War booklets and #263, 278 1c War coil, incl. start and end strips, 
written up on exhibit pages.

$150
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206 O #249 1¢ War issue, 143 covers incl. domestic, drop, printed matter, RPO, ships, 
military, patriotics, undated machine cancels, duplex, MPOs etc. Spotted a Nascopie 
wreck cover (illustrated in catalogue).

$300

207 * #249d 1¢ War issue, green, imperforate pair, mint, og, LH. CV $400 $150
208 */O #249 1¢ War Issue green, used plate blocks showing all plates #1-30, mint cracked plate #16 

lower left block of six (hinge, hinge reinforcement), mint plate 18 lower left block of four (VF, 
NH), five mint misperforated singles, mint plate 9 (the rarest plate) upper right plate block 
with shifted vertical perforations), inking error mint variety single, plate 25 upper right mint 
block with dramatic misperforation and fold-over variety with guideline showing at top.

$250

209 */** #256var 8c Farm Scene, plate 1 lower right plate block with fold over variety, misperforated 
and small portion printed on reverse. Top middle stamp H, rest NH. A wonderful variety.

$100

210 */** #249/255 1¢ - 5¢ War issue plate block collection incl. #249 1¢ War 62 plate blocks, 
incl. plates #1-7, 9-32, with various positions and duplication, spotted three plate #20 
cracked plate LL; #250 2¢ War 10 plate blocks, plates #1-6, various positions; #251 3¢ 
Dark Carmine War 8 plate blocks plus underinked block of four, plates #1,3,4,7, 9, 10 
plus extras; #252 3¢ Rose Violet War, 27 plate block incl. plate #11-16, 19-21, 23-34 plus 
extras, spotted plate #12 upper left cracked plate; #254 4¢ Dark Carmine War, 46 plate 
blocks incl. plate #1-8, 10-15, 17-18, 20, 22 23, 25-28, 31-50 with extra positions; #255 
5¢ War, five plate blocks incl. #1-4 with extra position plate #3 . Largely VF, NH.

$500

211 O #302 $1 Fisheries, 44 selected examples, all with light or cds cancels. CV as F 
(although many VF) $660.

$100

212 ** #454j 1¢ Centennial, printed on the gum side, VF, NH. Greene Foundation certificate 
accompanies. A Centennial rarity. CV $1,500

$500

213 ** #550a 6¢ Centennial vertical coil pair, fully imperforate, mint, og, NH. CV $750. $250
214 ** #550a 6¢ Centennial vertical coil strip of three, fully imperforate, mint, og, NH. CV $1,125 $400
215 */O Centennial issue in springback album, with paer, tagging, perf and gum varieities. 

Spotted plate blocks and some matched sets. Largely mit but a few used and some 
covers. Also includes top an bottom strips of 20 in quantity. Spotted some better items 
incl. #359bii, 460ii, 461ii, 463iv, 465ii, 465Ai, 45Aiii, 465Bi, 465Biv and more.

$100

216 ** #587 2¢ Caricature variety group of seven, incl. “hole in head” pair, 1 bar tag error, 
untagged, full offset on reverse, dramatic misperforation an block of eight with 
perforation jump to right.

$100

217 ** #587var 2¢ Caricature, vertical strip of 10, with dry printing variety, underinked plate 
causing a ghost-lilke impression on the top six examples. Eye-catching.

$200

218 ** #589var 4c  Mackenzie King, left margin block of four, VF, NH, the right vertical 
pair being a ghost impression, an eye-catching variety.

$100

219 ** #591a 6¢ Pearson, printed on gum side, corner block. A modern rarity. CV $1,200 $600
220 ** 587/593var Caricature issue, one bar tagging group of 11 incl. 487(3), 588, 588xx, 589, 

590, 591, 591xx, 592 and 593, all NH,
$100

221 ** 593 8¢ Caricature variety group, eight items incl. 1 bar pair, one bar block of four with 
LF, one bar left and one bar centre, untagged, untagged on FL paper, block of 10 with 
weeping princess in position #13, top margin block with blue ink streak vertically, set of 
blank corner blocks (perf 12x12.5, PVA gum and ribbing “error” stamps, with photocopy 
of Greene certificate stating “variety missing colour and design, genuine in all respects”.

$150

222 ** #729a 12¢ Parliament, imperforate horizontal pair, VF, NH. CV $200 $75
223 ** #729ii, 730a, 809a Parliament imperforate pairs, 12¢, 14¢, 17¢, mint, NH VF CV $625. $200
224 ** #1362c 45¢ Flag imperforate pair, mint, og, NH (lightly creased, gum bend as found 

on this variety). Rare. CV $750
$200
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225 ** #1362c, 1362iii 45¢ Flag imperforate block of six, including gutter block, mint, og, 
NH (creases as some of these are). Rare. CV $6,000

$1,000

226 ** #1362iii 45¢ Flag imperforate gutter pair, mint, og, NH (creases as some of these are). 
Rare. CV $2,250

$500

227 ** #1441-1442 Canada in Space, 42¢ hologram sheets, 29 sheets. CV $725. Face $243.60 $100
228 ** #1442iii 42¢ hologram, high orbit variety, 10 se-tenant pairs (1441-1442iii) in complete 

sheet of 20. The high orbit variety is clearly visible on every stamp, VF, NH. CV $750
$200

229 ** #1442iv 42¢ Shuttle hologram, low orbit variety, eight copies out of 10 in the sheet. 
CV $720.

$200

230 ** #1932a 48¢ QEII Golde Jubilee, imperforate pair, mint, og, NH, VF. CV $1,800 $600
231 ** Canada unknown perforated and gummed sheet of 50 “stamps”, appears modern issue 

but uncertain which one. APS certificate accompanies which suggests it is Canada and 
could be a marker sheet between panes. Most unusual.

$100

Canada Stamps - Airmail to Fancy Cancels
232 */O Canada airmail dealer stock, #C1/CE4, on #102 cards, some duplication, bit of faults, 

spotted mint multiple copies #C1, C3, C4, CE2 block, CE3 block, used #C2, C4, C4 
block, C9ii (2) and more. CV $1,556.05

$200

233 ** Canada booklet collection, 1953-2019 in stock book. 269 booklets with face value 
$1,130.55.

$500

234 ** Canada booklet collection, 1994-2020 in stock book. 72 booklets with face value 
$375.88

$150

235 ** #BK3e 1c booklet, complete with rate change handstamp on face, serif capitals on rate 
sheet. CV $250

$100

236 ** #BK28aE/30aE George VI booklet collection incl. #BK28aE, 29aF, 30aE, 30cF, 
30cE(2), 31eF, 31eF (exploded), 32aE, 32eB, 34aE, 34dF, 35E, 36g, 39aE, 40b, 42b, 
44E. CV $1,174.37

$300

237 */** Booklet balance lot, mostly QEII but a few earlier but condition issues (#104 1¢ pane 
but detached and only one pane), etc.

$100

238 ** Booklet group in small box, mostly modern, spotted six 1986 Fenelon Falls stamp 
show special booklets which are difficult to find.

$100

239 ** Canada booklet lot in two 102 boxes, heavily duplicated 1950s-1970s largely, a few 
booklet panes. Useful for a small show dealer. Face value is not very high due to 
low face value of the booklets but the CV is often many multiples of face. Typically 
Wilding, Caricature, Floral and Parliament issues. Spotted a few later George VI and 
early QEII. Should be worth $200

$200

240 ** Canada mint modern booklet collection 1995-2019, 173 booklets largely from BK 185 
(Super heroes) to BK 722 (Canadians in flight), with a few earlier ones. Total face is 
$1,389.20 including 985 “P” stamps.

$700

241 * British Columbia stamp trio #7 3d (small perf tear), #8 2¢ on 3d, #9 5¢ on 3d, mint, 
og, F. CV $310

$100

242 * British Columbia #16 25¢ surcharge on 3d, mint og, F. CV $750 $250
243 O #15 5c Beaver, group of five with 4 ring cancels incl. #2 (Belleville), #30 (Peterboro), 

#35 (Prescott, two copies), #42 (Sherbrook), the later with plate variety flaw #91a (dot 
in upper right “5”) and flaw #91c (dot by E of POSTAGE). All Ex Bileski.

$100

244 O Two ring cancel group on 22 stamps incl. 1¢ Large Queen #6, Small Queens #3, 5, 11, 
12 (faulty), 13, 15, 27, 30, 31, 36, 38, 40, 41, 42 (unclear), 43, 44, 45, 50, 52, 56, and 
58. Also includes 3¢ with Montreal cds and bullseye (not 2 ring).

$100
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245 O Old stamp album 38 two ring cancels on 1¢, 3¢ SQ and few others, noted several 3, 
40 and 52s but also 56 on 1¢ SQ, 27 on 3¢ LQ, and 41 on 5¢ Numeral, plus others. 
Also 100+ target, bullseye and “R” cancels. Additionaly a retired 1970s APS sales 
circuit book with 27 BC Victorian era cancels (cds, RPOs, squared circles).

$100

246 ** Canada Federal election, four cinderella sheets signed by candidates plus extra set 
each in a special envelope. The set of four cinderella sheets with matching envelopes 
and enlarged printed face of each candidate, Prime Minster Jean Chretien (letter 
from PMO signed by assistant, cinderella sheet signed by Chretien), Kim Campbell 
(signed cinderella sheet), Preston Manning (return letter, envelope ad signed cinderella 
sheet), Audrey McLaughlin (return letter, envelope and signed cinderella sheet), 
and Canadian Stamp News article by Ian Robertson (Oct 5, 1993) leading up to 
the election. The cinderellas were designed by Vancouver artist Dawn Faulkner. An 
incredible philatelic/political collectible. Impossible to reproduce, and although not 
expensive, this lot deserves to have a box around it so it isn’t missed.

$150

Canada
247 O Dominion express franks (3), incl. black “10” for newspapers and periodicals, green 

personal packages not over 20 lbs (with train and cart motif, and similar green 
personal package frank with ship and cart motif.

$100

248 F #404F 4¢ Cameo pair, lithograph forgery or postal counterfeit used on piece and 
tied by Montreal slogan cancel (22 X 74), right stamp with corner fault from poor 
perforations. A rare modern postal counterfeit.

$150

249 F British Columbia forgery group, 57 stamps incl. five imperforate Frodel forgeries of #7 
3d orange (shades), mint and used singles, blocks and corner blocks.

$250

250 F Canada Pence issue forgery group incl. #7 10d Cartier (superb example), #8 1/2d, #12 
3d Oneglia, #12 fake perfed #4, #14 fake with trimmed perfs and #17 fake.

$200

251 F Canada modern forgery group, 53 stamps, mint and used incl. genuine block of four with 
one fraudulently removed hologram stamp, imperf blocks and pairs of 39¢ purple, fake 
43¢ coil strips, 7¢ Fall Maple Leaf pair with “Canada 7” removed from one, #459 6¢ 
Centennial litho postal counterfeit block of four and few singles, #460 6¢ black Centennial 
fake double print, fake Seaway invert, #781-782 1¢, 2¢ Flora fake double perfs etc. 

$100

252 F Canada forgery group manufactured from real stamps inc. fake OHMS overprint on 
50¢ Lumbering, fake Admiral coils, fake “2 CENTS” overprint on 3¢ Admiral, 2¢ 
Map with trimmed perfs and Dec 24 fake Montreal cancel, 6¢ Jubilee with fake FDC 
cancel, fake five hole OHMS on 2+1¢ War Tax, fake trimmed perfs on 1¢ SQ and 50¢ 
Widow Weed to make imperforate, colour changeling on #36 and F2 to blue, etc.

$100

253 F Canada forgery balance incl. Newf #C1 Hawker with fake overprint (2), $4.50 Balbo fake 
overprint, 15¢ aeriel service cinderella (2), Newf 1/- pence tied by fake cancel on piece, NS 
specimen fakes (4), Canada 10¢ consort fake bisect, 2¢ SQ fake bisect, London to London 
fakes (2), 10¢ Nesbitt postal stationery fake and 3¢ blue Eckerlin large Admiral essay pair.

$100

254 F New Brunswick forgery group, 35 stamps from Pence to Cents incl. Panelli, Spiro, 
Fournier, incl corner block of 3d Spiro, plus a few modern forgeries of the 1c train not 
counted.

$100

255 F Newfoundland pence issue forgery group, 82 stamps incl. sheet of 36, strip of 6, 3d 
green, 1d brown, 5d brown etc, mint and used. from primitive to well executed.

$250

256 F Newfoundland Cents issue forgery group, 57 items incl. harp seals, cod fish, ship, 
Prince Consort etc.

$200

257 F Newfoundland airmail forgery group, six items incl. #C1 Hawker flight (fake 
overprint), $4.50 Balbo (fake overprint and Forgery hs), 15¢ aerial service cinderella, 
two London to London semi-officials, $1 Labrador cinderella

$100
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258 F Nova Scotia forgery group, 56 stamps incl. mint and used, singles and blocks, spotted 
Spiro, Fournier, and range of forged “SPECIMEN” overprints.

$200

259 O Canada fancy cancel collection, offered intact as received, 607 stamps including corks, 
two rings, four rings, Way Letter, rollers, flags, parcel ovals and more. Inspection 
highly recommended.

$250

Canada Stamps - New Brunswick to Reply Coupons
260 P New Brunswick #6TCi 1¢ locomotive, trial colour proof, light rose on bond paper. CV $250 $100
261 */** #11A 3d green, thin wove paper, block of four, mint, og, two central stamps H, left 

and right stamps NH, clear, full margins, VF. CV $960
$300

262 * #12A 5d violet brown, block of four, mint, og, (design 22.5mm x 22mm), thin wove, 
clear to large margins. CV $480

$150

263 * Newfoundland Pence mint group #11A/23 incl. #11A, 12A, 15A, 17, 18(2), 19, 19a, 
19b, 20, 21, 22, and 23. CV as VF $1,450

$500

264 * Newfoundland mint group #56-60 incl. #56, 57, 58, 59, 60(5 shades), 75, 76(2), mint 
og, few faults. CV as F $589.

$100

265 * Newfoundland #78-85 1/2¢ to 5¢, mint set, og, H, HR. CV as F $80.50. $50
266 * Newfoundland #87var 1¢ “NFW” variety on two mint, one pair, one block of four 

(one stamp in block), and two used examples, perf 12x11, 12x14 etc. CV as F $260+
$75

267 * #61-74 1¢ - 60¢, Discovery of Newfoundland, mint set, og, H. 35¢ with large thin. 
CV as F-VF $362.50

$100

268 * Newfoundland mint group #24/55 incl. #24(3, one unused), 26(*), 27(2), 28(2), 29, 
30, 31, 32(2), 32A(2), 33, 35, 36, 37 (HHR), 38 (thin under H), 38 (partial dist. og), 
41-44, 45(5), 46(2), 47(2), 46i block of four, 48, 48 (NH ex Baillie), 49(3), 51(2), 51, 
53 (*), 54 and 55. Occasional fault as expected but generally sound. CV as F $3,008.

$750

269 * Newfoundland #104-114, 1¢-15¢ mint, og, H, HR, extra 104a, 105b. CV as F $228. $75
270 * Newfoundland #104-114, set of 12 incl both 6¢ varieties, mint, og, H. CV $ $100
271 * Newfoundland #115-126 mint set 1¢-36¢ with extra shades of the 3¢, 4¢ and 5¢ and 

an uncertified (and alleged 15¢ Prussian blue counted as normal). CV $333
$100

272 * Newfoundland mint sets #131-144 Pictorial 1¢-24¢, #145-159 1¢-30¢ Labrador 
Publicity #1, #163-171 1¢-20¢ Labrador Publicity #2, #172-182 1¢-30¢ Labrador 
Publicity #3, mint, og, H, HR, few small faults. CV as F $485.75

$150

273 * Newfoundland airmail mint group #C3/C19 incl. #C2, C3, C8-11, C12, C13-17, C19, 
a few used and a $1 blue cinderella

$250

274 P Newfoundland #OX1ii officially sealed, plate proof on india, on card, in black (issued 
colour). CV $1,000

$300

275 S Newfoundland #OX1iii officially sealed, red “SPECIMEN” and 2mm control punch 
(as normal), mint, og, NH.CV $1,500

$500

276 */O Newfoundland collection in Lighthouse stockbook, black pages, balance of collection 
with scattered mint and used, spotted a few early Pence, Cents, Guy, Discovery, 
Cariboo, #184c 1¢ black cod imperf pair, 186a, 186b 2¢ green booklet panes, 186iii 
2¢ imperf pair, 5¢ Cariboo imperf pair, 2¢ Gilbert imperf pair, mint later issues, 
including blocks, postage dues, a few covers.

$600

277 O Nova Scotia #3 3d dark blue on blued paper, used with light grid cancel, four clear 
margins, VF. CV $400

$150

278 * #OX1 - OX4, the four mint officially sealed stamp, #OX1 HR, OX2 part gum, 
sweated, OX3 HR,OX4 HR, VF centering. CV $1950

$500
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279 ** #OX3 Officially sealed, Queen Victoria on white paper, upper right corner block of 
four, F, NH. CV $600

$200

280 */O Official overprint group, #O1/E02, mostly mint and a bit of used, some duplication. 
Highlights are #O9 50c Lumbering OHMS, VF, H; #O10 $1 Ferry OHMS VF NH, 
#O25 $1 Ferry “G”, VF, NH; #O27 used etc. Inspect.

$250

281 ** #O15Ac 5¢ “OHMS” block of four, upper right stamp with “no period after S” variety, 
VF, NH. CV $150

$75

282 O Official OHMS perforated initials, small box of several hundred War and Peace issue, 
especially useful because there are many strips of four and even a block of four of 10¢ 
Memorial chamber. Useful for specialist research.

$100

283 O Ontario town cancel collection, towns A to N, 446 stamps, largely Small Queens and 
a few Leaf, Numeral issues, arranged alphabetically. A life time collection.

$200

284 O Ontario town cancel collection, O-Z, 427 stamps, mostly Small Queens with extensive 
Toronto and Toronto Street cancels. Arranged alphabetically in binder on grid pages.

$200

285 */O #249 1¢ War issue, 190 perfin stamps incl. precancelled perfins #4530(2), #5850(3), 
#4940(4), regular company perfins such as Bell Telephone, CBC, Codsville, CGE, 
Intl. Harvester, CMS, CNR, CPR, Dennison, T Eaton, Finlay, Smith and Co, GWI, 
NYL, PD, P&L, R&Q Cos, S, SCC, Sun Life, Travellers, WR Co, WT & Co, WW 
Jr, range of mint incl. mint block of 12 CPR on Pl. 3 UL, etc, and proof strikes of strip 
of 10 of CBC on white paper, CNR on paper and MLI Co.

$150

286 */O Canada postage due dealer stock, #J1/J40, mint and used, some faults, spotted mint 
and used blocks, wide range of material, duplication throughout. Useful stock with 
high CV. CV $2,999.85

$400

287 P 2¢ George VI, olive green lithograph offset proof at angle on wove paper (vertical 
crease), pencil notation “Ink for Litho offset Kings Vignette”, This was a proof for the 
2¢ postal stationery envelope.

$200

288 DP George VI 3¢ die proof in black, die sunk on india, on card with imprint “X-G-682 
Canadian Bank Note Company, Limited.”. Crease at upper left of card (not affecting 
india). This die proof was for the 3¢ postal stationery envelope. Scarce.

$300

289 P 4¢ carmine George VI postal stationery envelope proof sheet of 15 impressions on bond 
paper with file hole punch at top right and blue “Postage Stamp Div., Fin Br. P.O. Dept., 
Ottawa. JUN 28 1943” hs, with Canadian Bank Note Company letter dated Apr 9, 
1943 re: “1943 Issue of Postage Stamps File ASD/33-13-4-3” transmitting “15 solid 
steel printing plates of the 4c value mounted on blocks...” on company letterhead signed 
by Vice President, P.J. Wood, with the same blue PO Stamp Div hs and purple oval 
“Financial Superintendent PO. Dept. Ottawa Apr 10 1943”. A stunning exhibit item. 

$750

290 O Precancel group, 50 stamps with numerous early bar types including duplicates. $150
291 */O #249 1¢ War Issue, precancel collection mounted on exhibit pages, 80 items from 

singles to blocks of 20, style X, V, coil strips, numbered towns, Regina “7420” warning 
strip bottom block of 20, etc.

$200

292 O Quebec town cancel collection, 325 stamps arranged on pages in binder. A lifetime 
collection. Strength in Montreal, spotted some street cancels. Inspect.

$100

293 O RPO group mounted on home made grid pages (49 squares each), total 439 RPO 
cancels from Numeral issue to early QEII. An old time lot (started 60 years ago) ripe 
for the picking by RPO specialist. 

$100

294 */O Canada registered letter stamp (RLS) dealer stock, #F1-F2 on #102 cards, mint and 
used, some faults. CV $700.30

$100
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295 ** Newfoundland 12¢ international reply coupon, London design, “UPU” double lined 
watermark, unused. Rare CV $200

$100

Canada Stamps - Revenues to Special Delivery
296 */O Canada revenue stockbook FB39/49, AL18/33, BCL9/50, ML9/11, QL15/66, QP5/22, 

SL36/70, OL17/58, often duplicated, useful stock for a dealer. CV $1,505.75
$300

297 */O Revenue collection #FB1/FB52b mostly used with some mint, better items incl. #FB1-
11, 18(3), 19(3), 20(3), 21(2), 22(4), 24(2), 25(2), 30, 52, 52b plus more. CV $700+

$200

298 ** #FCF4, #FCF4a $2 consular fee revenue, two mint blocks of 12, one on white paper 
and gum, the other white paper and yellowish gum. CV $990

$200

299 */O Revenue collection #FE3/17, FEG1-11, incl. FE3, 4, 7(2), 8(4), 10(3), 11(2), 12(3), 
14(2), 13a(3), 15a(3), 16b(2), 17(2) AND FE8 25c with “SPECIMEN” handstamp and 
no control number (CV $150), and FE13 $1 with “SPECIMEN” handstamp and no 
control #, FEG1-11 mint set. CV $560+

$150

300 */O Revenue collection #FG1/31a gas revenues, used incl. #FG1, 3-5, 9, 10(2), 15, 16, 
18(3), 19(3), 20(2), 21(2), 22(3), 24(3), 26, 27(2), 28(2), 29(3), 31a(3). CV $250+

$75

301 (*) #FLS9 lock label “T212 A. Excise Canada”, black on white, perf 12.3, unused. A bit of 
a smudge light toning above excise. A most unusual revenue. CV $500

$150

302 ** FPS2/FPS22 first issue postal note and postal scrip revenue, mint dealer stock 
incl. FPS2(32), FPS3(3), FPS4(8), FPS5(24), FP6(3), FPS7(23), FPS8(8), FPS9(27), 
FPS10(21), FPS11(1), FPS12(30), FPS13(14), FPS14(1), FPS15(20), FPS16(21), 
FPS17(11), FPS18(4), FPS19(22), FPS21(3), FPS22(8), often in multiples, blocks and 
strips, NH. CV $1,912.87

$250

303 O #FSC12 $5 Victoria, black, Supreme Court revenue, used with punch. CV $475 $150
304 O #FSC13 10¢ blue with blue control number, Supreme Court revenue, used with punch 

hole, excellent, sound condition. CV $1,000
$300

305 O #FSC14a 10¢ blue with purple control numbers, Supreme Court revenue, used with 
punch, roulette. CV $650

$200

306 */O Revenue collection #FSC18/24a Supreme Court incl. #FSC18, 21(5 incl shades), 22(2), 
24, 24a. CV $178

$50

307 O #FSC19 $30 on $1 slate, horizontal bars, Supreme Court revenue, three used punches, 
lovely centering, XF+. Only two examples of StampAuctionNetworkÕs archived 
search of 20 years worth of auction catalogues. CV $2,000.

$600

308 */O Revenue collection #FWM22/70 weights and measures, incl. #FWM22, 23(3), 24(3), 
25(2), 26(2), 27(2), 28(3), 29(3), 30(4), 31(3), 32(4), 334, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39 40, 40 
without control number, “CANCELLED”, 41, 42, 43, 44, 48, 47 two pairs, 50, 51, 
52(2), 55(3), 56, 53, 54, 58(3), 59, 60 strip of four, and mint set 60-70. CV $1,609.

$350

309 */O Revenue collection #FWT7/FPS55, war savings, excise, postal savings, customs duty, 
cheques and more. Spotted mint #FWT12, 13, 14, 15, 16; #FX5, 4, 6, 24(2), 26(2), 
28, 36a, 114, 117, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 129 rough perfs, 134, FPS 23/40, 
45/55, FCH2, FPS16 block; used FWT17, FX17(3), FX113, 116(2) and more. CV 
$1,200+

$300

310 ** #NFR46b, #NFR27b 5¢ red and 10¢ black, complete sheets of 50 with gutter in 
between, mint, NH. CV $562.50

$150

311 */O Revenue collection #FU4/104 Unemployment incl. mint #FU6, 8, 19, 20-23, 31, 34, 
39-47, 51, 52, 74-84, 97-104, and used #FU4, 5, 7, 9, 15, 32(2), 33(2), 34(2), 49-51, 53, 
54, 84. CV $589.

$100
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312 D Quebec registration revenue ledger from Chambly, Quebec, “Livre de Recherces et 
de Certificats” ledger 12”x20”, front cover off, and starts at page 5 - page 420, with 
each page having from two to 20+ Quebec registration revenues, covering the period 
from July, 1946 to May, 1949. Revenues are #QR16A/28 and spotted a page with $20, 
$50, $100(2), another page with $20(2) and the last page in book having $100(3). An 
absolute showpiece of Quebec registration revenues.

$750

313 S Yukon law revenues #YL7-9, 11, 10¢, 25¢, 50¢ and $2, with red “SPECIMEN” 
handstamp, all four blue stamps of this series (the other four values are orange).

$ 200

314 O #YL13b 25¢ law stamp with doubled silver overprint. Rare. CV $750 $250
315 D Canada shoebox of 100s of cheques, 1930s-1950s incl revenue uses and stamps used to 

pay excise tax (3c Mufti etc).
$75

316 DP #E6DP 20¢ Special Delivery, large die proof, carmine rose, with pencil notation 
“wrong colour” at lower right, die sunk on india on card with “CANADIAN BANK 
NOTE CO. LTD” imprint and Die “X-G-586”.

$500

317 */O Canada special delivery dealer stock, #E1/E11, mint and used, multiples, some faults. 
Spotted mint #E1a, E2, E3, E9,; used #E2, 2a, 3, 4, 5, 6 etc. CV $1,692.30

$300

Canada Stamps - Squared Circles to Wildlife Stamps
318 Squared circle precursor and Type I collection in binder, 445 stamps incl. 68 precursor 

cancels, rest Type I, all on Small Queen, Leaf and Numeral issues (no Jubilee or Map 
or later stamps). Wide range of representation but no great rarities. Still excellent for 
research, dates and time marks.

$200

319 O Hamilton, Ont squared circle calendar collection, 450 stamps with date range SP 3, 
1895 to AP 11, 1896, arranged on home made photocopied pages with a space for each 
time mark 1-24.

$150

320 O Hamilton squared circle calendar collection mounted on old black pages with draftsman 
notations, 430 stamps incl a few extras from Dec, 1894 to April, 1896 with later Admiral 
period as well. Largely on 3¢ Small Queens, spotted Dec 18, 1894, Sunday dates (Jan 6, 
1895, Feb 10, 17; Mar 3, 17; May 26, June 16, Mar 15 and 29, 1896. Spotted Admirals 
incl. (16/NO 21/13), (20/MY 20/14), (22/AP 11/14), (11/AP 16/15 possible new ERD 
period 3). Also noted some important other dates such as (17/OC 9/96 - last day), (11/
OC 18/9- possibly 96 or error year “9” only), (12/JU 26/9- on 3c SQ pair, noted error 
from Bill LairdÕs collection), (18/-- 26/ 95 missing month), etc. A quick look noted 
some scarce time marks such as 23/JA 6/95, 22/SP 21/95, 24/DE 5/95, 23/MR 29/96, 
Includes 1967 letter from Lew Ludlow offering his Hamilton squared circle collection for 
sale for $800 Cdn (in 1967!!), which the current collector reportedly did not purchase.

$350

321 O Lindsay, Ont squared circle calendar collection, approximately 500 stamps from OC 
22 1893 to May 2 1905 arranged in date order in a stock book. A lifetime collection.

$250

322 O #53 3¢ Jubilee, squared circle collection with 240 stamps. $200
323 O St. John, NB squared circle calendar collection in stock book, DEC 27 1894 to DEC 

27 1898, sorted in order by date, a nice group of 3¢ Jubilees, a few better stamps (2c¢ 
Map, 5¢ Leaf etc). Total 913 stamps. A lifetime of work

$300

324 O Maritime provinces squared circles and cds cancels, 120 squared circles, spotted 
Northport, NS on 5c RLS, Sydney, NS error (OO 17 94) the second recorded off 
cover example.

$100

325 O Hamilton, Ont squared circle collection, calendar collection in binder, 350+ stamps 
including pairs, strips and even a block of eight.  Stamps arranged by date and time 
mark. Dates range from Dec 18, 1894 to Aug 31, 1895. Inspect

$200

326 O ON - Hamilton time mark study, one example of each from time mark 7 to 24. Many rare. $75
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327 */O Ontario squared circle collection, Nassagaweya to Wooler, 260+ stamps mounted 
on old fashioned black exhibit pages, a small sample of better items incl. Palmerston 
blank, Rodney (DE 11 93), Rosseau (OC 4 94), St. Thomas (ERD AM JA 15 94), 
Schreiber first state pair (ERD OC 22 94, ex Davenport), Sutton West (LRD DE 2 02 
ex Leacock), Tillsonburg blank ERD ( - OC 19 93, ex Kenyon), Tilsonburg matched 
pair AM/PM (DE 3 98), Queens St East Toronto LRD (AU 14 02), Wallaceburg (SP 5 
94, Ex Kenyon), Watford period 2 only example (DE 2 01, edge fault), Wiarton ERD 
(AP 16 94), Wiarton LRD (MR 4 99), Winona ERD (FE 26 95), Winona old LRD so 
just a later example now (JA 2 01),  and much more.

$300

328 O Squared circles, 350 stamps from Ontario towns Tara to Wooler, highlights incl. Tara 
(2), Tavistock (2), Teeswater, Thamesford (2), Thornbury blank (2), Thornhill AM (3), 
extensive Toronto, Toronto Bleecker Street (3), Toronto Parliament Street (9), Toronto 
Spadina Ave AM (7), Toronto Spadina PM (3), Toronto Strachan Ave AM, Warkworth 
(8), Waterford (2), Waterloo blank (6), Wellington (3), Whitby (3), Williamstown (3), 
Winona (2), Wooler, plus others.

$100

329 O Quebec squared circle collection, 87 stamps incl. highlights of Hochelaga (Montreal), 
Lennoxville (2) incl. MR 12 94, Levis (noted JU2 94 ex Kenyon), Montreal first 
hammer (5 Ja 3 03) noted as late; Notre Dame St West Montreal (TMs 16, 18, 19), 
St. Cunogonde error (6 MY 94), inverted 32 YM for MY 23 94; Richmond (2 incl. 
former ERD OC 2 93); St. Hyacinthe matched pairs (SP 11 94 AM and PM), AP 1 
94 AM and PM); St. Johns PM 21 PA (inverted for AP 12) 94; St. Polycapre (partial 
purple strike); Sutton (JU 16 02); Waterloo (MR 28 01), etc. Inspect.

$250

330 O Squared circle RPO group on stamp incl. Napinka & Winnipeg MC first hammer (E 
and W) and second hammer (E and W); Souris & Winnipeg MC first hammer (E), 
second hammer (two E and one W).

$100

331 O Squared circle Quebec RPO cancel group (16), incl. Que & Camp MC Local first 
hammers (E, W, blank, D for day east and D for day west with error “19”), then 
second hammer first state (E, W), second hammer second state (E, W), third state 
(E, W), fourth state (E, W “13”), fifth state (W) and sixth state (E, W). A lifetime of 
collecting.

$150

332 O Squared circle dealer stock on #102 cards in red box, several hundred. Retail $1,450.50 $250
333 O Western Canada postmark collection, 240 stamps (almost all Small Queens), incl. 

110 squared circles and 130 cds cancels. Spotted squared circles from Birtle, Brandon, 
Deloraine, Elkhorn, Gretna, Hartney, McGregor Station, Manitou, Minnedosa, 
Mordeau, Neepawa, Pipestone, Portage La Prairie, St. Boniface, Selkirk, Souris, 
Winnipeg, Estevan, Grenfell, Maple Creek, Medicine Hat, Moose Jaw, Regina, 
Wolseley, Prince Albert, Calgary, Edmonton, Lethbridge, Innisfail, MacLeod, Red 
Deer, Donald (2), Golden, Kamloops, Kaslo, Nanaimo (both states), Rossland, 
Sandon, Union, Vernon, Vancouver, Victoria (11); plus 130 cds cancels, wide range.

$150
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334 O Squared circle collection on 1¢ Small Queen, stamps total incl. Precursors (19) incl 
Seaforth, Type I (91), Type II incl NS(86), NB (47), PEI (17), QC (63), Ontario 
(495), Manitoba (78), ASSA (16), Alberta (25), BC (35), RPO (11) and Hawaii (1). 
Highlights incl. Seaforth precursor strip of three, Type I - Masonville, Montreal 
Mont St Charles, Shannonville (3); Type II incl. NS - Arichat, Baddeck, Canning *, 
Newport, Northport, Port Williams (pair), New Brunswick - Baie Verte, Indiantown, 
Milltown, Petitcodiac, Rothesay, Sackville (3), Woodstock (4), Quebec - Acton Vale, 
Aylmer East, Clarenceville, Eastman, Farnham, Granby, Hull hammer I, Iberville, 
Laurentides, Levi, Lotbiniere, Magog (4), Melbourne, Montreal Belle River (2 incl 
one with reversed date 28 MY), Montreal Hochelaga, St. Anne de Beaupre, St. 
Gregoire, St, Polycarpe (4, incl. strip of three), Victoriaville, Waterloo(3); Ontario 
- Alma state II, Aurora, Beamsville blank (2), Beamsville P<, Berlin, Bobcaygeon 
first state, Bowmanville, Burford (3), Cheltenham (2), Chelsey, Chesterville (4), 
Cobden, Comber (4), Dunnville block of six, Formosa state II, Glammis, Grafton, 
Hamilton with a hairline variety, Humberstone, International Bridge, Kincardine 
(3), Manitowaning (3), Markdale hammer I with reversed date (7 NO), Marmora 
(4), Newmarket (7), Niagara Falls south, Oshawa (4), Paris Station, Port Perry (4), 
Powassan (2), Ripley blank, Ripley PM, Rockton, Rodney (3), Roseneath, Rosseau, 
SeelyÕs Bay, Shakespeare, Sutton West, Tara, Teeswater (4 incl. strip of three), 
Teeswater pair, Thamesford strip of three, Thornbury blank (6), Toronto incl streets, 
Waterford (5), Watford pair, Wellington, Weston (3 incl. pair), Whitby (4), Woodville, 
Wooler; Manitoba incl. Birtle, Deloraine blank (3), Elkhorn (2), McGregor Station, 
St. Boniface, Selkirk, Souris; ASSA incl Grenfell, Maple Creek (3), Medicine Hat 
(3), Prince Albert (3) Lethbridge (6), Red deer, BC incl Kaslo, Nanaimo state I (5), 
Vernon, Victoria AM, RPOs and one Hawaii stamp.

$600

335 O #53 3¢ Jubilee (and a few #51 1¢), squared circle collection organized in two stock 
books, with one of each town and time mark. Canada wide representation and 
includes a few RPOs. No high RF but noted Type I (26 incl. Westville, Terrebonne, 
Dutton), Type II - Ontario - Burford, Chesterville, Humberstone, Harriston, Little 
Current, Formosa state II, Manitowaning, Marmora, Martintown, Oxford Mills, 
Port Parry, Powassan, Rodney, Roseneath, Seely bay, Shakespeare, Sutton West, Tara, 
Tavistock, Toronto Bleecker Street, Wellington, Williamstown; NS Port Williams, NB 
- Fredericton (AM P 1 97, PM SP 1 97),  QC - Farnham, Granby, Iberville, Magog, 
Montreal hammer I; Manitoba - Birtle, Deloraine, Gretna, Selkirk; Alberta - McLeod; 
BC - Kaslo; RPO - Napinka & Wpg hammer I, Souris & Wpg Hammer II (2),  
substantial collection worthy of expansion or integration into a specialized collection.

$300

336 O Squared circles Western towns, 285 stamps incl. Manitoba (150) incl. Birtle, Deloraine 
blank (14), Gretna (3), Hartney (4), Minnedosa (3), Morden 7), Neepawa (78, yes 
78), Portage La Prairie, Selkirk (5); ASSA (20) incl. Medicine Hat (4), Moose Jaw 
(90), extensive Calgary, Lethbridge (24), MacLeod (16),; BC (20) incl Donald, Kaslo, 
Nanaimo state I (2, one damaged), Nanaimo state II (4), Vernon, plus others.

$300

337 O Squared circles, maritime provinces, 332 stamps incl. Nova Scotia (302 stamps) with 
highlights of Annapolis (8), Antigonish (15), Arichat (4), Canning *, Canso, Kentville 
(5), Lunenburg blank (3), Lunenburg AM (2), Lunenburg PM (3), Maccan, North 
Sydney (10), Port Maitland, Port Williams (6), Spring Hill (5), Stellarton (3), extensive 
Truro incl 2c Map (1) and Jubilees (8), Whycocomach blank; New Brunswick incl. 
Milltown, Petitcodiac (2), Sackville, Shediac (6), Woodstock, PEI incl Charlottetown 
(5), Summerside (2), plus others,

$300

338 O Ontario Squared Circles, Acton to Guelph, 335 stamps, mostly Small Queens, nothing 
especially rare but duplication throughout and a useful collection.

$200
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339 O Squared circles, 220 stamps from Ontario towns Hagersville to Paris with highlights of 
Harriston, Hawkesbury, Kingston hammer I, Leamington (4), Little Current, Marmora 
(5), Mitchell (5), Mount Brydges, Oshawa (3), Oxford Mills (3), Oshawa (3) plus others,

$200

340 O Squared circles, 245 stamps from Ontario towns Pembroke to Sutton West, highlights 
incl. Powassan (3), Rodney (3), Sarnia (4), Stirling (6), Stouffville, Strathroy (3), 
Sutton West (13), plus others.

$200

341 O Quebec squared circles in album, 285 stamps, mostly Small Queens to Numerals, 
spotted RPO types with “10” attached. Better towns were Acton Vale, Clarenceville, 
Hull I, Iberville, Laurentides (4), Levis (3), St Gregoire, extensive St. Hyacinthe, RPOs 
incl. Que & Camp MC Local I, II, II state II, II state IV, Napinka & Winnipeg I (35), 
Souris & Winnipeg MC I(4), II(16), etc.

$200

342 O Squared circle cancels on #85/6 2¢ Map, 17 copies incl. Type I Brockville, Grimsby; 
Type II Brandon pair, Dundas, Dunnville, Lindsay (6), North Bay, Picton, Prescott, 
York Street Toronto.

$100

343 O Square circle collection, all on piece incl. precursor (9), Type I (34) and Type II (255), 
a few are off piece but often in multiples, noting 1/2¢ Numeral block, 2¢ Leaf block, 
3¢ Jubilee pairs etc. Inspect. Total 298 stamps.

$200

344 O Squared circle and datestamp collection, 485 stamps, almost all Small Queens, being 
a comparative collection to collect one squared circle and one datestamp example from 
the same era. A life time collection. Inspect. 

$250

345 O Squared circle collection, 600 stamps mounted in Rapkin post album, all provinces, 
spotted Gretna, MB 1¢ Numeral block of six, Hartney 5¢ Leaf block of six, Donald, 
BC, Golden, BC, St. John unreported blank indicia (JY 2 97), etc. Extensive lifelong 
collection. Noted in front as belonging to Dr. Elmer Jones, orthopedic doctor from 
Manitoba Health clinic. Inspect.

$500

346 O Squared circle oddities incl. six Honolulu squared circles on Hawaii stamps, and nine blank or 
“nude” Canadian squared circles on Canadian stamps (from Numeral to Admiral issues).

$75

347 * #MR6 2+1¢ War Tax coil pair, Die I, mint og, light hinge remnant, small erased 
pencil notation on reverse, VF. CV $400

$100

348 */** War Tax overprint mint group incl. #MR2B (VF,H), #MR2Bi (F-VF, H), #MR2C 
(F-VF, H),  #MR2Ci (F, NH), #MR2D (F, H). CV $1,155

$250

349 ** #FWH1-5 in quantity, duck stamps #FWH1(5), FWH2(7), FWH3(4), FWH4(5), 
FWH5(3). CV $480

$100

Canada Postal History - Stampless to Numeral Issue
350 1832 Hamilton 1829 type EARLIEST RECORDED DATE (MR 29 32) on SFL 

dateline “Saltfleet 28th March 1832”, to Chippawa, rated “1/2” collect. The enclosed 
letter is from Edmund Richie, the postmaster of Hamilton. An important showpiece 
for any Hamilton collection.

$200

351 1843, 1844 pair of SFL relating to 2 1/2% exchange surcharge, the first 1843 Hamilton, 
UC (DE 28) to New York, rated “Paid”, “4 1/2”d to border, and “25”c US converted to “1/3 
1/2” being 25c PLUS 2.5% exchange surcharge, for total of 1/8 Cy prepaid. The second 
cover 1844 Hamilton (JAN 13) to New York rated in the same manner. The 2.5% exchange 
surcharge was a short lived post office fee between May 17, 1842 and Dec 27, 1843 to cover 
the cost of the border postmasterÕs expense of converting and remitting postal monies to 
their US crossborder postmasters. The Canadian postmaster Stayner issued a circular Dec 27 
cancelling the 2.5% exchange surcharge so the postmaster would not be aware of the change, 
but most certainly by the time the second cover was sent. So the first cover was technically 
overcharged 1/2d for the small period of time it took t receive the notice, but the second one 
was most likely deliberate overcharging of postage. Ex Steinhart

$300
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352 1858 folded letter Goderich, UC (Aug 8 58) to Paris, France, rated “10d” Cy and 
“8d Stg” in black collect, via Cunard “Europa” which collided with the “Arabia” and 
returned to Newfoundland. The letter was transferred to the “Persia”, via England, 
then France, Anglo-French accountancy hs “2F62c”. Reverse with black mourning 
stripe on paperÕs edge, Hamilton, UC, London, GB and multiple French bs, also 
small, red boxed “2e31” and black boxed “2/c”. While the accountancy handstamp is 
rare, this is reportedly only the second example of the Hamilton grid “16” on cover.

$500

353 1852 #1 3d laid paper, full to just clear margins with smudged target cancel on folded 
letter, internal dateline “Detroit 27 Nov 1852”, bootlegged cover carried across the 
river privately and mailed at Windsor, CW (Nov 28 1852) to Amherstburg, CW. The 
stamp has a gentle file fold, aligning with the file fold in the letter, horizontally at top.

$500

354 1856 Hamilton, UC (JY 12 1856) with #4(2) 3d Beaver, both clear to huge margins, on 
cover to Philadelphia, PA, USA, paying 6d/10¢ cross border rate. Docketing notes at left.

$300

355 1857 23 segment cork ties #4 3d Beaver (cut into design to showing next stamp above) ties 
stamp on cover with Hamilton (JA 21 1857) with UC excised, REGISTERED to Guelph. 
The stamp show re-entry in lower right oval frameline and the 1d registry fee is paid in 
cash. A lovely example of the altered Hamilton datestamp (UC removed). Ex Cloutier.

$300

356 1859 #12 3d Beaver, perforated tied by target cancel on cover from Waterdown, UC 
(AP 13 59) to Sandwich, UC bs (AP 14 1859) with second Waterdown bs (AP 13) and 
Windsor transit (AP 14). Late 1859 period, as the Cent period started July 1, 1859. A 
lovely example from a known correspondence.

$700

357 1867 Hamilton (AU 7 1867) ties #14 1¢ Rose on printed circular to Guelph. Not 
only is the circular amazingly clean and attractive with the unusual use of the dater 
to cancel the stamp, but the three page circular has a COLOUR printed header for 
McKenzie & MacKay wool and flax brokers. This is the first COLOUR internal 
printed circular that I can recall seeing.

$150

358 1860-1867 Five 5c Beaver covers incl 1860 Pakenham, CW to Arnprior from an 
apple cider merchant describing his press, process and quality of goods, states he won 
provincial exhibition in Hamilton in previous year etc.

$100

359 1862 #19 17c Cartier tied by Hamilton datestamp (JA 20 1862) on cover to 
Sunderland, England paying 17c Cunard like rate via New York. Interestingly, the 
Hamilton datestamp has the “UC” for Upper Canada excised, and is used to cancel 
the stamp (most unusual) as well. The postage was paid  and charged “Paid Box 35”.

$300

360 1874 Registered Hamilton No oval on #10 cover with #36, 38 2c, 6c Small Queen tied 
by duplex (DE 6 74) paying double weight registered letter rate to Waterford, Ont. Great 
Western Railway of Canada cc at lower left, vertical crease. Ex Harrison, Cloutier.

$200

361 1877 oval “REGISTERED HAMILTON ONT” (MR 12 77) ties #37 3¢ Small 
Queen and #F1 2¢ RLS on cover to Brampton, “NOT CALLED FOR”, reverse with 
Toronto, Brampton and Dead Letter Office Canada (MY 4 1877).

$150

362 1877 Registered Hamilton oval (Harrison type 2) ties #37 3c SQ, #F1 2c RLS (JA 
8 77) on cover to Toronto paying 5c registered letter rate. Total three strikes (one on 
reverse). Faded registry notations on face. Visually attractive cover, and early.

$100

363 1880 Registered Hamilton, Ont oval (Harrison type 3) ties #37 3¢ SQ, #F1 2¢ RLS (JY 6 
80) on cover to Caledonia paying 5c registered letter rate. Total four strikes (one on reverse). 

$100

364 1883 Registered Hamilton, Ont oval (Harrison type 4) ties #37 3c SQ, #F1 2c RLS 
(DE 7 83) on cover to Springford paying 5c registered letter rate. Total five strikes (two 
on reverse). Also “Southern Ry” (DE 8 83) bs and partial boxed “Registered Can...”

$100

365 1898 10¢ double rate to England with #70(2) 5¢ Leaf pair tied by Montreal type 8 flag 
(Sep 23 98) on cover to Huddersfield, England bs with “TOO-LATE” hs.

$100
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366 1899 5¢ UPU to Malta, with #70 5¢ Leaf tied by Montreal type 7 flag (Jan 17 1899) 
on toned cover to Valletta, Malta bs (FE 1 98).

$100

367 1899 7c registered rate with #71 6c Leaf, #75 1c Numeral from Miscouche, PEI to 
Toronto paying 7c registered letter rate. Scarce use of 6c.

$150

368 1899 #74 1/2¢ Numeral tied by Halifax (JY 6 99) on Nova Scotia Provincial 
Exhibition advertising cover to local address. Addressed and in Henry HechlerÕs 
handwriting.

$100

369 #74 1/2¢ Numeral tied by Halifax (OC 4 99) on postcard to Arichat paying 1/2¢ rate. 
The postcard is a rare Hechler series showing the Halifax dockyard.

$150

370 1900 5c UPU rate to New Zealand with #74(4), #75 1/2c Numeral (4), 1c tied by grid 
hs on 2c stationery from Galt, Ont (NO 22 00) to Auckland bs.

$100

371 1903 5¢ UPU rate to Sweden with #75(3) 1c Numeral strip of three on 2¢ stationery 
by Toronto machine cancel (1903) to Stockholm, Sweden bs.

$100

372 1902 5¢ UPU rate to Italy with #75, 77(2) 1¢, 2¢ Numeral tied by Halifax, NS (SP 30 
02) to Rome, Italy, bs with Italian oval DLO and DLO Canada Ottawa branch bs (FE 
18 99) and outgoing returned DLO Canada Ottawa branch (FE 19 99).

$100

373 1899 #78 3¢ Numeral bisect tied by Upper Stewiacke, NS (JA 7 99) along with #74 
1/2¢ Numeral to Truro, NS bs. Although not tied across the bisect, the rate is 2¢ 
paying the newly enacted 2¢ rate (Jan 1 1899). It is likely mailed from the dealer Cox, 
and occurs at the same time as the Port Hood bisect. I would suggest that he tried to 
invent covers for sale like the Port Hood example. There are documented instances of 
postmasters in Nova Scotia being reprimanded for hording stamps for personal sale.

$300

374 1903 16c domestic parcel post paste-up from Montreal (JY 15 03) to Montreal with 
#81(2) 7c Numeral pair on 2c on 3c stationery, paste-up adhesion on reverse.

$100

375 1901 9¢ double weight registered letter rate with #75, 82 1¢, 8¢ Numeral tied by oval 
“R” on PW Ellis medallist advertising cover to Arthur, Ont. bs.

$100

376 1902 2¢ Empire rate with #77 2¢ Numeral tied by Toronto machine cancel (Aug 30 02) 
via New York machine cancel to London, England, redirected to Paris, France and rated 
T15, with French 5c due tied. Most unusual notation on reverse “Opened by mistake M 
A Smith, Washington DC USA”, seems cover mistakenly sent to USA as well.

$100

377 1903 13¢ registered quadruple letter rate with #75, 77, 83 1¢, 2¢, 10¢ Numeral tied 
by Gottingen Street Halifax, NS (JU 3 03) on cover to Upper Stewiacke, NS. Reverse 
with three Pan Am Expo cinderellas tied.

$100

Canada Postal History - George V to George VI
378 Six George VI covers to Trinidad incl. 1937 use of 1935 Pictorial 10¢ block and single, 

1935 13c Britannia block of four, 10¢, and 2¢ block, 1937 10¢ Windsor, 2¢, 3¢ Mufti, 
and three others with 3¢ Coronation and 8¢ Mufti combos.

$150

379 1938-1939 five Mutfi issue covers/cards overseas incl. 1938 5c UPU to Romania, 
1938 15c registered to Poland, 193815c registered to Latvia, 1938 shortpaid airmail to 
Germany, 1938 uprated postal card to Canal Zone.

$150

380 1938-1941 5c Mufti used on cover to five foreign countries incl. 1938 35c registered 
to Kowloon, Hong Kong, China, 1941 5c UPU to Angola, censored; 1940 5c UPU to 
Switzerland, 1940 25c air to Venezuela, 1938 15c registered to Latvia.

$150

381 1938-1941 trio of 3c Mufti covers to Africa incl. 1941 5c UPU to Brazil, 1938 
shortpaid to Egypt with postage dues, 1941 to Griqualand, South Africa, and 1938 
registered to Southern Rhodesia.

$100

382 #235 5¢ Mufti on four overseas covers incl. 1938 to Java, 1939 to Germany (just before 
war Aug 21 1939), 1940 to Java, censored and 1941 to China censored.

$150
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383 1941 Oshawa, Ont duplex (AU 8 41) ties 5¢ Mufti, 10¢ Memorial Chamber (3) on 
cover to Canadian Mission Hospital, Chungking, West China, clear censor tape 
C.265, purple “Not Opened by Censor” boxed hs on face. Reverse with Victoria, 
Hong Kong (17 SP) and Chungking arrival (20 9 41).

$150

384 1941 “MAIL SERVICE SUSPENDED” in blue on cover with #231 3¢ Mufti tied by 
Hamilton (DEC 11 1941) machine cancel, to Hong Kong, China, with censor tape. 
Reverse with blue rectangular “Inspection Division Dead Letter Office JAN 7 1942 No. 8 
Ottawa Canada”. The cover was mailed during the Battle of Hong Kong (Dec 8-25, 1941).

$150

385 1943-1949 Four handpainted war issue covers, all addressed to Haskell in USA, three 
from Hamilton, one mailed from Stratford.

$100

386 #249 1¢ War issue, 30 covers with military cancels $100
387 #249 1c War, 19 covers with postage due, due notations, dues added, single deficiency 

return and shortpaid etc. written up on exhibit pages.
$100

388 #249 1c War, 32 cover group incl. RPOs and slogans, includes blocks, booklet pane, 
censored, advertising, coils etc., written up on exhibit pages.

$150

389 #249 1¢ War issue, 39 postage due covers and cards, with due rate handstamps and 
some with purple dues tied.

$150

390 #249 1c War, 40 cover group incl. sheet stamps, coils and booklet stamps, advertising, 
printed matter, huge block of 30 on airmail cover to England, FECB, cheque use etc. 
all written up on exhibit pages.

$150

391 #249 1¢ War issue, 76 covers with Victory bond patriotic advertising and slogans. $200
392 #249 1¢ War, 8 cover group incl. censored to Argentina, letter to Iceland, FECB to 

USA, officially sealed to USA, censored to Ireland, postal card to Finland, and exhibit 
finale page (death and taxes), written up on exhibit pages.

$100

393 #249 1c War issue, group of 14 patriotic covers incl patriotic bulldog, Hitler, Japanese 
cartoon character, war savings and bonds, etc. written up on exhibit pages.

$100

394 #249 1¢ War issue, 24 patriotic covers, all war savings themed advertising. $100
395 #249 1¢ War issue, 29 patriotic covers, V for Victory, Flying for Victory, We shall 

never surrender, The NavyÕs here and more.
$100

396 #249 1¢ War issue plate blocks on cover, 42 covers incl. advertising, censored, patriotic 
and a spectacular cracked plate #20 lower left on cover. Remarkable.

$200

397 #249 1¢ War issue, 87 covers, domestic uses incl. drop letter, printed matter, and more. $150
398 #249 1¢ War issue, plate block collection mounted on album pages in binder, 249 plate 

blocks (odd coincidence) incl. mint all in black hingeless mounts and used. Spotted 
mint #4 UL, LR, #8 UL, UR, #9 UL, UR, LL, LR, #10 UL, UR, LL, LR, #11 UL, 
#11 LL cracked plate, #12 UL, UR, #16 LL cracked plate (3), #18 LL cracked plate(2), 
#20 LL cracked plate (3), #21 LL cracked plate, #23 LR, #24 UL cracked plate, #24 
UR cracked plate, #31 UL cracked plate. Used #20 LL cracked plate (3), and more. 
CV est $3,000+. A lifetime collection for the specialist.

$750

Canada Postal History - Advertising to Newfoundland
399 1903, 1910 pair of Hamilton, Ont E.T. Wright tubular lantern and bird cages 

advertising cover with #89 1¢ and #90 2¢ Edwards.
$100

400 Hamilton advertising, 13 Small Queen covers and cards incl. gorgeous New Jewel 
stove, immensely detailed Howell lithographic (ex Greene), Burrow, Stewart & Milne 
stoves, scales showing barrel on scale, 1878 embossed Reid & Barr steam engines, 
three Mutual Marriage aid (incl returned), Campbell sewer pipe, Freeman Fertilizer 
works, Summer carnival and more. 

$400
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401 Hamilton advertising, 11 Victoria era covers/cards incl. 1897 Walter Woods wash tray 
(3c Jubilee), 1899 2c Map Gurney Tilden, registered, postcard, a few railway postal 
stationery cards etc. A few faults, toned, rough corners but overall quite nice.

$200

402 Hamilton advertising four agricultural covers in. 1898 Flatt breeder, registered, 1903 Sawyer 
& Massey engine and thresher, 1908 Armitage thresher, 1892 Sawer & Massey blue and 
brown factory for engines, threshers, horse powers clover hullers (trimmed at right).

$200

403 Hamilton advertising cover collection, 158 covers and cards, Jubilee to George 
VI issues, wide range of subjects from farming, threshers, food, household goods, 
buildings, cigarmakers goods, and much more. Inspection is recommended.

$1,000

404 Hamilton advertising covers, group of 13 covers all Leaf and Numeral issue incl. 
elevators, marmalade,, stoves, lantern, newspaper, distillery, bacon, laundry starch, 
whip, timber, baskets and bird cages etc.

$200

405 17 Edward VII advertising covers incl. Brockville (A.G. Dobbie, WareÕs vice, WareÕs 
jack screws), Campbellford (Cairns chemist and druggist), Guelph (Guelph Waterproof 
Clothing Co.), London (McClary manufacturing, Hunt Bros wheat flower), Meaford 
(W.W. Stephen chemist), Moosomin, Assa (Sutcliff-Muir Milling), Niagara Falls (N.B. 
Colcock, Geo Dawson), Niagara Falls Centre (Geo Dawson), Owen Sound (Owen 
Sound Portland Cement, Keenan Bros lumber), Picton (Allan seed Co.), St. John, NB 
(Freeze Bros stoves etc), Toronto (M. McLaughlin & Co.), all on old exhibit pages.

$300

406 Hamilton advertising group of 10 covers, all Edward era incl. Freeman fertilizer, Myles 
coal, Duncan loose leaf system of ledgers, Duncan calling cards, E.D. Smith nurseries, 
Ideal leather polish, Royal Distillery, Steele, Briggs, and Hamilton Gas Light (2), 

$300

407 Hamilton advertising cover collection, 26 covers, Edward VII to George VI, spotted 
1907 Climax Road machine in purple, Tallman Brass, Canada Screw etc. 

$200

408 1900 Great Union Fair, Amherstburg advertising with #75(2) 1¢ Numeral pair tied by 
Amherstburg (SP 7 00) to London, with The Lake View House cc.

$100

409 1902 Harrow Dominion Day baseball and football tournament, bicycle races etc with 
#77 2c Numeral tied by Harrow, Ont (JU 17 02) to London, Ont bs.

$75

410 1898 Dartmouth Natal Day advertising with #78 3c Numeral tied by Dartmouth, NS 
(SP 8 98) to Arichat, NS bs. Also includes enclosure letter.

$100

411 1903 Dearborn Table salt advertising from St. John, NB (APR 3 03) tying #77 2¢ 
Numeral on cover to Moncton.

$75

412 Kaulbach Island collection and exhibit, 16 page exhibit incl. single cinderella, sheet, 
usages on cover, plus extra group of duplicates.

$200

413 Hamilton, CW duplex group, 24 covers and cards incl. 1868 Berri duplex with 5¢ Beaver 
pair to US, 1863 to Chippawa care of “Mr. Thomas McLaughlin, Army pensioner”, 1873 
duplex with “5” in center of grid, 1875 DON-716Ca mutilated “5” in center of grid (ERD), 
1911 “S” duplex GTR train station, and others mostly Victorian era.

$150

414 Canada FDC dealer stock in three tubs, 1937-2009, estimated 1,500 FDCs, many 
modern and unaddressed.

$250

415 Montreal type 8 flag cancel group, 16 covers on exhibit pages, misc. advertising and 
some with duplicate strikes.

$100

416 Montreal machine cancel collection, 1899-1902, 60+ covers and card, dies A-F, wide 
range of dates, advertising etc. Here is a jumpstart to a small sideline collection.

$250

417 1940 Woodstock, Ont (APR 23) cds ties #232, 233 2¢, 3¢ Mufti on cover to Le 
Zoute, Belgium, with censor tape, blue “MAIL SERVICE SUSPENDED” and blue 
boxed “Inspection Division Dead Letter Office No 11 Ottawa Canada” bs.

$100
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418 1940 Toronto slogan (APR 8) ties #235 5¢ Mufti on cover to Le Zoute, Belgium, blue 
“MAIL SERVICE SUSPENDED” handstamp, “Examined by Censor 64” and small 
white paper strip resealing cover, with no DLO bs.

$100

419 1941 Toronto (Oct 28) machine cancel ties #233(2) 3¢ Mufti on cover to Manila, 
Philippines with censor tape, blue “MAIL SERVICE SUSPENDED” and two partial 
strikes of blue boxed “Inspection Division Dead Letter Office No 11 Ottawa Canada”.

$150

420 Boer War collection, 36 covers and cards from the Earl Palmer collection, primarily 
from members of the First Contingent, Royal Canadian Regiment. Mix of identified 
and unidentified mail, six Reginald Temple covers, McCrae, Murray, Newall, Cox, 
etc identified mails. Several purple Canadian contingent oval handstamps (mixed 
condition), YMCA patriotic advertising (Dr. Barrie cc), 1901 ERI regsitered censored 
to Canada etc. Reference pages and research incl. the gold medal certificate from 
Hendrik Burgers collection (which Palmer bought as well).

$1,000

421 Boer War collection in two volumes, mounted on exhibit pages including routes, 
civilian and military censorship, POW mail, multiple handstamps, early censor 
marking (Nov 1898), British and Boer censor tapes, cover with Army Telegraphs 
strike, two covers with bag seal strikes (Rouxville, Heilbron), route mail (Southwest 
Africa/OVS route, Delagoa route, through Lourenco Marques Mozambique), 
Kroonstad temporary OVS capital, mail “PUBLISHED” for collection, 51 covers total, 
generally sound. A specialist’s dream. 

$1,500

422 Boer War 50 contemporary postcards, majority anti-British from France, Belgium and 
Germany, photo cards of Boer generals and several pro-British cards, both used and 
unused, excellent condition throughout. Examples incl. 1901 coloured Boer fundraising 
postcard produced and mailed in Germany with 5pf surcharge and purple OFS Ausburg 
consulate pictorial handstamp, various detailed sketches reproduced as postcards (Lady 
Smith on the sofa, Lady Smith op de canape (sexual), patriotic cards (Roberts, Botha, de 
la Roy), black and red racist cartoon cards, lovely Victoria patriotic etc

$300

423 Canada military cover collection incl. 43 covers, cards items, spotted POW, Reported 
Missing, redirection, SOS to Canada, air letters, rare “Jeanne Mance Camp M.D. 4” 
boxed hs, 1941 airmail to Syria, postage due, censored etc. 

$200

424 Newfoundland, four airmail covers incl. 1942 20¢ pair to British Detention Camp, 
Laghouat, Algeria, censored, returned via DLO; two 1933 FFCs Wabush Katsao via 
Seven Islands, each paid with 70¢ total airmail, cachets, backstamps etc, and finally 
1931 North Sydney Gypsy Moth flight (bit rough along top).

$100

Canada Postal History - Ontario to Street Cancels
425 Leeds/Grenville counties covers and cards, 140 total, mostly Victorian to George VI, 

with strength in postcards and even spotted some real photos.
$250

426 Leeds/Grenville counties covers and cards, 150 total, mostly Victorian to George VI, 
spotted leather, real photo, patriotic and small towns. Inspect.

$250

427 Leeds/Grenville counties covers and cards, 165 total, mostly Victorian to George VI, 
spotted GTR train station, real photo small town, interesting covers too.

$250

428 Leeds/Grenville counties covers and cards, 150 total, mostly Victorian to George VI, 
spotted real photo, covers and a small group of ephemera (not counted in total). Inspect.

$250

429 Hamilton, UC stampless group, 31 covers incl. 1849 to US with “UC” excised, 1843 
to Guelph to famous Ferguson, founder of Fergus, red single ring UC type, postage 
due 3d, 6d, paid 3d, blue 3, UNPAID 7, 9d, CANADA 1 Cts cross border, 1834 US 
Beford, NH ms to Hamilton, paid 8 3/4¢, then 4 1/2d BNA postage, 1848 money 
letter to Brantford, etc

$200
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430 Wentworth county collection, 23 items incl. 1846 West Flamborough, and rest 
mostly Small Queen to Admiral incl. Tyneside, Greensville, Fruitland, Mount Albion, 
Lynden, Chedoke, Vienmount, Moorefield, Troy, Mill Grove, Sheffield, Tweedside, 
GW Station Hamilton, West Hamilton, Hamilton Beach, Southcote, Weir, Mount 
Hamilton, Nebo, RyckmanÕs Corners.

$150

431 Canada postcard collection in 7 albums with many to same address (so new to 
postcard market), Edward VII to George VI and includes a few WWI censored soldier 
letters from Europe. Total 460 postcards/(few covers, few US origin).

$200

432 Small carton of Canada postcards, Edward to Admiral, variety of places, people and 
scenes, mostly used.

$150

433 Sports postcards (7), incl. “Lawn Tennis at Napinka Jan 22 1908” real photo, canoe 
racing, lacrosse, hockey, skating etc.

$75

434 Small carton of postcards, mostly Canada and few GB, lots of town views of streets, 
buildings etc, divided and undivided backs, both used and unused.

$150

435 #249 1¢ War Issue, precancel cover lot, 42 covers incl. printed matter, coils, postcard, 
multiple, bar cancel type and town number types, some attractive advertising.

$150

436 War Savings form with 16 revenues incl. #FWS5(8) 25c blue, FWS6(4) 25c Spitfire and 
FWS9, 10, 13, 14 25c war views on preprinted form. Scarce, especially with Spitfire.

$150

437 Ontario revenue group #OL1/OV7 incl. mint #OL1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 46-59 (less OL50), 
OL61-65, used #OL17/23, 24, 25 (CV $200), 26; OLT 7, OGT 2-5, OST8, OV2/7. 
CV $950+

$200

438 Yukon revenues on four summons documents incl. 1950 YL9, YL13g (shifted 
overprint), 1947 YL9(2), YL13; 1953 YL13e(3) larger “25” overprint at left on all three; 
1950 YL13g(3) misaligned overprint. CV as stamps $410.

$150

439 #CL5b 1925 Northern Air Service, dot variety tied by Haileybury (JUN 27 1925) on 
reverse of cover from Rouyn Lake (JUN 27 1925) with 3¢ Admiral, pilot signed.

$100

440 #CL10 1926 Ellliot Fairchild tied by Rouyn, PQ (AU 12 26) on cover from 
Haileybury, ont (AU 11 26) with 2¢ Admiral (cover crease and two glue spots), blue 
routing handstamp and signed by the pilot. CV $225

$100

441 1900 12c Special Delivery, Parry Sound (AP 16 00) to Toronto with #67 1/2c Leaf(2), 
#75 1c Numeral, #E1 10c special delivery.

$100

442 Alberta squared circle trio incl. 1896 Innisfail, Alta (FE 6 96) with MISSENT TO 
handstamp on 3¢ Small Queen cover (opening tears, edge faults) from Kincardine to Poplar 
Grove, ASSA, with second Innisfail bs, and Wapella bs (FE 9 96); 1899 Lethbridge, Alta (JA 
13 99) on 2¢ Leaf cover (toned); 1897 Red Deer, Alta (JU 23 97) on 1¢ postal card.

$100

443 ASSA squared circle trio incl. 1896 Moose Jaw (two strikes) on 1¢ postal card, 1892 
Regina as receiver on 1¢ postal card with Winnipeg as well, 1897 Wolseley (SP 21 97) 
Hammer II on lower part of a postal card (no indicia), noted as Ex Kenyon.

$75

444 BC - Golden squared circle (MR 23 96) ties 3¢, 5¢ Small Queen on William Rennie 
Seed Co. cover (tear at bottom) to Toronto, paying 8¢ registered letter rate. Reverse 
with two additional strikes, and several RPOs and Toronto arrival bs.

$250

445 BC squared circle cover/card group incl. 1895 Nanaimo state I on 1¢ postal card (PM 
DE 11 95), 1898 Nanaimo state II (PM MY 11 98) on 3¢, 5¢ Leaf paying 8¢ registered 
cover, 1900 Nanaimo state II on 2¢ Numeral cover (1 NO 3 00), plus three Victoria 
covers (AM FE 19 96), PM OC 9 95), (PM DE 16 97). Nice group.

$200

446 Pipestone, Manitoba squared circle (- MY 4 98) ties 3¢ Leaf on cover to Toronto. An 
excellent strike. RF 60 and nine covers reported.

$150
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447 Manitoba square circle cover group incl. Brandon (5 incl .1893 Brandon on 3c SQ, two 
on 1¢ Leaf postal card, two 1¢ Rosette postal cards), Deloraine (3 incl 1895 3¢ SQ cover, 
1899 2¢ Leaf cover, 1899 1¢(2) Numeral cover), Elkhorn superb strike on 1¢ postal card, 
Manitou 1895 on 1¢ postal card (punched), McGregor Station two strikes ties 1¢ SQ(3) 
on 1897 cover, Morden 1896 1¢ postal card, Neepawa 1896 postal card, St. Boniface 1899 
on 1¢ Leaf (UNREPORTED) on private postcard, Souris 1898 on 3¢ Leaf Rennie cover, 
Winnipeg (6 incl. 1897 Crotty & Cross rea estate advertising cover). Inspect.

$300

448 “Napinka & Winnipeg MC No. 2” (WEST AP 19 06) ties 1¢ Edward (fault at top) 
on postcard to  Napinka. The WEST direction is noted as seven times scarcer in the 
census, with no WEST examples noted on cover. Noted as Ex Kenyon.

$100

449 Squared circle RPO cover trio incl. 1896 Souris & Winnipeg MC No 1 (East SP 16 
96), trimmed corner piece off, 1897 Napinka & Winnipeg MC No. 1 (East DE 9 97), 
1899 Napinka & Winnipeg MC No 1 as backstamp on registered cover with 5¢ Leaf, 
2¢ Numeral.

$100

450 O Squared circle RPO “Que & Camp MC Local No. 20” (E JY 24 05) STATE VI, 
backstamp on 7¢ Edward registered cover from Sayabec Station, Que (JU 24 05) to 
Moncton, NB. Only 12 covers recorded. This is the only recorded example on the 7¢ 
Edward, and is a new listing. Noted as Ex Kenyon 

100

451 O Canada squared circle and contemporary cancel collection. The collector shows a total 
of 294 squared circle cancels and then 253 cds cancelled stamps beside each stamp in an 
effort to show both squared circles and cds cancels. No major rarities by did spot Type I 
Dutton, Grimsby, Type II Canning, Baddeck, Kentville (blank), Newport (blank), North 
Sydney, Port Williams, Whycocomagh, River Louison (blank), Sackville, Petitcodiac, 
Acton Vale, Clarenceville, Woodstock, Summerside, I.H. Hull, Laurentide, Levis,  
Iberville, St. Anne de Beaupre, St. Gregoire, Waterloo, Athens, Windsor Mills, Beamsville, 
Bowmanville, Bobcaygeon, Chesley, Cobden, Flesherton, Cheltenham, Chesterville, 
Durham, Hagersville, Grafton, Harriston, Humberstone, Hawksville, Lakefield, Lucknow, 
Markdale, Mount Brydges, Rosenthal (faint), Powassan, Tara, Sutton West, Tavistock, 
Teeswater, Thamesford, Thornbury, Watford, Whitby, Winona, Birtle, Manitou, 
Deloraine, McGregor Station, Minnedosa, Portage, Selkirk, Moose Jaw, Maple Creek, 
Prince Albert, Donald, Kaslo, Vernon, and much more not mentioned. 

$300

452 Squared circle collection in stock book, an attempt to show a squared circle on each 
stamp from Small Queens to 2¢ Confederation, highlights include Small Queens 
3¢ block of four, 6¢(2), 8¢(6), 10¢(2), 20¢ Widow Weed(2), Jubilees (5¢, 8¢), Leafs 
1/2¢(block), 6¢(2), 8¢(2); Numerals 5¢, 7¢(4), 8¢; 2¢ Map (9), Edwards 7¢, 10¢, Quebec 
2¢, 5¢, Admirals 1¢ pair, 2¢, 5¢, 10¢, 2¢ Confederation, #F2 5¢ RLS, plus more.

$150

 British Commonwealth - Antigua to Gibraltar
453 Hamilton Street cancels on cover, 1887-1899, incl. 1887 James Street Hamilton 23 mm 

diameter (SP 12 87) on 3¢ SQ cover (EARLIEST RECORDED), a second cover also 
1887 24 mm diameter, 1896 Pearl St on 1¢ postal card, 1899 Pearl St on 1¢ Numeral with 
illegal collar, 1896 Steven Street registered with 3¢, 5¢ SQ, to US, and second 1896 3¢ SQ. 

$200

454 O 1937, small red leather Coronation album, with used stamps in place plus additional 
group of eight covers incl. Newfoundland long set.

$100

455 */** Antigua mint dealer stock in three binders, #12/791 incl. #46, 91(5), 92, 107-121, 
113(7), 117(3), 120, 244A-255A, 368(5), 407(8), 408(9), 410(10), 405-422, 458a(4), 
571(3), 585, 708-725, 773-777, 792-804 and more. Dealer retail $1,417.

$300

456 */** Antigua mint dealer stock in two binders, #808/3018 incl. #808, 875, 948-955(x2), 
938(2), 1040-1047(x2), 1145-1162, 1162, 1275-1282, 1650-7, 1711-7, 1421-1432, 
1400(2), 1619-1632, 2693-4, 2503, 2923, 3008(4) and more. Dealer retail $1,618.

$300
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457 */O Australia collection, #1/277 in springback album with hand drafted pages, largely used 
with highlights #4, 6-8, 39, 41, 42, 50, 52, 53, 76, 97-99, 121, 128, 142-4, 147-9, 155, 
164-7, 218-221, etc. and just few mint. CV $1,250+. 

$300

458 */O Australia collection, 1913-2012, scattered early material but did spot group of 1d Geo 
V heads, mint 2d red Brown, 4d olive bistre, used #96-8, 144, 179, 218-221. Modern 
is mixture of mint and used but did see some booklets, die cuts, SSs etc. Also includes 
album of scattered Australian States. 

$200

459 O Australia #1/278 substantial used in black stock book, often with multiple copies. 
Spotted #1(20), 2(31), 3, 4, 17(7),29, 30(11), 32(2),  33(2), 34(7), 46(10), 47(8), 50(5), 
61, 65(3), 72a(5), 73a(2), 76, 96(7), 97(4), 98(8), 99(3), 105(5), 107(3), 116(12), 149(2), 
and more. A few mint incl. #184-187 etc. CV $3,992.90

$500

460 */O Bahrain dealer stock in one binder, #4/587, mint and used incl. #20, 26, 49(5, 
NH), 64-7(3 sets), 92-95, 103(2), 138, 141-152 (NH), 153-156, 200-203, 206-209; 
used #6(3), 13, 49(3), 78(2), 237(9), 238(8), 239(8), 240(4), and more. Dealer retail 
$1,199.05.

$250

461 O Barbados dealer stock, #6/1186, used in three approval binders, spotted #6(2), 9, 15(2), 67, 
202-206(2 sets), 205, 225(7), 343(2), 510(3), 511, 657A, 885(2). Dealer retail $2,818.71.

$400

462 */O Barbados selection #60/89 on single album page incl. mint #60, 63, 67, 68 (CV $180), 
69-77, 81, 83, and used #61-2, 64-5, 79, 86, 88, 89. CV $660+ US 

$100

463 */** Barbados mint dealerÕs stock in three approval albums, #70/1143, spotted #109, 
202-206(2), 216-227, 235-257(2), 245, 46, 263(2), 269-280(2), 323-343, 396-411(2), 
701-705(2), 723-726, 739-742. Dealer retail $2,321.45.

$400

464 */O Barbuda dealer stock, two approval binders, largely mint with a few used slipped in, 
#10/1609, spotted mint #103, 238-243(3), 266-283. Dealer retail $1,571.92.

$300

465 */O Bermuda collection on album pages, with some better values. Spotted mint #5, 9, 17, 
18, 18a, 19, 21a, 25, 40-48, 48a, 49, 51 (4/-), 52 (5/-), 53 (10/- CV $225), 55-60, 67-9 
(CV $142.50), 77, 93, 126b (10/- CV $200), 128a (£1, CV $300), 134, 143-162 (CV 
$110), and more mint modern. Used incl. #2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 24, 79 (1/- CV $65), 95b 
(2/6 CV $150), 96 (10/- rev cancel CV $300), 97 (12/6 rev cancel CV $425), 100-3, 
127 (12/6 rev cancel), 175-191, and more. CV $3,000 US+

$750

466 */** Bermuda mint dealer stock in four binders, #16/1070, spotted #19, 121(4), 160, 161, 172(3), 
175-191, 238-254 (3 sets), 255-271, 363-379 (2 sets), 482-498 (3 sets), 498(2), 523A(4), 
575A(3), 684(7), 685-688, 726B(3), 837-854, with much NH. Dealer retail $4,511.

$1,000

467 */O Bermuda #49/126a incl. mint #49, 50, 50var (variety top of crown above frameline), 
51, 52, 126 (variety with stub on 3rd leaf at left), 126a; and used #50 with lovely 
Hamilton cds. CV $527.50 US

$150

468 */** British Antarctic Territory mint dealer stock in one binder, #1/95 incl. #1-15 (NH), 
5(6), 15, 16-19(x2), 18, 19, 20-23(x3), 24, 25-33(x2), 39-42(x3), 45-59(x3), 59b(6), 64-
67(x3), 72-75(x3) and more. Dealer retail $1,405.15.

$300

469 ** British Antarctic Territory dealer stock in three binders #96/C38 incl. mint 102-116(3 
sets), 153-167, 202-213, 311(2), 325(4), 442-457, and a bit of used incl. #72-75(x2), 
188-191. Dealer retail $1,049.

$200

470 */O Brunei dealer stock in approval binder #48/597, mint and used, with earlier issues in quantity 
and some better mint modern incl. souvenir sheet and strips. Dealer retail $608.70.

$150

471 O Cape of Good Hope #178 1d Sgt Goodyear tied on piece with Mafeking CGH cds 
(MY 3 1900). CV $450 US

$100

472 O Cape of Good Hope #179 3d Baden-Powell (crease at top) tied by Mafeking CGH cds 
(AP 12 1900) on piece. CV $425

$100
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473 */O Cayman Islands dealer stock in two binders, #31/974 incl. one mint binder with 
#31(2), 139(5), 140(5), 141(3), 144(6), 153-167, 336-391; used with #134(2), 146(3), 
167, 322-7, 562(4) and more. Dealer retail $1,150.

$200

474 Falkland Islands 1895 registered to England with #9, 11 14, 8, 16, 18 1/2d, 1d, 2 
1/2d, 4d, 6d, 1/- tied by “F1” oval grid on cover (trimmed lightly at left) to London, 
England with double circle “Falkland Islands” (MR 5 1895), crown registered, and red 
hooded London Registered. Reverse with oval “Registered W.C. SMP” (13 AP 95). 
High value stamps on a six colour franking cover.

$500

475 */O Falkland Islands souvenir sheet dealer stock, mostly mint but spotted used #398A, 935, 
1011, 1030A, C14 and mint #293B, 296, 370B, 448, 484A, 788, 820A, 923A, 997A, etc. 
Dealer retail $1,015.25.

$250

476 */O Falkland Islands collection, 1890-1989, modest collection with some scattered earlier, mid 
range better stamps, and some modern mint (though not the normal quantity one would 
see). Spotted mint #9(3), 11B, 13, 15, 33, 65-9, 84/90, 113-5, 128-137, 150-3, 260-274, 572, 
B1, used #12, 120 etc. Some Dependencies (#1L1-8 etc) and South Georgia (mint #16)

$150

477 */O Falkland Islands selection on pages and stock pages, Victorian to QEII, early used and 
QEII mint to £1. CV $770 US

$200

478 */** Fiji mint dealer stock in one binder, #42/212, incl. #44, 58, 60,90(2), 117c, 119, 120, 123(2), 
132-135, 139-140, 157(4), 163-175, 160(2), 162, 176-189, 198(7). Dealer retail $1,758.

$300

479 */** Fiji mint dealer stock in two binders, #211/MR2A incl. highlights #240-256, 260-276, 
260-272, 305-320, 314A, 360A(3), 384(8), 480(14), 535(4), 523-526, 540-543, 591-594, 
619-622, J7-11, J13, J14(2), J15(2), J16(2), J17, MR2A(4). Dealer retail $1,779.

$300

480 */O Fiji collection, 1881/1988, #40/1594 in springback album, mint and used , spotted 
mint George VI to 5/-, mint 1948 wedding, QEI to 5/-. CV $394.80 US

$150

481 Fiji 1950 FDC with SG #266a, 266b 10/-, £1 tied by Suva Fiji Registered (13 MR 50) 
on local cover, first day cover.

$100

482 */O Gambia dealer stock in five binders, #129/2963 incl. mint 142, 143, 215-227, 702, 
989-1000, 1205(7),1629(3), plus entire binder of birds, another of butterflies, birds and 
SSs etc, used 216-229, 246-261, etc. Dealer retail $1,406.

$400

483 */O Gibraltar dealer stock in five binders, incl four binders of mint #66/1157 incl. #96-99, 
100-103, 147-160, 157, 160, 345A-353A (2 sets), 416-430 (2 sets), 508-520, 631-644, 
779-793; and one used binder spotting #143, 644(4), 1243, etc. Dealer retail $1,954.75.

$350

British Commonwealth - Great Britain to India
484 O GB #6 10d red brown, embossed with vertical silk threads, four clear to large margins. 

CV $1,500
$200

485 O GB #7 6d red violet, embossed, used with four just clear to clear margins. Small 
toning stain visible from reverse. CV $1,000

$150

486 O GB #57a 5/- pale rose, plate 2, used with duplex cancel. CV $1,200 $250
487 S GB #108 5/- with “SPECIMEN” overprint, thinned at upper left. $100
488 O GB #109, 10/- blue, few short perfs at lower right, Charing Cross squared circle (JU 20 

90). CV $550 US
$100

489 O GB #110 £1 Brown violet, used, watermark 30, Gracechurch oval registration hs (18 
FE 84). CV $3,000 US

$750

490 O GB #124 £1 green, heavy oval cancel with small pin hole at top left within the cancel 
area (difficult to see). CV $800 US

$100

491 */O GB postage dues, #J1/J103, 88 stamps, mint and used, spotted mint #J11 (1 1/2d 
1924-30), J22 (1936-7), J45-54 incl top values 2/6 and 5/), J65-7 (5/ to £1), used #J3 (1 
1/2d 1914-24), J15 5d orange 1930, etc. Careful inspection will reward.

$100
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492 */O GB Offices abroad collection, highlights incl. Morocco Agencies mint #2, 4, 5-8, 16, 
19, 20-26, 27-30, 32-3, 58, 46a-48a, 51, 53, 67-70, 74, 76, 83-8, 93-4, 99-106, 222-5, 
268-9, 410, used #1, 3, 12-15, 17-19, 59, 209, 211, 419; East African Forces mint #1-8, 
used #9, 10-20, 21-31; China mint #1-8, 11-12, used #9-10; Tangier mint #508-9, 559-
575, used #543-4, 609-611, 576-8; Turkish Empire mint #8-10, 12, 15-7, 19-22, 24, 
62-4, used #1-7, 11, 14, 16, 23, 54, 48 and more. Inspect.

$300

493 * GB #O5 “IR OFFICIAL” on 2 1/2d lilac, mint, part og. CV $525 $100
494 O GB# O18 “IR OFFICIAL” on 1/, used, light wrinkle and weak perf corner. CV $1,900 $100
495 */O GB officials group incl. many better. Spotted mint #O20, 54, 55, 58-61, 73 used #O2-

4, 6, 12, 14, 16-19, 21, 27, 30-44, 48-50, 57, 67, 68, 72, 74-79, 81, and more. Inspect.
$250

British Commonwealth
496 GB 1841 Mulready envelope “A181”, Worchester (JUL 18 184(1)) bs to Bengeworth with 

red maltese cross, back flap repaired and noted as such on reverse. Scott #U1 CV $525
$150

497 1847 1d red (CG) tied by oval “436” on folded cover to Hillsborough, Dominica 
(Caribbean), with circular “More to Pay” and ms rated “1/-” due. Reverse with 
Lancaster (SP 14), MC crown (15 SP 15 / 1847) and Canton. Rare destination.

$250

498 GB #3, 5 1d, 1/- (full to cut into margins) tied by “466” grid on folded letter from 
Liverpool (JA 1 1848) to New York, address name crossed off, carried by Cunard 
“Cambria” via first sailing to New York, red “6” on arrival. Scarce franking.

$100

499 GB cover group incl. 1859 1/-, 6d registered London to St. Catharines, UC, scarce but 
cover cut lines around stamps but nt taken, 1867 10d registered to Canada (4d pre-
ffixing fault), 1871 3d stationery with GPO Dublin Too Late duplex to Campbellford, 
Canada West, 1896 compound stationery 3d plus 3 half pence registered to India, 
1873 1d red plate 122 strip of three to Toronto, Canada (cover rough opened), 1870 7d 
London to St. Catharines, Canada, 1893 2 1/2d to Cornwall, Canada.

$200

500 1860/1862 GB cover pair. #25 4d pair tied by Dundee duplex (JA 13 62) on cover to 
Whitby, Canada West. Second cover #25 4d pair tied by Glasgow duplex (MY 18 60) 
on folded letter to Halifax, NS via Arabia.

$150

501 GB 1874 Manchester to Guanajardo, Mexico with pair #62 (SG #146) 6d grey, plate 
13, tied by “498” oval grid, with red Manchester Paid (1 MY 74) and blue company 
oval Detling & Co, on folded letter. Scarce franking and destination.

$100

502 GB 1911 green Coronation label tied by London machine cancel and cds (JU 30 11) on 
postcard with boxed “Contrart to Regulations 73”. Reverse is patriotic Tuck postcard.

$100

503 O GB duplex postmark collection in SAFE springback stock book, with range of duplex 
numbers from “2” to “999”, then three digit series starting with “0” (007, 019 etc), letters 
(A24, B33, B47, C22, D21, F57, G02, K48 etc), then barred, diamonds, sunburst and 
sideways spoons. Wide range of better stamps incl. 1d, 2d imperfs, bantam block of four, 
Victorian 2/6, 1883 6d surcharge, 1883-4 and more.  769 stamps. Inspect.

$300

504 O GB Victorian used collection #1/104, including #1, 2, 4, 10, 11, 18, 19, 20b(2), 21, 22, 
27a, 28, 29 Pl. 12, 30 Pl.13, 32 Pl. 3, 34 Pl. 3, 37, 43 Pl. 12, 33 Pl. 4, 45 Pl. 5, 46 Pl. 
4, 49 Pl. 8 pair with Malta cancel, 50 P. 6, 51a, Pl. 8, 52 Pl. 4, 59 Pl. 11, 60 Pl. 12, 61 
Pl. 16, 62 Pl. 17, 64a Pl. 8, 65, 67 Pl. 3, 68 Pl. 20, 69 Pl. 15, 78, 79, 80, 81, 92 Pl. 22, 
83 Pl. 21, 84, 85, 86 Pl. 19, 87 Pl. 13, 88, 89, 94, 95, 98, 99, 100, 102, 101, 103, 104. 
Occasional small fault, maltese cross, duplex grid and cds cancels. CV $9782.50 US.

$1,000
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505 */O GB collection, 1840-1982, mounted in a modest album but with surprising level of 
completion and value. Earlier material is largely used with highlights #1(2), 4, 8,9, 1, 13, 
14, 16, 20, 24, 26, 39, 40, 42, 45, 48, 49, 53, 58(3), 54, 55, 59b, 62, 64, 66, 67(2), 70, 
71, 73,105-107, 109, 111-7, 122-138a, 139, 139a, 140b, 141, 118a, 119-126, 173-5, 179-
181, 222-4, 268, 275, 312 and much more. Largely complete to modern era and mix of 
mint and used Regionals, Guernsey, Isle of Man and Jersey to 2000. Specialized plating 
of #33 1d red with 151 examples with high degree of completion, spotting plates #131-2, 
135-6, 139, 142, 143-4, 202-225 and more (lacking plate #77 obviously). Inspect.

$750

506 */O GB Victorian collection 1840-1898 incl. #1 1d black (3 margins), scattered 1d reds 
(with plate flaws and varieties), a few covers, 2d blue, misc throughout, 1d lilac (14 
dots), #117 4 1/2d mint  NH margin block, etc. Inspect.

$250

507 */O GB 1952-2012 collection in four springback and binders, high degree of completion. 
Enjoyable selection of early QEII chalky paper, graphite, inverted watermarks, 3d purple 
experimental “T” watermark, broken Jubilee line, cylinder block “70”, etc and then normal 
issues to modern eras with extensive representation. Large quantity in four albums/binders.

$500

508 */** GB QEII specialized definitive collection in stock book, largely mint and much NH. 
Spotted 2 bar graphite bands incl. misplaced lines, SG 540-545 inverted watermark, 
mint; SG #540-556, SG #570-586 (five or more sets), SG 570-576a, SG #570-575 
watermark sideways, SG #610-618a two bar phosphorous, and more.

$100

509 O Hong Kong dealer stock on #102 cards, #10/58, used, spotted Swatow, blue B62, 
Shanghai cds, partial boxed I.P.O., Amoy, etc. Dealer retail $283.85 

$100

510 */O Hong Kong dealer stock in #102 cards, #76/864, wide range of material with 
duplication of some items (even in $3-6 range), plus some mint NH in quantity (ex 
#425). CV $2,718.32 US.

$500

511 */O Hong Kong collection, 1882-1983 on mixture of quadrille pages, spotted mint #78, 
273-4, 294-5, and other 1970s sets. Used is intriguing with #61, 62, 64, 164, 164a, 
165Aa, 166Ab and other more modern. China overprints (6), Kowloon postmarks (5), 
Amoy (4 incl 1903 postcard with 2¢ grey (2) to Canada), Canton (6), Foochow (2), 
Hankow (3), Shanghai (25), Swatow (2), Tientsin (2) and Yokohama (1). Inspect.

$150

512 */O Hong Kong #147/153 in quantity, mint hinged, used, sets incl/ 147-150, 150, 168-173 
etc. Small horde from a collector/ 

$200

513 */** Hong Kong #168/667, 1935-1997 mint H, NH in stock book and on pages. Spotted 
#147-150, 151-153, 168-173, 218, 225-228, 235, 239, 249, 254, 278-288, 298a, 306-
308, plus gutter pairs, 630-651E, and more. CV $1,798.90 US

$400

514 Hong Kong used duplicated stock #338/657 with quantities up to 100. One stock 
book catalogued at $1,085 US and another estimated at $600. Total estimated CV 
$1,600 US.

$200

515 O Hong Kong group of 22 stamps with Chinese postmarks incl. Amoy, Canton, 
Focohowfo (5), Foochow (7), Hankow, Swatow, and Shanghai (5). Excellent strikes on 
Victorian and Edward issues.

$100

516 O Hong Kong high values used in bulk incl. #400 $5 (90@$2.50), 401 $10 (102@$5), 
402 $20 (46@$14), 403 $50 (23@$29), 651C $10 (59@$2.50), 651D $20 (25@$4.25), 
661E $50 (148@10.50). A few creases, wrinkles as expected on high values but overall a 
clean lot. A lifetime inventory for a dealer or online seller. CV $3,853.75. 

$300

517 */O Hong Kong group including mint 1983-1988, #408/530 in large multiples, often 
gutter blocks of 10 with CV $3,493.75 US, plus stock book and binder of extra, 
Canada joint issue, and Chinese Hong Kong special booklet. The mint binder is the 
highlight and bulk of the value of the lot, being CV $3,493.75 by itself.

$750
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518 O Hong Kong revenue group, dealer stock on #102 cards, largely QEII incl. Contract 
Note, Bill of Exchange and Duty. Dealer retail $1,226.65 

$100

519 * India #203-206 1 1/2s to 10r Gandhi set, mint og, LH. CV $557.50 US $150
520 1850 stampless cover, Calcutta boxed bs (GPO AP 1 1850) to Shelburne, Nova Scotia 

via Southampton, and Halifax, NS, rated “1NÕ, uprated to 2/3 Cy collect.
$150

521 */O India collection in binder #2/O103, spotted used #2, 2a, 6F, 18, 24, 34, 50, 71-2, 
75, 94-97, 125, 134, M11 and more. Mint highlights incl. #11 (1/2a blue perf 14, 
unwmk, NH), #51, 221 (NH), C1-6, M9, M10, M15-18, M20-22, M52-55, O103, 
with many more cheaper sets and stamps not mentioned. Also a small representation 
of convention and feudatory states. Inspect.

$400

522 */O India dealer stock in two binders, #6/2962, mint and used, largely mint but used #6, 
6(cut to shape); mint #93(3), 174(3), 177, 202(3), 218, 227-230, 230(3), 232(4), 236, 
1081, 1115, 1135-6, O18, M62(5), and States Charkhari #36(NH), Cochin #20, 19, 
O20, etc. Dealer retail $2,061.

$400

523 */O India stockbook incl used (duplication throughout) from Victorian to early 1950s, and 
then mint with quite a few blocks in the 1960s. Inspect.

$100

British Commonwealth - Ireland to St. Lucia
524 O Ireland used in dealer stock binder, #71/855A, C1-7 incl. #74(4), 75(3), 76(4), 117(3), 

175-176 (4 sets), 793A(8), #C1-7. Dealer retail $1,371.15.
$200

525 */** Ireland dealer stock, #393/1813, C1/J45 in five approval binders, mint, spotted #531A, 
555, 638-645, 658-659, 689-690(2), 793(2), 876, 1054D, 1368, 1369, 1360(2), 1383A, 
1403(3), 1415A, 1353-1369, 1539C, 1722C, 1883A, C1-7, J5(7), J14, booklet 863C, 
1700A, 1702A, etc. Dealer retail $4,088.70.

$750

526 */O Jamaica collection, 1860-1990 in springback album, #4/756 spotted #3, 4, 6a, 8, 9, 11, 
44, George VI to 10/-, QEII to £1; mint #18 plus more, spotted 1/2d lower left corner 
plate strip of three with spaced “W  AR” of “WAR TAX” overprint.

$200

527 O Jamaica used dealer stock in three binders #197/1064, MR1/O4, used incl. highlights 
277-291, 465-481, 518(3), etc. Dealer retail $1,612.

$300

528 O Jamaica used dealer stock in biner, #7/200, used incl. highlights #10(4), 52, 84(2), 109-
112 (two sets), 116-128, 141(2), 159-174, 173(6), 174(3) plus more. CV $1,565.75

$300

529 */** Jamaica mint dealer stock in three binders, #22/MR11 incl. #103-105(3), 106-108, 
126(2), 141, 159-174(2 sets), 173, 174, 185-196(2 sets), 217-232(2 sets), MR1B, MR2A 
and more. Dealer retail $2,070.

$400

530 */O Malaya - Johore collection #5/175, on pages with mint and used, mostly 1880s-1960s. 
Total 107 stamps. CV $717 US.

$150

531 */O Malaya - Negri Sembilan collection, #1/75, mint and used better incl. #34 used, #4 
and 58 mint. Total 52 stamps. CV $371.25 US.

$100

532 */O Malaya - Pahang collection, #11/89, N16 small collection on pages, mint #11-13, 14-
15, 72-82 etc. Total 57 stamps. CV $243.70

$100

533 */O Malaya - Perak collection #6/145 small collection on pages from Victorian to 
Elizabethan. Total 71 stamps. CV $459.30

$100

534 */O Malaya - Terengganu collection, #1/B3, small group on pages incl. mint #21A, 23, 
24A, 45-6, B1-3, and used 11A, 15, 42 etc. 47 stamps. CV $232.20 US 

$75

535 */O Malta dealer stock #8/1339, B1/MR2 in four dealer approval binders, spotted mint #22, 
78, 208-222, 312-320, 548-568, 593-607 (two mint sets), J14, J28A and more. CV $1,914 

$300
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536 O Mauritius #3 1d Post Paid , orange vermillion on thick yellowish paper , earliest 
impression, used with target cancel, cut into at top margin and other three margins 
clear, small faults but mentioned for the record are faint corner crease at lower right 
and very small central thin spoti, light internal crease. These seem offputting but are 
negligible and mentioned for the record. Bought in 2000, this stamp has been off the 
market for over 20 years. Accompanied by 1999 Brandon certificate, “Mauritius 1853 
1d orange vermillion, earliest impression, imperforate (S.G. 3) used is genuine, Cut 
into at top and other faults. (Position 1)”. CV $18,000 US

$3,500

537 * Mauritius #51-57 mint group, 4¢ to 50¢  surcharges, mint og, H, HR, 36c with HR 
covering likely thin (only $50CV), CV $783

$150

538 * New Zealand #56 1/- green, mint, og, small HR. CV $625 US $150
539 * New Zealand 1882 Second sideface mint group incl. #61, 62, 62, 62a, 63, 63a, 64, 64a, 

65, 66, mint og, some H, HR, 4d with old album paper adhesion. CV $487.50 US
$150

540 P New Zealand 1882 Second sideface plate proof group of four, #61P, 62P, #65P, #66P, 
1d, 2d, 6d, 8d in black on ungummed, unwatermarked paper.

$100

541 * New Zealand 1891 #67A-69, 1/2d, 2 1/2d, 5d, mint og, H. CV $141.50 $50
542 * New Zealand 1898 #70-83 1/2d to 5/-, mint og, H, HR, with extra #77a 5d violet 

brown, CV $1,331 US.
$300

543 * New Zealand #122-125, 1/2d to 6d, mint, og, the 1d has a small hinge thin (CV $30). 
CV set $461 US

$150

544 */O New Zealand Auckland Exhibition, used #130e, 131e, mint #133e, #137e. CV $635 US. $250
545 * New Zealand #145-159 1/2d to 1/-, mint, og, H. 1/2d value in corner block of four. 

CV $268 US
$100

546 O New Zealand #145-159 1/2d to 1/-, used. CV $238.45 US $100
547 * New Zealand #182-184 plus 182a, 183a, mint, og, the Admiral issue 2/-, 3/-, 1d with 

two additional shades 2/-, 3/-. CV $274.50 US.
$120

548 O New Zealand #182-184, used Admiral issue, 2/-, 3/-, 1d. CV $205.25 US. $75
549 * New Zealand #185-198, 1/2d to 3/-, mint, og. CV $266.05 US. $100
550 ** New Zealand #288-301, 1/2d to 10/-, mint og, NH. CV $179.35 US $75
551 O New Zealand back of book, used #AR1/L30, incl. AR1, 2, 6, 8, 38, 44, 102, 

#B138/175, amazing #O57(2 used, sound copies). Dealer retail $1,184.15.
$200

552 New Zealand 1871 Auckland to Wimbourne, England with #36 6d red brown tied by 
Auckland duplex (JU 13 71) with Wimbourne bs receiver (AU 6 71).

$100

553 O New Zealand collection of underprint or advertising on reverse stamps, 65 incl range 
of settings, companies and denominations. Spotted 1d(57), 2d(4), 2.5d(1), 4d(1). A few 
small faults as expected. An exciting field of specialization of postal authority produced 
advertising compared to collecting advertising covers privately prepared.

$100

554 O New Zealand collection in stock book, #51 to QEII issues, largely used with sample 
of better items incl. #51-2, 61-7, 70-5, 134, 139(2), 148(3). 150, specialized George V 
definitives, #165-170, 182, 185, 197, 198, 215, 216, 238-241, etc. Inspect.

$100

555 */** New Zealand mint dealer stock in four binders, #73/879B, highlights incl. #186B( 1d 
kiwi pane with Parisian ties advert), 179-181, 239(9), 365-8(2 sets), 284(6), 298A(4), 
360(5), 434A, 431-4, 450-8(x7), 649B, 755-765, 769(7), 766(2), 769A, 826(3), 832A, 
835(6), 875A(7), etc Dealer retail $1,831.25.

$300

556 */O New Zealand collection, 1882-2008 in three volumes, scattered early material but 
did see a few advertising underprints, mint #C6-8, mint health sheets, and fuller 
representation in the mint modern material, incl. SSs, booklets etc. Spotted some Lord 
of the Rings stamps (very popular). Plus third binder of Cook Islands, Niue etc.

$300
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British Commonwealth
557 ** New Zealand wholesale lot of prestige booklets. Horse Racing 1328a (18) plus Best 

of the Year Custom Souvenir Sheets in Packages for 1996 (39), 1997 (60), 1998 (26) 
and 2000 (4). F-VF-NH. Owner’s list included. Mentioned in Scott’s. Face value is 
NZ$2,282.60. ($1NZ=$0.81Cdn)

$700

558 O New Zealand wholesale lot of 13 diff. used souvenir sheets most with stamp show 
cancels. Scott 1333a//1470a, B152b. Quantities from 6 to 75. Owner’s list included. 
2023 Scott’s Catalog value is US $2,721.60. Face value is NZ $1,262.30. ($1 NZ$ = 
$0.81Cdn)

$350

559 */O New Zealand, Queen Elizabeth collection 1951-2002 in stock book, largely complete 
with both mint and used (many NH sets throughout). Spotted mint #320, 333-352,  
382-404, 1084/22. 1254a, 1328 1750/1761, 1835/1846 Lord of The Rings stamps, SSs, 
booklets, 2002 limited edition set of three souvenir sheets “Best of 2002”, etc. Used 
throughout, spotted best items #288-301, 404 etc. Inspect.

$600

560 */O New Zealand dealer stock, #484/1322, plus back of the book, in #102 cards. CV 
$2221.35 US.

$300

561 */** New Zealand wholesale lot of over 3000 mint souvenir sheets (51 different). Scott 
814a//1489a, B120a//B160a in quantities from 7 to 145 (avg. is 60 per sheet). Owner’s 
list included. F-VF-NH. 2023 Scott’s Catalog value is US $15,521. Face value is 
NZ$7,874.31. NZ$ at $0.81Cdn

$2,000

562 */** New Zealand mint dealer stock in three binders, highlights incl. #903-6(4 sets), 912-
917(2 sets), 918A(4), 923(2), 930(4), 930D(2), 950-955(2 sets), 956-9 (2 sets), 959A(8), 
986(6), 987-992( 2 sets), 993-6(3 sets), 1038-1043(3 sets), 1054-7(3 sets), 1084, 1077A, 
1169C(3), and more. Lots of mints sets in multiples. Dealer retail $2,058.20.

$400

563 */O New Zealand small carton with two stock books, small spiral book and some loose 
album pages, mixture of mint and used.

$100

564 */** New Zealand back of book, mint semi-postal #B1/B195, incl duplication, spotted 
better #B1, B2(NH), B2(3), B5(2), B6(2), B7(7), B8(3), B16(6), B7(2), B52A(5), 
B53A(3), B68A, etc. Dealer retail $1,478.80.

$300

565 */O North Borneo dealer stock in two approval binders, mint binder #35/296 with highlights 
#42, 120(3), 273(2), 280-295, and one used binder #35/J14. Dealer retail $806.70.

$150

566 */O Papua New Guinea collection, 1952-1989, 312/705, values to 10/- with most CV in 
the George VI and QEII material. Neatly written up on springback album pages, with 
some in hingeless mounts. CV $257.05.

$100

567 */O Pitcairn Islands collection #1/366 in springback album, mint #1-10, 1957 QEII to 2/6, 
1964 to 8/-, 1967 new currency to 45c, used spotted unusual New Zealand 1d red 
kiwi tied on piece with large, blue single ring “PITCAIRN ISLAND 22 AU 07 NZ 
POSTAL AGENCY”. CV $314.25 US excluding NZ postmark.

$100

568 */O Sarawak collection, written up on Stanley Gibbons album pages incl. mint #1, 23, 27, 
32, 33, and strong used #2, 3-7, 6/16, 28-31, 32-35, 36-47, 50/70, 79-93, 94-108 (lacks 
#105), 109-134, 135/152, 159-173, 180-194 etc. CV $ 1,789.85

$400

569 */O Sarawak in old stockbook, #3/211 incl. mint highlights # 3, 4, 10(2), 14, 99-100, 130-
132, 194(2) and others, used highlights #92, 194, 211 plus others. CV $983.

$200
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570 Boer War 11 Boer Commando veld Dienst covers mounted on well detailed exhibit 
pages. Spotted “Gezien” straightline censor mark (the rarest cachet, reported early 
Jan 1900 and thought to be part of special security effort by Boers), 1899 purple 
oval Ingogo ZAR, 1900 Clogolan rearguard retreat from Mudder River, 19000 
“Kommando Dienst PK Kaalvallie OVS, 1900 mail into unoccupied territory 
Commando Dienst to Heilbron, and similar 1900 Parjis to Harrowsmith, 1900 Pak 
Malanspost OVS mail in disputed territory In Veldtdients to Bethlehem commando, 
1900 Leeuwbank to Heidelberg Commando at Brandfort, 1900 Vrede to Vrede Lager 
guerilla warfare in Eastern OVS, 1899 Lacobsdal to Bloemfontein Boer censorship 
commando status Veldcornet Bloemfontein in purple, not censored, and 1899 
uncensored Wolvaarts, Transvalal to West Kimberly. Overall good condition, neatly 
mounted and housed in Devon album with slipcase.

$750

571 O Boer War seige, occupation, commando group. Collection incl. CGH #173, #174 
Bechuanaland Protectorate overprints on GB 1d, 2d stamps with “MAFEKING 
BESIEGED” overprints tied on pieces by Mafeking 1900 cds, Boer occupation of 
Ingogo (Natal) on piece (2), Boer commando label (original) and reproduction sheet 
of 8, several cancelled stamps incl Bloemfontein bag seal on 1/2d yellow orange, a 
few covers such as 1900 Bloemfontein ORC ties 1/2d green (4) on cover to Holland 
with “OPENED UNDER MARTIAL LAW” tape, “NPR” hs etc; 1900 Pretoria to 
Krugersdorp, ZAR; 1902 Clawwilliam OAS passed press censor to England etc, plus 
1899 general orders pamphlet “Regulations and orders for the Militia Canada”, two 
silk Stevensgraph of Roberts and Kitchener.

$300

572 Boer War group of seven better covers/cards incl. 1900 “Recovered from the Mails 
looted by the Boers on June 8” on 1900 OHMS cover Capetown to Bloemfontein 
(Roodewal Station attack), 1900 APO 11 (Krugersdorp) ERI 1d soldier rate to 
England, 1900 BurdickÕs views of South Africa all over advertising in blue (worn), 
1900 Ladysmith illustrated Siege postcard to England, 1900 Bloemfontein OVS to 
USA, shortpaid, US dies, 1901 Thabanchu to Aliwal North censor tap, registered, 
censored by “RW” and H.P.Y., 1900 fancy script NorvalÕs Point handstamp in purple 
as temporary straightline via crossborder mail via Cape Town to England, 

$350

573 Boer War prisoner of war camp mail for Boer prisoners in South Africa, 52 covers and 
two fronts incl variety of postmarks, censor handstamps and tapes. Spotted triangular, 
straightline Brandfort press censor (circular), dated double ovals, double circle 
undated, named oval “Passed by Censor C.J. Newland Capt”, red shield style “Censor 
Aliwal North”, small “PBC” and small purple “P”, boxed “Censor to Prisoners of War” 
signed C. Heyman Lt Col, straightline fancy “Passed CEB censor”, “Passed HEP 
censor”, Passed RB censor”, Ficksbuck straightline G.B. Beak, triangular NorvalÕs 
Point as remote censor, variety of censor tapes (cream, pink etc). Largely mounted on 
exhibit pages but from different sources.

$1,500

574 Boer War prisoner of war camp mail for Boer prisoners in St. Helena, four covers from 
South Africa incl. 1901 GB 1d with APO BASA 17 (MY 4 01) to St. Helena with 
purple circle “Censor Prisoners of War” to Deadwood Camp, Tent 76 with St. Helena 
receiving postmark (C JU 8 01), 1900 CGH 1d pair to Deadwood Camp, tent 156, 
censor, receiver, 1902 Wiburg to Broadbottom Camp, St. Helena with triangle hs, tape 
and PR of War hs, 1902 Kroonstad to Broadbottom camp similarly struck but with 
added PBC and redirections.

$200

575 Boer War prisoner of war camp mail for Boer prisoners in Bermuda, variety of 
postmarks, censor handstamps and tapes, from South Africa with four scarce Bermuda 
island covers (BurtÕs, DarrellÕs, HawkinÕs and MorganÕs).

$250
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576 Boer War prisoner of war camp mail for Boer prisoners in India and Ceylon, variety 
of postmarks, censor handstamps and tapes, to and from South Africa. 19 covers incl. 
one front, condition varies but eye-appealing group.

$1,000

577 */O St. Kitts dealer binders #24/701 incl. mint #139-152, O11-O22 (2 sets), O29-40, plus 
others. Dealer retail $1,055.62.

$120

578 */O St. Kitts & Nevis dealer stock in three binders, #12/401 incl. two mint binders and one used. 
highlights incl. mint #107-118, 145-160 (2 sets), and used #120-134. Dealer retail $928.90.

$200

579 O St. Lucia used dealer stock in two binders, #11/1223, MR2/O37, highlights incl. #11, 
95A, 110-126, 902-905, 981-984. Dealer retail $612.35.

$100

580 */** St. Lucia mint dealer stock in three binders, #19/1231, J3/MR2, highlights incl. #19, 
91-94, 135-148, 157-169, 387-402 (two sets), 953-954, 964(2), 981-984, J3(11), J4(8). 
Dealer retail $2,154.95.

$350

British Commonwealth - Tobago, Trinidad and Trinidad and Tobago
581 O Tobago #Z3 GB 6d lilac with grid cancel “A14” used in Tobago. SG CV  £300 $100
582 O Tobago #1-3 1d, 3d, 6d used with “A14” grid cancel. CV $280 US $100
583 O Tobago #1-3 1d, 3d, 6d, 1/- used with “A14” grid cancel, except 3d which has Tobago 

cds cancel (one short perf). CV $362.50 US
$100

584 * Tobago #1-4 1d, 3d, 6d and 1 shilling, mint, H, HR, 1/- with HR and small “CC” on 
reverse for watermark. CV $782.50 US

$200

585 O Tobago #5 5 shilling slate, used with grid “A14”. CV $825 $250
586 */** Tobago #8 1/2d brown violet, mint block of four, full og, top LH, bottom NH, 

watermark “crown CC”. CV $310 US
$100

587 (*) Tobago #11 6d bistre brown, unused, watermark “crown CC”. CV $425 US (SG #11. 
CV £400).

$100

588 */O Tobago #12 1 shilling bistre, mint unused and used single with partial dated cancel 
(1884). CV 260 US). (SG #12 CV £250)

$100

589 */** Tobago #12 1 shilling bistre, mint block of four, upper left small hinge thin, upper 
right H, bottom pair NH. watermark “crown CC”. CV $460 US

$150

590 * Tobago #13var 2 1/2 Pence surcharge on 6d bister brown, mint horizontal pair, right 
stamp with long tail on “2” variety (SG listed #13b), og, H. CV $220. (SG #13, 13b 
CV £350)

$150

591 */O Tobago #13 2 1/2 Pence surcharge on 6d bister brown, three copies, a mint example, 
mint variety with long tail on “2” (SG #13a) and used example. CV $330 (SG #13, 
13b, 13. CV £450)

$150

592 */** Tobago #20 4d gray, mint block of four, very lightly H, (watermark crown CA), upper 
right stamp with SG listed “slash flaw” variety at end of “POSTAGE”. CV $38 US. 
(SG #22, 22c £220) 

$100

593 */** Tobago #20var 4d gray with malformed “CE”variety in bottom margin block of nine, 
top row H, bottom two rows NH, variety is malformed “CE” of “POSTAGE” in lower 
right stamp, plate “1”. Unlisted in Scott CV $85.50 US. (SG #22, 22b CV £170)

$100

594 * Tobago #21 6d bistre brown, mint, partial toned og, small HR. CV $625 US $150
595 */** Tobago #22 6d brown orange, mint block of four, top H, bottom NH, (watermark 

crown CA), upper right stamp with SG listed “slash flaw” variety at end of 
“POSTAGE”. CV $11 US. (SG #23, 23a £197.50) 

$100

596 */O Tobago #15var, 17var, 22var “Slash Flaw” variety group on 1/d dull green, mint og 
H, #17 1d rose used, #22 6d brown orange. The variety is a slash after “POSTAGE”. 
Unlisted in Scott, as normal $18.25 (SG #20a, 21a, 23a £320)

$100
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597 O Tobago #24 One shilling brown orange, strip of three tied on part of formula envelope 
with Tobago cds (MR 29 97), immaculate left margin strip of three with neat cancels. 
A rare stamp in used condition, especially so in a multiple. CV $435. (SG #24c CV 
£420).

$150

598 * Tobago #14/24 1/2d to 1 shilling mint group incl. #14-20, 22-24 (missing #21 6d 
bistre brown, lotted separately)., #19 6d yellow green in unused. CV $326.25

$100

599 */** Tobago #14/24 mint blocks incl. 1/2d brown, 1/2d dull green, 1d red brown, 1d rose, 
2 1/2d ultra and 2 1/2d dull blue (scarce), 4d gray, 1/- olive bistre, 1/- brown orange, 
most hinged top pair, NH bottom pair. CV $655 US. (SG #14-16, 16b, 20-22, 24, 24c 
£655)

$250

600 * Tobago #26 1/d Pence surcharge on 4d gray, mint block of four, og. LH, with lower 
right stamp being the malformed “CE” of Pence variety (unlisted in Scott). CV $17 
US. (SG #30, 30b CV £415).

$150

601 * Tobago #29a 1 PENNY surcharge on 2 1/2d ultra wide spacing variety in mint 
margin pair with plate “1”, mint og, gum bends in margin and perf separation 
vertically in margin. CV $410 US (SG #29, 29a CV £460)

$150

602 * Tobago #29a 1 PENNY surcharge on 2 1/2d ultra wide spacing variety in mint block 
of four with three normal spacing, mint og, toned, H, HR, hinge reinforces a few perfs 
at left. CV $630 US (SG #29, 29a. CV £680)

$250

603 * Tobago #26 2 1/d Pence surcharge on 4d gray, mint og, H with SHIFTED surcharge 
reads “PENCE 2 1/2d”, unpriced in both Scott and Stanley Gibbons

$100

604 */** Tobago #30var 2 1/2d on 4d gray malformed “CE” of “PENCE” variety, in margin 
block of four, with three normal examples, mint og, top pair LH, bottom pair NH 
including the variety. Scott unlisted CV $100. (SG #31, 31a. CV £288).

$100

605 * Tobago #25-30 surcharge set of six values, 1/2d(4), 1d, 2 1/2d, mint og, toned gum, 
HR etc. CV $343.75 US (SG #26-31 CV £381.50).

$100

606 Tobago #31 “1/2d Postage” surcharge on 4d tied by Tobago cds (inverted A, JA 2 97) on 
unsealed envelope to Trinidad. Scarce. (SG #33 CV £55 and note covers at “from 25x).

$200

607 (*) Tobago #31a “1/2d Postage” overprint on mint unused left margin block of nine, with 
wide spacing variety on  2nd, 3rd and 8th, and six normal examples. CV $1,110. (SG 
#33, 33a CV £1050).

$300

608 * Tobago #8-11, 1/2d, 1d, 4d, 6d mint, H, HR. CV $972.50 US $200
609 * Tobago One Pound revenue stamp (Barefoot #12), fresh og, toned gum, gum bend 

horizontally at HR location, watermark crown CA.
$100

610 O Tobago revenue group, first issue with watermark “crown CA”, used 1d red brown, 1d 
rose, 3d blue, 1 shilling green, 5 shilling  slate and 1 pound  violet, all used, the first 
three with “A14” grid cancels, 1 shilling with manuscript, 5 shilling and one pound 
with postmarks.

$200

611 * Tobago revenue group, first issue with watermark “crown CA”, mint 3d blue, 6d 
orange, 5 shilling gray, 1 pound violet., and hen 1885 issue 3d black and lilac, 4d 
carmine and lilac, mint og, H, HR.

$150

612 * Trinidad #1 (1d) brick red, mint block of four, blued paper, large margins, full og, 
hinged. CV $800 US.

$400

613 */** Trinidad #2 (1d) purple brown, mint right marginal block of fourteen, blued paper, 
large to clear margins, just into at two spots, full og, very light hinge between 1-2, 6-7, 
light vertical crease between 6-7/11-12, full og, 10 stamps NH. CV $315 US

$200

614 */** Trinidad #2 (1d) purple brown, mint block of four, blued paper, large to clear margins, 
full og, top two stamps light hinge, bottom two stamps NH. CV $90 US

$50
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615 */** Trinidad #2 (1d) purple brown, mint block of nine, blued paper, large to clear margins, 
full og, center stamp with light hinge, 8 stamps NH. CV $202.50 US

$100

616 */** Trinidad #3 (1d) blue, mint block of eight, blued paper, large margins, full og, top 
stamps light hinge, bottom stamps NH. CV $192 US

$100

617 */** Trinidad #3 (1d) blue, mint left marginal block of four, blued paper, large margins, full 
og, top stamps light hinge, bottom stamps NH. CV $96

$50

618 * Trinidad #3a (1d) deep blue, mint block of four, deeply blued paper, large margins, full 
og, H. Accompanied by a 1962 Royal Philatelic Society London certificate (#54361) 
“Trinidad 1853 (1d) deep blue, imperf, blued paper, SG 4, unused bock of four... that 
it is genuine”. Signed by John Wilson. CV $700 (SG #4 CV £720)

$300

619 * Trinidad #4 (1d) gray brown, mint block of four, blued paper, large margins, full og, 
hinged. top two hinged. CV $230 US

$100

620 */** Trinidad #4a (1d) gray, mint block of four, blued paper, large margins, full og, top two 
hinged, bottom two NH. CV $360 US

$150

621 ** Trinidad #7 (1d) gray, mint marginal block of four, white paper, large to clear margins, 
toned in margin, full og, NH. CV $220 US

$100

622 O Trinidad #9 1d blue 1852 lithographed first issue, yellow paper, used, top left margin 
copy, huge to just cut into margin at top left. Accompanied by 1951 Royal Philatelic 
Society London “Trinidad 1852 (1d) blue on yellowish paper, fine impression, (SG 12) 
(crossed and in pencil now 13 (new numbering) used... that it is genuine but creased”. 
The crease is infinitesimally small, light and barely visible. Most people would describe 
it as a normal and acceptable paper. A rarity.  CV $1,950 US  (SG #13 CV £2000)

$500

623 * Trinidad #15 4d gray lilac, white paper, mint, full og, HR, large to clear margins. CV 
$125 US

$50

624 O Trinidad #16 6d green, white paper, used, with grid “1”, full to clear margins. CV 
$525 US

$200

625 O Trinidad #16 6d green on white paper, used with grid “1” cancel, four clear to large 
margins. CV $525

$150

626 O Trinidad #17 1 shilling slate blue with “1” grid cancel, used with RPSL 1968 certificate 
#65547 “SG No 29 1/- indigo imperf used is genuine”. CV $425 US  (SG #29 CV 
£375)

$200

627 */** Trinidad #19 (1/-) slate blue, mint block of four, white paper, large to clear margins, 
full og, top two stamps LH, bottom two stamps NH. CV $500 US

$250

628 O Trinidad #19 (1/-) slate blue, white paper, large to just cut margin at lower right, used. 
CV $425 US

$100

629 * Trinidad #29 4d violet brown, mint horizontal pair, clean cut perf 14 to 15.5, mint, og, 
H. CV $420

$150

630 * Trinidad #30 6d deep green, mint horizontal pair, clean cut perf 14 to 15.5, mint full 
og, small HR. CV $600

$250

631 ** Trinidad #57 5 shilling, claret, mint block of four, NH. CV $260 $100
632 O Trinidad #58c (1d) lake, bisect tied by Trinidad cds (OC 7 82) on piece, perf 14, 

watermark “crown cc”. CV as cover $750 US.
$100

633 ** Trinidad #62 Half Penny surcharge on 1d lilac, watermark “crown CC”, mint, full og, 
NH. CV $540 US

$150

634 * Trinidad #63 Half Pence surcharge on lilac, mint, og, scarce watermark “crown C”. 
CV $250 US

$100
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635 O Trinidad #64a One Penny surcharge on carmine, bisect tied on piece by Trinidad cds 
(SO 28 82). CV as cover $675

$100

636 Trinidad #67 1d surcharge in red ink on 6d green, tied by Trinidad cds (MY 27 82) 
on UPU postcard to Scarborough, Tobago. Message on reverse mentions Mr. P. has 
arrived and will only stay for one week. 

$150

637 ** Trinidad #77 1d lilac and carmine, type II, oval “O” in “ONE”, full og, NH. The rare 
type. CV $1,600 US.

$500

638 ** Trinidad #87 Five shilling lower left corner block of four, plate “1”, mint, full og, 
NH, bit of toning and gum line on left two stamps from stacking of blocks (which I 
personally separated as they were stored in a glassine).. CV $260 US

$150

639 ** Trinidad #89 10 shillings, mint og, NH, ordinary paper. CV $350 US $150
640 ** Trinidad #89 Five Shilling, used on piece tied by San Fernando (A JA 12 01), with 

second free strike. CV $575
$200

641 ** Trinidad #89 Ten Shilling upper right corner block of four, plate “1”, mint, one small 
green paper speck from offset stacking and toned finger print, otherwise NH. CV 
$1,400 US 

$600

642 ** Trinidad #87 One Pound lower left corner block of four, plate “1”, mint, full og, NH, 
two small spot where gum is a bit shiny/glazed from blocks being stacked. This is in 
the margin ONLY. The stamps are NH. CV $840 US

$300

643 O Trinidad #90 One Pound, used, Port o Spain cds cancel (AP 8 09). Rare postally used. 
CV $350 US

$200

644 S Trinidad #74S/90S 1/2d to One Pound, watermark “CA over crown”, “SPECIMEN” 
overprint, mint full og, 1d and 5d with small HR, rest NH. A rare set.

$750

645 */** Trinidad #O1-O7 1/2d to 5 shilling, mint, full og, NH except the 5/- which is unused 
and has a TEAR from upper right corner to hair bun. Set CV $557 but lower due to 
damage. Still nice space filler on this one stamp, and others sound. 

$100

646 O Trinidad #O9b 1d red with inverted “OFFICIAL”, tied on piece with Port of Span cds 
(AU 5 11). CV $275 US

$100

647 O Trinidad #O9b 1d red with inverted “OFFICIAL”, two copies tied on piece with Port 
of Span cds (AU 5 11). CV $550 US

$200

648 ** Trinidad and Tobago #10 5 shilling, dull violet and red violet, mint marginal block 
of four, mint og, NH, watermark “multiple crown and CA”. (SG #155 dull purple and 
mauve CV £300)

$100

649 ** Trinidad and Tobago #10 5 shilling, dull violet and mauve (darker shade), mint 
marginal block of four, mint og, NH, watermark “multiple crown and CA”. (SG #155a 
deep violet and mauve or rarer shade CV £360)

$150

650 * Trinidad and Tobago #11 One Pound green and carmine, mint og, small HR and tiny 
hinge thin, watermark “multiple crown CA”. CV $250 US (SG #156 grey-green and 
carmine CV £275) 

$100

651 S Trinidad and Tobago #1s/11s 1/2d to One Pound, overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mint 
og, NH. One Pound with gum bend at top. Includes extra copies of 4d and 6d 
(ordinary and white paper). An expanded specimen se of 12. Unpriced in Scott. (SG 
#149-156 plus 152bc, 152bd, 154ab, 154ac. CV £337.25) 

$130

652 S Trinidad and Tobago #12S-20S 1/2d to One Pound, with “SPECIMEN” overprint, 
mint og, NH, full set of 9, watermark “multiple crown script CA”, unpriced in Scott 
(SC #206s-215s CV £300).

$100
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653 S Trinidad and Tobago #21s/31s 1/2d to One Pound, overprinted “SPECIMEN”, mint 
og, NH, a few with wee bit of glazing on low values and shadow perf impressions from 
stacking. 1/2d, 1d. 1 1/2d, 2d, 3d, 4d, 6d, 1s, 5s, £1. all on watermark “multiple crown 
script CA”. As a “set” it does not include the two “watermark crown CA” values nor 
the later 1925 6d. Unpriced in Scott. (SG #216s/229s approx £350). 

$130

654 */** Trinidad and Tobago #21-33 1/2d to £1, mint blocks of four, 1/2d with one stamp 
light crease, 1 1/2d brown one stamp circular gum tone spot, 4d one stamp hinge 
(light but present), plus extra 1d, 1 1/2d, occasional toning. CV $868 US (SG #218-
229 CV £818) 

$250

655 ** Trinidad and Tobago #43-42 1¢ - 72¢ mint, NH blocks of four, plus all six sub 
numbers (perf varieties) #34a, 35a, 36a, 37a, 39a, 40a, total of 15 blocks of four. CV $    
615.60 US (SG #230-238, plus 230a, 231a, 232b, 233a, 235a, 236a CV £620.20)  

$200

656 S Trinidad and Tobago #34-42, 1¢ - 72¢ mint oh, H, small HR with perforated 
“SPECIMEN”. Unlisted in Scott. (SG #230s-238s CV £180)  

$100

657 ** Trinidad and Tobago #43-46 2¢, 3¢, 6¢, 24¢ 1935 Silver Jubilee, lower left corner 
blocks, “EXTRA FLAGSTAFF” variety on upper left of each block, plus three 
normal, mint og, NH (few tone spots). 6c with few perf separation at bottom margin. 
Unlisted in Scott, CV as normal $104 US. (SG #239-242 plus 239a, 240a, 241a, 242a 
CV £417.80)

$150

658 */** Trinidad and Tobago #50-61 1¢ - $4.80, mint blocks of four, mix of H top pair and NH 
bottom pair, as well as full NH for top values being NH (12¢, 24c, $1.20 and $4.80). Extra 
blocks of 3¢ black and carmine, 4¢ brown, 12¢ dark violet. Total 17 blocks. CV $ 400+. 
(SG #246-256, note includes 248a, 249a, 249b and 252a  CV £540+)

$150

659 (*) Trinidad and Tobago #80 24¢ dark olive green and black, unused vertical pair, lower 
stamp with circular shape with NO dark olive green printing, but black is present from 
the two stage printing process. Unlisted in Scott and Stanley Gibbons (SG #275). A 
stunning QEII variety.

$100

660 ** Trinidad and Tobago #85 “ONE CENT” surcharge substantially SHFTED, on 
2¢ mint og, NH pair. Unlisted in Scott and Stanley Gibbons. (SG #280). Another 
stunning QEII variety.

$100

661 ** Trinidad and Tobago #144var 1c¢silver and multi-colour, mint NH block of four with 
“MISSING SILVER” variety on right two stamps. Unlisted in Scott. (SG #339a CV 
£340.20)

$100

662 ** Trinidad and Tobago #J19-J16, 2¢ - 24¢ postage due, complete sheets of 60 with 
guide lines and plate numbers, overall toned from age, 2¢ with a creased margin, few 
separated perfs at margin (minor, but mentioned). A key group to start a small exhibit 
on postage dues. CV $2,205 US (SG #D26-D33 CV £1,920.

$600

663 */** Trinidad and Tobago #MR1/MR13, 14 mint blocks, mixture of mint oh H, mint og 
NH. SG #176, 176b, 177, 178, 179, 180, 181a, 181, 182, 183, 185, 187, 188, 189,. CV 
£250.20). A complicated issue with multiple overprints and stamp issues.

$100

664 ** Trinidad and Tobago #O1/5 1/2d :OFFICIAL” overprint, eight  mint og blocks with 
variety of overprints and shades, incl. SG#O14a OVERPRINT DOUBLED, mint og, 
H. (SG #O10, O11, O12, O13, O14a (overprint doubled), O15, O15a (yellow green), 
o15b (thick paper. CV £ 406)

$150

665 Trinidad and Tobago #B1 Red Cross one fraction stamp tied by Port of Spain, 
Trinidad (3 PM SP 18 14) on cover to Pointe Yara Estate, Tacaryua, Blanchis Ward, 
with St. Marys bs (B SP 19 14) and Arima (D SP 19 14), used on the ONE DAY that 
the stamp was valid for postage. The Red Cross sent out appeals for funds. Overall 
toning on face from stacking of other covers etc. CV $250 US. (SG #157 CV £225).

$150
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British Commonwealth - Turks & Caicos Islands to Virgin Islands
666 */** Turks and Caicos mint dealer stock in binder, #23/337 mint incl. #83(6), 87, 89(3), 

171, 279A, etc and more. Dealer retail $1,045.
$200

667 */** Turks and Caicos mint dealer stock in three binders, #346/MR13 incl. 380-4(2 sets), 
511(3), 549(3), 558A(4), 540-548(3), 734-7, 757-763(2 sets), 704, 751(2), 883-890, 913-920, 
1010-1016, 1025-1031, 1177a-h, 1222(3), 1484(3), MR6 and more. Dealer retail $902.

$200

668 */O Tuvalu mint dealer stock in four binders, #1/978 plus B.O.B. and bit of used. 
Highlights incl. # 1-15(x3), 13A, 14A (CV $110), 23-37(x2), 96-113, etc and lots of 
mint, SSs etc under $10, often duplicated. Dealer retail $2,147.

$350

669 */O Uganda dealer stock in three binders, #69/1873 incl. two mint binders highlights #73, 
130-2, 83-94,(x2), 97-110, 146(4),  457(3), 569-576(x2), 703-716, 767-776(x2), 918-
925, 1034-1041, 1611-4, plus more; used highlights #176-180(x3), 422-5(x2), 426(3), 
839, 1341 and more. Dealer retail $1,269.

$250

670 */O Vanuatu dealer stock in one binder, #281/B6 incl. mint #280-292(two sets), 746-752, 
776-780, 788-791, 890-907(3 sets), 875-878, B2-6, mostly mint. Dealer retail $825.95.

$150

671 */O Virgin Islands dealer stock in three binders, #5/1036 plus B.O.B. incl two mint binders 
with #13(9), 115-127, 154(2), 144-158, 206-222, 490-508(x4), 545, 618-9, 747-754, 
919, 1003-5, O15; used highlights #5, 50, 87, 112, 124-6, 494A-507A, 709. Dealer 
retail $1,557.

$250

Foreign Countries - Aruba to Monaco
672 ** Aruba mint collection, 1986-2019, mint in Safe hingeless album, seemingly complete for 

the era, with particularly valuable sets in the 2012 and onwards section. CV $2,583.45 US
$600

673 */O Austria collection, 1850-1978, mounted on pages largely used incl. #1-5, 13-16, 18-20, 
22-26, 33, 39, 40, 51-65, 80-85, 127, 164-167, B50-56, C54-60, M49-68 (on piece, 
favour), mint highlights #142, 143 (NH), 405-421, 424-427, B156-164, C1-3, C32-
46, C12-C31, J157, and more.

$200

674 */O Belgium collection, 1849-1998 extensive representation with better items incl. mint 
#90, 222-4, 134, 172-184, 435-445, 461, 463 (NH), 466, 434e, 434f, 434h,472b, 
472c, 474a, 474b, and more. Used highlights incl. #2, 9-12, 13-16, 18-22, 24a, 25b, 
26b, 28-36, 60-75, 72, 74, 91, 45-48, 55-39, 162-169, 212-214, 121 (5f CV $125), 122, 
and more. CV over $2,000 US

$400

675 */O Belgium, four volume collection, 1851/2011 with first two being DAVOS albums with 
early scattered to 1915 era then larger representation, 1930s and semi-postals with few 
mint and mint NH in mounts, sparsely complete. Spotted airmail, Belgian Congo as 
well. Last to binders to 2011 on computer pages and largely used. Inspect.

$500

676 */O Belgium semi-postal collection, B1/B1000, largely mint H, with some NH and some used, 
high degree of completion noting substantial value in sets and high values. Spotted mint 
#B9-16, 17-24, 31-33, 42-44, 118-120, 123-124, 132-134, 136-137, 138-140, 141-142, 
99-105, 93-98, 131, 156-162, 178, 437-441, 480-484, 521, 522, 523-530, 538-543, 544-
546, 555-557, 558-560, 547-554, 561-566, 573-578, 579-585, 641-646, and more to B1000 
(1980). Spotted used #B28-30, 71-75, 107-113, 121, 169a, 144-150, 208, 221, 468-476, 
485-491, 498-502, 503-510, 530-537, 567-572, 593-598, and more. CV $4,000 US+ 

$1,000

677 */O Belgium back of book collection incl. airmail, postage dues, official, newspaper, 
German occupation, and parcel post. An extensive collection noting better items 
#C5, C12A, E1-4, J10, J54-61, O44, O46, O52, O57, O59, N8, N24, N25, Q10, 
Q15, Q374-377, Q410-421, Q408, Q438-459, Q437, and more. Used highlights incl. 
#Q10, P1-19, P20/40 (less P29), N9, Q1-6, Q75, Q86, Q115, Q179, Q207, Q211-215, 
and more. Extensive. CV over $1,700 US

$300
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678 */O Bhutan dealer stock in approval binder, #15/C26, almost all mint with a few used, spotted 
#109H, 810-821, etc. An exotic country with pretty stamps. Dealer retail $526.25.

$100

679 */** Bhutan collection, unsorted in glassines as purchased, largely mint and all sets. A 
country known for its unusual stamp design.

$100

680 ** Caribbean Netherlands collection in stock book 2010-2017, seemingly all mint NH, 
and largely complete incl. SSs and panes (CV $500 US), and St. Maarten 2010-2017 
again seemingly complete  (CV $300+ US)

$200

681 China 1949 #908 $100,000 blue green (34 copies) tied by Shanghai chop (20 5 49) on 
airmail cover to St. JohnÕs Newfoundland. (CSS #1371 1949 Dah Tung lithographed 
gold yuan Dr. Sys) used in the silver yuan period. There is a pencil notation that 
Shanghai “City surrounded by Communists @ time” indicating the Shanghai 
campaign (May 12 - June 2, 1949). A rare destination.

$200

Foreign Countries
682 */O China, PRC dealer stock in four binders, #1326/5L95, incl. one binder of mint extras 

incl #1321(2), 1610-2, and three binders of used incl. #2774C(2), 3048(2), etc. Lots of 
material below $5 in quantity. Useful dealer stock. Dealer retail $833.93.

$200

683 */O China, PRC dealer stock in five binders, #74/4201, C2/6L45, mint and used though 
largely mint. Highlights incl. mint #3240, 3314A, 3993-6(2 sets), etc and used #64-5, 
427-437, 497-498, 504-5(2), 709, 710, 748-9, 795, etc. Largely below $10 and nothing 
expensive in cultural revolution period. Dealer retail $1,073.40.

$200

684 O China, PeopleÕs Republic, small collection of stockbook pages incl.  early surcharges 
(2c no 3c, 8c on 6c, 10c on 12c), 1897, 1898 issues, $20 green Sun Yat-sen imperforate 
block of four, postage dues to 30c, and two green, used officially sealed.

$200

685 */O Cuba collection, 1880-1959 in album, largely used, with extensive completion. Cuba is 
a country that is rarely offered for sale. An old time collection.

$100

686 */** Netherlands Antilles/Curacao collection 1889/2019 on hingeless pages and black stock 
pages, mostly mint NH, and some H. Spotted #13-17, 107-8, 45/58, 77-8, 87-93, 
95-100, 102-5, 143, 147-163, 188-198, 203-5, 206-7, C4-16, C17, CB9-36, C32A-43, 
J41-57 and Curacao 2010-2019 seemingly complete. CV $1,200+ US

$300

687 O Czechoslovakia dealer lot in six approval binders, three binders of mint #53c/3111, 
B142/P33, spotted 187-190, B142, and three binders of used #8/3414, B127/J106. A 
show ready stock. Dealer retail $1,036.40

$200

688 */O France dealer stock #14/2676 in red 102 box, plus #B15/B621, C5/CB3, J7/102, noted 
mint and used throughout with some better, earlier semi-postal, a few top values in 
airmail in quantity. Worth a careful look.

$200

689 */O France and colonies dealer stock in one binder, mint and used, highlights France 
#11(2), 12(2), 13, 18(9), 19, 29(2), 31, 67, 90B, 93, 96, 126 131(2), 132(2), 133-7, 185-
196, 253, 300A(3), Colonies #1, 6, 7, 13, 25, 32, 36, Polynesia #11 and more. Dealer 
retail $1,308.

$200

690 */** France mint dealer stock in two binders #22/B766 incl. #22, 229, 58, 196(7), 220-
225, 243-244, 248, 249, 258-262, 311-312(two sets, NH), 349, 372-3, 907-9, 3106K, 
3261A(2), 3288A, 3305A, 13356A, B59, B85(2), B117-128, B136-146, B147-B148a 
(gutter pair), B267-272, B282-3, B303-8(2 sets), B312-7, C23-28 and more. Dealer 
retail $2,116.

$400

691 */O France two stock book collection, largely mint, #415/2632, Counseil du LÕEurope, 
UNESCO, Europa, airmail (C45/60), Semi-postal (B409/644). Spotted a few better 
items such as 2273-2283 ($91), souvenir sheets #2021/3583 (CV $206), plus quantity 
of parcel post, French Colonies etc.d

$300
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692 ** Germany #B33 1930 IPOSTA souvenir sheet of four, stamps mint NH, light hinge 
marks in the corners of the ungummed margins. CV $425. (Michel block 1).

$200

693 O German East Africa #N122 50r carmine and green with “G.E.A.” overprint, British 
occupation, used with face free datestamp, accompanied by two certificates of 
genuineness, 1972 BPA certificate “is genuine, washed”, and 1986 PF certificate, 
“genuine Scott N122, washed”. While described as washed, the stamp does not exhibit 
the artificial brightness associated with chlorine bleach, and does not glow under UV. 
The stamp was presumably a bit grubby and cleaned up. Still stunning, top value. (SG 
#62 CV £1,300). CV $1,300 US 

$250

694 Germany 1923 airmail printed matter Munich (Flugpost 23 8 23) via Berlin to 
Hamburg with scarce used #C17(4), C19(3).

$100

695 */O Germany stock book 1872/1999 with duplicated early material to 1940s then jumps to 
modern items (1980s-1999), then offices in Turkey, military zone, Danzig, some early 
German States, etc. Almost all used. No DDR. 

$100

696 */O Germany group, mint and used on 102 cards plus three auction cards incl. mint 
#9N23, 27-34, additionally mint #9N34 and again #9N21-34 (paid $460, as is but 
auctioneer thought them good) plus others on cards.

$100

697 */O Guatemala collection, four binders from numerous sources, and filled in further, some 
duplication, some early mint overprints, and early forgeries too. Inspect

$100

698 S Haiti collection of 255 proofs and specimens from 1898-1954 plus postage due and 
semi-postal. Variety of “SPECIMEN” hs (red, blue, serif, sans serif, large and small 
etc) and punch holes. Bought from Canadian dealer Bileski. A ready foundation for an 
exhibit, just add the issued stamps and a few covers.

$500

699 */O Iceland collection #10/1381; #B1/C31: Mounted collection from 1876 to 2015 in 
2-volume homemade album with slipcases. Mint includes #13-14, 19-20, 44, 51, 55, 
66, 68, 83NH, 84, 152-161, 213-216, 235. Most are NH from #350. Used includes 
#12, 15-18, 27-28,43, 44A, 79-82, 91-94, 108-128, 130, 138, 140-143 REV, 150, 
175, 184-186, 187 REV, 203-211, 232-234, 261, 273-277. Over 45 souvenir sheets. 
Condition is generally F-VF. 2023 Scott’s CV $5,223.50

$750

700 */** Iceland mint dealer stock in two binders, #22/589 incl. 157, 162, 163, 165, 166, 193, 
209,-211, 213-216, 245, 378-379, 544-555 (3 sets), 573-574(2 sets), 590(2), etc. Dealer 
retail $2,108.75 .

$400

701 */** Japan mint dealer stock in five binders, #202/1658 incl. 401, 408, 409, 422, 456, often 
stamps up to $5 each but in quantity and not noted here (just the higher value single 
items). Dealer retail $1,626.95.

$400

702 */O Iceland mint and used dealer stock in two binders, #599/1418, B1/O32 incl. #622-623, 
677, 740(2), 1016C, 1015-1016, B5, B5A-C, C2, C3(3), C4-8 (important airmail set), 
C27, C01, and a bit of used incl. #15, 107, 121, 137(4), 174, 206, O5, O6, etc. Dealer 
retail $2,762.50.

$500

703 Israel #1-9 unaddressed FDC (May 16 1948) with cachet. $100
704 */O Israel, large collection in Schaubek album, plus additional springback album and 

stockbook of used duplicates, 100s of FDCs, spotted Emergency relief issue on card 
plus more

$200

705 */O Israel collection, 1984-1998 in Schaubek album, mostly mint and many mint blocks, 
plate blocks (not just a “one of each” collection).

$100

706 */O Italy collection in “New Worldwide Postage Stamp Album” (blue HB with Italia 
goldstamped face, specialized, extensive collection but picked through for better items. 
Includes Italy, Trieste, Austria, AMG, FIUME and more.

$100
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707 */** Japan mint dealer stock in five binders #1659/3051, plus semi-postal and prefecture 
stamps, highlights incl. #Z1-Z22, Z105A, Z106A, Z109A, Z144A, Z145A, Z146A, 
Z147A, 1766, 2742K, and more. Dealer retail $1,863.25.

$300

708 */** Korea mint dealer stock in four binders, #102/2157 plus B.O.B. incl. #265-7(x3), 
296A, 304A, 384A, 524, 440A, 441A, 442A, 566-7, 1473, 1481G, B31-4, C43A, plus 
much more. Dealer retail $1,663.

$300

709 */O Liberia, several accumulated collections including an auction lot purchased of six mint 
blocks of four with inverted flags (with six normal blocks for comparison (Paid $130 
US in 2012). Plus all the other stamps.

$200

710 */** Liechtenstein mint and used dealer stock in two binders, #4/1683, B4/O70 incl. mint 
#1088, 1280-1285, 1291-1294, C1R, B4-B6, C34-C37 etc. Dealer retail $2,590.

$400

711 */** Liechtenstein mint dealer stock in two binders, #4/746 incl. highlights #4-9, 18-25, 
47-49(2 sets), 152, 281-3, 284-286(two sets), 293-6, 353-5, 359-367(3 sets), 513-527, 
571(4), 567-571(3 sets), 674, 729-732). Few used incl #513-527. Dealer retail $1,280.

$250

712 */O Marshall Islands mint dealer stock in four binders, #35/1067, plus B.O.B. incl. #817-
9(x2), 911-923, 995-1000 (CV $187, NH), 1020-1025 (CV $210, NH), 1041-1053 
(CV $2235, NH), and more. CV $2,258.

$400

713 */O Monaco mint dealer stock in four binders, #1/2240 plus B.O.B., incl. #1, 2, 5(2), 230, 
247-252, 280-2, 328-332, 354-362A(x3), 362A(3), 361(4), 438-446(x2), 474-8(x2), 
485-498, 914-9(x2), 948-954(x2), 955-960(x2), 1178-1180(x3), 1205-1220, 1242-5, 
1229(4), 1481-5(x2), 1515(4), 1533-8, 1689-1691, 1723-8, 2317(3), 2323-4, B24-5, 
B61-B75, B76-B84, C20a, C20A(5), C45, C53-4(x2), C69-C72A, C72A, C81-3(x3), 
C84-8(x2), J38(2), J47A and more. Strong stock. Dealer retail $4,716.

$700

Foreign Countries - Netherlands to Tonga
714 */O Netherlands and colonies balance incl. stockbooks with Netherlands mint panes 

(2019- ), Curacao, Aruba, a few complete booklets (Antinees, Suriname), plus set of 17 
NVPH deluxe proofs, and empty SAFE binder and stockbook.

$75

715 ** Netherlands booklet and booklet pane collection, 1972/2015, 172 mint panes and booklets 
in SAFE speciality binder with oversize black stock pages, incl. 1972 semi-postal booklets 
for Red Cross (3), Queen Beatrix group in guilders, euros and both currencies, to 3 euro 
value, priority booklets (2003-2006 etc), excellent representation. Inspect.

$250

716 ** Netherlands booklet collection, 1964-2007, “Postzegelboekjes”, 145 total incl. a few 
Suriname and Netherland Antilles. Spotted specialized #PzB6d (€30), PzB6c (€30), 
PzB9b (€120), PzBpe (€67.50), plus more. Seems largely compete. Housed in a SAFE 
album with oversized black pages.

$300

717 ** Netherlands booklet collection, 2003-2020, 89 booklets in four Davo albums with 
slipcases. “Prestigeboekjes”, 26 from 2003-2009, 26 from 2009-2014, 24 from 2014-
2018 and 13 from 2018-2020. Retail average €15, total €1,335.

$600

718 */** Netherlands collection 1951-2020 in six SAFE hingeless albums, largely complete 
and appears all NH, especially later material. Carefully assembled by a very thorough 
collector. A few earlier stamps are used with light cds corner cancels. Inspect 

$1,000

719 */O Netherlands stock book of mostly mint with a few used., some duplication, and 
Suriname. Spotted 1940 unissued imperforate 5c, 10c, 12 1/2c and 15c blocks of four, 
and then imperforate sheets of 25 of 5c, 10c, and 15c. 

$100

720 ** Netherlands two stock books of semi-postal, royalty, souvenir sheets etc. 1967-2019, 
seemingly all mint, highly specialized. 219 items.

$200
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721 */** Netherlands mint collection 1891-1960 in Safe hingeless album with scattered early mint 
as expected then substantial mint with some NH sets. A very few used stamps throughout. 
Mint highlights incl. #46, 107-109, B1-3, 87-89, B4-5, 142-146 (NH), 164a/193a (NH), 
200-201, B41-43(NH), B44-47(NH), B54-7, #196-199 (NH), B62-5, B66-9(NH), B90-
3(NH), 280(5g NH), 226-243 (NH), B144a, B145a (two Legion sheets NH), 306-318 
(NH), 325-7 (NH), just as examples. Much more. CV $4,558.35. Inspect.

$1,000

722 ** Netherlands 1965/2018, mint blocks and souvenir sheets in SAFE stock binder, 
#440/1578. 54 items, most in the $11-20 CV range with best being 1454, 1481, 1557, 
1578, etc. CV $921.30 US.

$200

723 */O Netherlands dealer stock, #518/872, #B11/B710, plus some airmail and postage dues, 
substantial being mint NH, plus some Curacao and Antilles. CV $1,339 US

$200

724 ** Netherlands 1992/2017 mint blocks and souvenir sheets in SAFE stock binder, 
#806/1551 and #B408/764. 177 items with better noted #1316-1320, 1334-5, 1338, 
1291-2, 1399, 1403, 1429, 1441, 1430, 1453, 1474, 1471, 1480, etc. CV $2,071.

$500

725 ** Netherlands blocks, souvenir sheets 1993/2016, #844/1517, blocks of 10, mint, 53 
items with CV of $7.50 to $32.50 in SAFE stock book. CV $622.30

$150

726 ** Netherlands Postzegelmapge collection NVPH #M1/401, 1982-2009, total 454 stamp folders, 
new issues, mint NH, in four SAFE albums with black plastic pouch pages. Seemingly 
complete for the period, high face value. Useful thematics (art, sports, nature etc).

$500

727 ** Netherlands Postzegelmapge collection NVPH #M402/625, 2009-2020, total 299 
stamp folders, new issues, mint NH, in four SAFE albums with black plastic pouch 
pages. Seemingly complete for the period, high face value. Useful thematics (soccer, 
art, cartoon, nature, ships etc).

$500

728 */** Netherlands Antilles collection, 1949-2010 in four SAFE hingeless albums, largely 
complete, missing #228, 229 (5g, 10g  Queen Juliana), otherwise seems complete and 
seemingly all NH. Lovely collection.

$750

729 */O Oman dealer stock in binder, mint and used #1/399 incl. mint #41(2), 56-64, 94-105, 
302(2), #O1-10(2 sets), and used #1-15, 220(8), 286(10). Dealer retail $1,740.

$300

730 */O Palau dealer stock in three binders, #9/833 incl. mint #9-21(x2), 13A, 13B, 14B, 75-8, 
266-283, 286, 287, and more with a bit of used. Dealer retail $1,194.

$200

731 O Poland, three binder collection, 1919-2019, used on home made computer pages, with 
scattered early representation (50% range) to 1950s, and extensive modern cds cancelled, 
lacks top value souvenir sheets. Still 1000s of stamps and excellent basis for expansion.

$150

732 */O Poland two volume collection, high level of completion, spotted better items incl. mint 
#31, 40, 61/71, 1938 2nd stamp show SS (perf and imperf Mi B5A, B5B), B49d, 412a 
NH stamps, H in margin, C26d NH stamps, H in margin, C26a-c NH; used #34, 
39, B31, 333, B49-49N, 539, C34 and much more.

$500

733 */** Portugal mint dealer stock in binder, #81/1246 incl. #81, 152, 153, 344, 450, 593, 656, 
657, 667, 679, 680, 720, 874, 1035-1037(5 sets), 1038-1040(3 sets), 1056-1059 (3 sets), 
1198-1200, and more. Dealer retail $1,930.75.

$400

734 */** Portugal mint dealer stock in three binders, #1244/3086, plus B.O.B. and colonies. 
Highlights incl. #1247-9(3 sets), 1250-2(three sets), 1276A(4), 1297B(2), 1341A(4), 
1391A(6),1390(10), 1391(9), 1541A(3), 1735, 1740A(5), 1776, Azores #222(8), Madeira 
#74(8), 94a, 122a etc. Dealer retail $1,569.44.

$300
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735 */** Spain mint dealer stock in four binders, #17/3214 plus B.O.B. and colonies, highlights 
incl. #4871121-4(3), C55A(2, noted as brown carmine but appears carmine lake, 
deleted from total), plus B.O.B. and Fernando, Ifni, Rio Muni, Spanish Guinea, 
Spanish Sahara, Spanish Morocco. Mostly cheaper stamps or multiples of modest 
priced stamps. Dealer retail $1,167.

$200

736 St. Pierre & Miquelon 1926 registered to France with PP 30c provisional franking and 
#85, 86, 91, 96 10c, 10c, 30c, 45c tied by St. Pierre et Miquelon (26 4 26) on cover to 
Quemper GuŽzennec (C™tes D’Armor), France, registered.

$100

737 St. Pierre & Miquelon #252 1f50c on 90c France L!bre tied ( 9 5 42) on business cc 
cover to Halifax, NS with censor tape DB/C.128. Nice single franking.

$100

738 ** Suriname collection 1990-2005, mint NH in SAFE hingeless album with slipcase, 
3331/1338, B377/394, seems complete, spotted top items #731, 732, 733-735, 1108-
1111, 1135a, 1136-1138, 1310, 1313, 1323, 1322, 1337, 1338, etc. CV $2594.75 US

$750

739 */** Suriname collection in hingeless DAVO album, 1913/1997, #101/B225, largely mint 
NH with highlights being #243-252,  263a (SS), #B8-11, B16-18, B22-25, B26-29, 
B49-52, B56-7, C20-22, C23-25, etc. CV $1,151.50 US

$350

Foreign Countries
740 ** Suriname 1975/1989 mint collection in SAFE hingeless album with slip case, 

#424/851, #C3-/107, #J58-63, #B226/379. Better items incl. #427-440, 728, 729, 743-
746, etc. CV $937.20 US.

$250

741 ** Suriname collection in SAFE binder on black pages, #1304/1457 with many high 
value sets. CV $1,436.86 US

$500

742 */O Switzerland 1862-1962 collection on album pages with scattered earlier material 
increasing in completion in later years, good selection of semi-postals and some 
airmail, largely all used.

$200

743 O Switzerland 1862/2007, stockbook with used, often in quantity, neatly arranged, 
spotted both mint and used in early sitting Helvetia. Useful dealer lot.

$100

744 O Switzerland dealer stock binder, #23/C34, all used incl. #23, 31 (tight to cut into 
margins), 48, 86(5), 98-100 (two sets), 97A, 100(2), 141(6), 200-203(6 sets). Dealer 
retail $2,546.30.

$400

745 O Switzerland mint dealer stock in two binders, #50/637A incl. highlights #50, 76, 
139(3), 140(2), 166, 180(2), 183, 376-377, and later issues with many singles, 
duplicates and sets in $5-20 range. Dealer retail $1,562.70. 

$300

746 */** Switzerland mint dealer stock in two binders, #638/1129, highlights incl. #717-728A, 
870-881 etc. Dealer retail $1,494.15.

$300

747 */** Switzerland mint semi-postal dealer stock in two binders, #B5/B1105 incl. highlights 
#B5, B9, B20, B80, B297 and more. Dealer retail $927.45.

$200

748 */O Tannu Tuva dealer stock in one binder, #15/C9, mint and used incl. 56(5), 69(3), 
70(3), 81(3), 61-70, and used #50(2), 60(4), C9(2). Dealer retail $617.20.

$150

749 Tannu Tuva pair of covers, the first with #73, 78a, 85a, 86a, C19 from Kizil (1937) to 
London, England, the second cover #71, 72, 79, 81, 85a, C10, C13 from Kizil (1937) 
to Switzerland.

$200

750 Tonga 1906 set of 10 different postal stationery postal cards incl. Nukualofa (1 
view), Nukualofa (3), Native Village, Blow Holes, Houma, Pineapple Plantation, 
Stripping Bark for Tapa making, British Residency, The Haamoga, Orange Groves & 
Tufumahina. Every card with Nukualoea (FE 10 10). Higgins and Gage #1-10.

$200

751 Tonga tin can mail collection of 11 covers and cards incl. two signed by W.G. 
Quensell with message.

$300
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752 */** Tonga mint dealer stock in three binders, #40/1082, C1/CO178 incl. highlights #70-
72(x3), 91(11), 94-99(x2), 111, 112, 529-531, 532-535, 537-540(x3), 664-667(x2), C11-
115, C159-163, C209-231(x5), C219-223(x3), CO28-CO30, CO90-CO92, CO72-
CO74, CO123-CO125, plus NiuafoÕou #80 and more. Dealer retail $1,742.05.

$300

Foreign Countries - USA to Yugoslavia
753 * US #331-342 1¢-$1 1908-1908 Washington set of 12, mint, og, HF, VF with some of 

top values. Diena certificate for the whole set accompanies. CV $1,130 US
$300

754 */O USA collection #554/778 plus B.O.B. in hingeless album. highlights incl. mint #730, 
731, 554, 554 with plate “15732”, C10a booklet, 750a, 756-765, strong back of book 
incl. E1, E3, E7, E8, E9, E11(crease), E13, QE4a etc CV $2,958

$750

755 ** US #630 2¢ White Plains souvenir sheet of 25, og, NH, VF. Plate 18770. CV $500. $200
756 O US high value modern used in approval book incl. #2122(9), 2394(25), 2419(23), 

2482(14), 2540(19), 2541(26), 2543(14), 2544(5), 2544A(3), 2544b(2), 2590(14), and 
2842(1). CV $643 US

$100

757 ** US #BK72var 1926 25¢ booklet, red on buff cover, unexploded with two panes of 
#583a 2¢ carmine, perf 10, og, NH. Each pane shows 50-75% of the plate number in 
upper left margin, “20106”, and “20107”. CV as normal $400 US.

$200

758 ** US #C13-C15 Graf Zeppelin issue, 65c¢ $1.30, $2.60 mint, og, NH with PSE 
expertising certificates for C14, C15. Lovely, fresh impressions and colour, excellent 
centering that should be graded by the next owner. Seems like they would grade 90+. 
CV $1,675 US.

$1,000

759 * US 10¢ Washington fractional note, green, first issue 1862-3, excellent condition, 
encapsulated but not graded.

$100

760 * US Offices in China, #K1/14 incl. #K1-10, 12, and 14, all mint, H, H. #K1-2 mint 
NH but counted as H. CV $750.

$200

761 */O US duck stamp collection, #RW4/57, mint and used, highlights incl. mint #RW12, RW13, 
RW30, RW32, and used #RW4, RW6, RW7, RW8, R10, and more. CV $1,094 US

$300

762 S US Duck stamp hand painted enamel medallions, 1934/2004 missing only 1988-1993, 
produced by Fleetwood and  mounted in heavy acrylic display panels, accompanied by 
cloth storage bags. A collectible by Fleetwood that is “officially authorized by the US Fish 
and Wildlife Service”. Original price of $10 per medallion. Total of 68 medallions.

$200

763 O US collection 1969-1990, used in three LIghthouse hingeless albums, plus extra empty 
album, substantially complete.

$250

764 O US collection in Harris Classic album, to 1981, scattered early, with increasing 
representation, some useful late 19th century, back of book (special delivery, dues etc). 
A lovely album and could be used to start a collection. Easily worth

$100

765 ** US Fleetwood History and Heritage of AmericaÕs Flag Stamps, three large special 
binders, with 140 panels, each with a mint stamp and FDC, ranging from 1945 to 
2003, with the majority being modern era. 

$200

766 US Fleetwood special event and FDCs cover in 15 albums and folders incl. Wildlife of 
50 States (48), Pioneers of Flight (34), Flags of Canada (24), Canada FDCs (15) and 11 
further folders and albums (total 40 items)

$100

767 */** US mint collection in 64 page stockbook, largely mint blocks, 1940s-1970s. $150
768 ** US small mint group incl. year sets 1979/1986, plus special sheets, and some mint on 

stock pages.
$75

769 B USA collection, 1851-1948 in White Ace album, scattered early US, used till 1930s 
National Parks where there are mint imperfs, the back to used. A good collection 
beyond a basic collection but lacking high values.

$300
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770 */O USA collection, 1934-1960 in LIndner hingeless album, high degree of completion 
and mostly NH, spotted #740-9, 750, 751, 756-765, 803-834 (Prexies NH), Prexie 
coils, coil pairs,  1¢-3¢ Prexie booklet panes, 1¢ and 2¢ booklet panes, 1¢ and 2¢ 
complete booklets; Famous Americans, Liberty series plus coils, coil pairs etc.; #C21-2, 
etc., 1936 set of four cinderellas for New York International stamp show. Nice album 
with extras, and slip case.

$200

771 */O USA group of 19 varieties incl. 5¢ blue Roosevelt misperfs (mint), 9¢ peaceful 
assembly coil strip of four, misperf, 1¢ Prexie mint block of six with smear, 4¢ Lincoln 
mint misperf coil strip, mint 10¢ airmail booklet pane with smear, etc.

$200

772 ** US mint postage 1991/1996 #1934/3103. Mostly sheets or multiples incl WWII 
commemorative panels. Face $230.55 US.

$100

773 F US Confederate States, 12 sheets of forgeries, each sheet with 25 forgeries, total 300 forgeries. $100
774 ** US #617-619 1¢-5¢ Lexington-Concord issue, complete sheets of 50, mint, og, NH. 

CV $1,812.50 US
$400

775 ** US #620 2¢ Norse-American issue, mint sheet of 100, small hinge mark in margins 
at each corner, with one stamp having a few perf tips hinged, otherwise NH. Lovely 
with plate imprints “F 17353” and “F16959”, and “2”, “C. V. De B” at lower left, guide 
arrows and guide lines, CV $600 US.

$150

776 ** US #628 5¢ Ericsson Memorial, mint sheet of 50, og, NH, horizontal separation 
between three stamps at right. CV $425 US

$100

777 */** US #629 2¢ White Plains, mint sheet of 100, og, few HR in margins and a few 
stamps, plus #630 2¢ White Plain souvenir sheet, mint, og, H and some gum 
disturbance. CV $536 US

$100

778 ** US #637 5¢ Roosevelt sheet of 100, mint, NH, plate “18909”, with many superb 
examples. CV $300 US

$100

779 ** US #649-650 2¢, 5¢ sheets Aeronautics Conference. mint sheets of 50, NH. CV 
$437.50 US

$100

780 ** US #634/680, 7 mint sheets incl. #634(100 stamps), 635(100), 654(100), 651 (50 
stamps, in two parts), 657(100), 681(100), 680(100), mint, NH. CV $588.50 US

$100

781 ** US Sheets #682/708, 1930-1932 incl. #682-685, 688-690, 702-705, 707-708. CV 
$940 US

$250

782 ** US Sheets #716/734, 1932, incl. #716, 717(2), 718-719, 724-729, 732-734, total 13 
sheets. CV $1,005 US.

$200

783 ** US Sheets #736/759, 1932-1935 incl. #736-749, 752-759, total 22 sheets. CV $1,097 US. $250
784 ** US Sheets #760/785, 1935-1937 incl. #760-765, 772-778, 782-785, total 17 sheets. CV 

$863.50 US
$150

785 ** US Sheets #787-802 complete, 1936-1938, CV $300 US. $75
786 ** US Sheets #803/815 Prexie issue incl. #803-810 inclusive and then #815 (20¢), sheets 

of 100. CV $340.
$100

787 ** US #835/858 11 mint sheets incl. #835(50 stamps), 836(48), 837(100), 838(50), 
852(50), 853(50), 854(50), 855(50), 856(50), 857(50), 858(50), mint, NH. CV $289.30

$75

788 ** US Sheets #859-893, 1940 Famous Americans, 35 sheets. CV $2,380 US. $400
789 ** US Sheets #894-943, 1940-1945, 9 sheets of 50, all seemingly NH and sound, plus 

extra #931. This lot includes the Overrun countries series, #906 Chinese resistance 
(CV $200). Total CV $1,107 US

$200

790 ** US Sheets #944/1065, 1948-1961, 94 sheets, large complete runs incl. #944-1015, 
1016(2), 1017-1029, 1060-1065. CV $1,410 US

$200
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791 ** US Sheets #1189/1313, 1961-1967, 78 sheets and one S/S (#1311), sheets of 50, or 100 
with small definitives. Face $$199.05 US

$100

792 ** US Sheets #2024/2180, in four sheet files, 95 sheets with total face $937.40 US plus 
sheet of #2111 “D” (100 stamps, not counted in total)

$400

793 ** US Sheets #2181/2505 in six mint files, 87 pages plus 4 S/Ss, and #2277 “D” (200 
stamps not counted), Total face excluding “D” postage is $1,087.92 US.

$400

794 O Yugoslavia #NB7-8 Italy #E4, E15 surcharged in blue and green, German occupation 
semi-postals, used, VF> CV $1,200

$300

Worldwide Lots
795 D 100 share certificates, US and Canada, range seems from 1923 to 1997, spotted American 

Telephone & Telegraph, American Airlines, General Foods, Imperial Oil Ltd, Detroit 
Edison, Waltham Watch Co., Western Union, Monmouth Park Jockey Club, Washington 
Post, Canadian General Electric, National Tea, Ahmerck Mining Co., United Printers an 
Publishers, USSC, Ohio Power etc. Numerous printers but the most elegant seem to be 
those printed by the American Bank Note Co (imprint at bottom) and the familiar and 
attractive vignettes used (beavers, globe, power, commerce etc). Inspect.

$200

796 ** 1950 Bern, Switzerland UPU presentation album, “timbres-poste a lÕoccasion du 
75e anniversaire de la fondation de lÕUnion postale universelle”, Bern, Bureau 
international de lÕUnion postale universelle,1950. Album appears seemingly complete 
except Brazil #691 (CV $1), includes British Commonwealth common design ($550), 
valuable Germany ($505), French Colonies ($140), Vatican ($180) and more. Blue post 
album with front cover broken board but still attached. A global philatelic souvenir 
rarely available as they were given to UPU delegates. 2016 ownerÕs CV $2,176 or 
stamps alone with no premium as UPU book.

$750

797 Middle East 34 despatch notes, 1980s incl. Bahrain, Kuwait and UAE, high value 
stamps with pairs, and even blocks of four.

$200

798 */O British Commonwealth unsorted dealer stock in carton, two albums, four envelope 
dealer lots and a dealer folder, with Cape of Good Hope, various omnibus issues, 
extensive material throughout. Inspect.

$400

799 */O British Commonwealth stock book, largely mint, 100s of mint GB (mostly modern 
incl selection of Machins), spotted North Borneo #191 (*), Pitcairn #12 used, etc

$100

800 */O Carton with Canada, US, UN, GB new issues, often still in mailers, noted Canada 
quarterly packs (often multiple of each). Inspect.

$200

801 */O Worldwide carton, spotted 1979 Canada year set plus other joint issue sets, sales circuit 
pages (Germany, US, GB, Canada, and worldwide), WWF stamps, worldwide stamps 
in stock pages and cards. Large quantity of fun.

$100

802 */O Worldwide collection in two cartons, 11 stockbooks and two beginner albums, spotted 
early Japan (in some reasonable quantity), China and scattered worldwide, FDC 
album, small container with stamps and some loose.

$300

Worldwide Lots
803 */O British Commonwealth dealer stock, countries A-Z, most below $5-10 range, all in 

#102 cards arranged by country. A ready stock. CV $2,175.30
$300

804 */** British Commonwealth dealer stock in two counter binders, largely mint blocks of 
four or larger, most NH. Highlights incl. Cook Islands #139 block of eight, #140 
block of four, and block of six; Bahamas #73 block of six; Grenada #142 block of 
four. Countries in one binder incl. Aden, Ascension, Australia, Bermuda, Guernsey, 
Hong Kong, India, New Zealand, etc. Second binder is all Falkland and Falkland 
dependencies, and South Georgia. CV $1,851

$300
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805 */O British Commonwealth stock book mint and used, spotted Barbados, Bermuda, 
Bahamas, Briish Guiana, Ceylon, Dominica, Gibraltar, Hong Kong, China overprints 
on Hong Kong, Rhodesia, Jamaica, KUT (£1 mint, etc).

$200

806 O British Commonwealth dealer stockbook A-Z with highlights incl. Australia #8, 
10, 54, 126, 127, Cook Islands #O30(4), O31(4), India 3r postal service Victorian 
(revenue), New Zealand #201, Rhodesia #267-270, St Helena #46(3), Somalia 
Protectorate #93 etc.

$150

807 */** British Commonwealth two binders with manila pages with mint, spotted GB Edward 
VIII in quantities, MEF, Morocco, Tangier, Ascension ($47), Barbados, Bermuda, 
British Guiana (#239x4), Solomon (#78), Brunei, Cayman, Australia, Falkland, Fiji, 
Gilbert, Hong Kong, India-Gwalior (#90-96, O46, 47 CV $196), and much more. 
Some stamps in quantities. Inspect.

$300

808 */O British Commonwealth unsorted dealer stock in carton, in four binders and albums, 
largely sorted by country, noted Leeward Islands £1 mint, Labuan, Nyasaland 1954 
booklets 2/6 and 5/- complete, Rhodesia, St. Vincent, Seychelles and much more.

$400

809 */O British Commonwealth, banker’s box of boxes. Spotted GB and Channel Islands incl. 
mint and various other colonies material, in various states of sorting, representing an 
opportunity for someone prepared to roll their sleeves up and sort.

$100

810 */O British Commonwealth, Africa stock incl. KUT, Lagos, Natal, Niger Coast, Nigeria, 
Northern Rhodesia, Orange River, St. Helena, South Africa, Sudan Swaziland, 
Tanzania, Transvaal, Tristan da Cunha, Uganda, Zanzibar, Zululand. Spotted 
some better such as Lesotho #302-312 NH, Natal #65(2) used, Nigeria #15 used, 
#615A-615E used, Lagos #2 used, Northern Rhodesia #10, 12, 13 used, Rhodesia 
#102 used, 119-121 used, South Africa #27a used, Sudan #88-93 used, #439 used (7), 
438, J13, J14, O19-21, Tanzania #1445-51 used, Transvaal #23 (fault), #215 mint, 
Zanzibar #119 used (likely fiscal and unpriced used in Scott. See note below listing. 
CV $2,536.75 US

$500

811 O Australia bundleware in two banker’s boxes, 20 plastic clamshell cases with individual 
spaces, each filled with the same stamp. Lots of modern, bright issues incl thematics. 

$200

812 O Australia in banker box, in sorting trays and small boxes, semi-sorted by issue and 
types and then some not sorted at all. Spotted a bit of mint too.

$200

813 */O Belgium carton filled with small boxes of off paper stamps, not a lot of sorting but 
1000s if not 10,000s of stamps. 

$100

814 */O Collection of unusual cinderella/artistamp/mail art/ poster stamps with article “Tim-
bres d’Artistes”, newsletters and sheets of artistic cinderellas. The collection includes 
122 items from single stamps to complete sheets of up to 36 stamps. This modern 
advante garde style art stamps from Harley, Picasso Gaglione, John Held, Dogfish and 
the World of Tui Tui, Anna Banana, Cracker Jack Kid etc. “These aren’t your old time 
Christmas seals” best describes this intersection with modern art and stamp collecting. 
An exhibit ready to be mounted, honestly.

$200

815 F Forgeries - Worldwide forgery collection in stock book incl. sheets of India half anna 
(red and blue), North Borneo imperf pairs #35-39, 41-43, Greece #N53, Venezuela 
#16, Bahamas #2, Italy #J1, Iran #16, Norway #1, Hong Kong five litho Victorian 
stamps, Netherlands #1, Belgium #5, and further extensive German states, South 
America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Honduras etc. Inspect.

$250
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816 F Forgeries - Worldwide forgery collection in stock book incl. Brazil 1843 60r bullseye 
(Sperati), Brazil “snake eye” 60r block and 300r blocks, Bolivar 1863 10c green Sperati 
signature on reverse, Transvaal 9 different mint forgeries, Switzerland #8, Dominica 
#2, #3, Southern Nigeria forgery postcard Lugaya ties 1/2d (non-existent town), Boer 
War OVS sheet of 8, Swiss #C1-2, Sierra Leone 1872 3d Spiro forgery sheet of 25, 
Honduras 1925 Aero Correo 25 faked cover, Germany Berlin #9NB3a SS fake cover, 
Bolivia 1868 9 stars 500r Sperati reproduction hs on reverse, France B10 faked cover, 
and more. Spotted Russia, Western Ukraine, Portuguese Colonies, etc.

$250

817 */O GB collection in three binders, plus two stockbooks, general type of collection with 
large quantity but nothing especially expensive. Inspect.

$150

818 */O GB collection, three volumes1841/2011, first album is Schaubek with scattered early, 
increasing completion to George VI, with noted £1 values in George VI range (but 
not Victorian), second binder with extensive representation to modern issues, and third 
binder of Machins only. Inspect.

$300

819 GB FDCs 1980-1985, approx 300 FDCs mostly addressed to Canada but some 
unaddressed, and a few from Channel Islands.

$100

820 */** GB 2004-2015 in three volumes, seemingly complete, with full year sets, high original 
cost and face value. Inspect.

$500

821 ** GB mint year sets 1996-2015, some still in original packages, including 2000 Millenial 
year set, in four springback albums.

$500

822 */O GB Regionals an Channel islands in three albums with mint Guernsey album (1969-
1981), Isle of Man (1973-1986) and one album of regionals (mint and used, scattered 
representation).

$100

823 */O GB two banker boxes of stockbooks filled with mint and used, some early used 
Victorian to George V, then many stockbooks of used to modern, spotted mint gutter 
pairs in binder and much more. This is going to take more than one cup of tea to sort.

$250

824 */O British Commonwealth in carton with six binders, mostly sorted by country including 
strength in GB, Ireland, Australia. 

$150

825 GB FDC collection, 1978-1993 Westminster Collectors society in 7 padded albums, 
325 FDCs in total with artistic and attractive cachets.

$100

826 GB FDCs, 1969-2000 in five padded albums, mixture of addressed and unaddressed, 
clean with lots of thematic interest (horses, cars, cats, royalty). Hundreds of FDCs

$100

827 Germany cover carton, 100s of covers in two binders, and organized in zip lock bags, 
spotted earlier material, postal forms, airmail, registered, modern Frama, FDCs, and 
a few groups still in priced sleeves from dealers (to $20 each). A collectorÕs horde, 
unsorted and unpicked. Lots of good looking material in this one.

$200

828 O New Zealand banker box, four stock books and one binder with manila pages, all 
neatly sorted (no loose or unsorted piles to struggle with). Largely modern stamps in 
quantity, which would give an overall higher CV compared to cheap earlier material. 
Lots of thematic interest here too.

$100

829 */O Royalty collection in carton, a few binders, covers, postcards. Most unusual was a printed pass 
for Queen Victoria’s visit to Liverpool in 1851; 1941 “GR” frank hs to Charlottetown, PEI; 
1986 block of St. Lucia Royal Wedding error with missing value, and more.

$100

830 */O Scandinavia, seven dealer binders incl. Denmark (3), Norway (3) and Finland. Mostly 
cheaper used items with a few modestly better mint and sets.

$100

831 */O South Atlantic British colonies in binder incl. Ascension, St. Helena and Tristan da 
Cunha, modest early material, some mint sets. Inspect

$100

832 US FDC carton, mostly 1950s-1980s era, hundreds if not thousands of FDCs. $100
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833 O USA three volume collection, 1861-2011, the first volume Schaubek, 1861-1978, then 
two binders with computer generated, and/or copied pages, scattered early material, 
growing in completion towards WWII and then 1000s of stamps to 2011. Inspect. 

$300

834 O USA carton with 4 102 red boxes, a few old time approval books, biscuit tin with 
1000s of off paper, small box with modern high values (20+ $1 Cattle in storm, 3 
Mars rover sheets etc). One of the red 102 boxes is filled with airmail stamps #C23/
C144 in glassines in quantities (to 100s), then a red box full of 102s with airmail and 
modern, red box with modern in 102 cards and a red box with loose material.

$100

835 O USA, two banker boxes filled with sorted envelopes of used USA, largely 1930s to 
1980s, 10,000s of stamps with huge potential for online bulk sales, artwork, thematics, 
basic starter kits etc.

$200

836 O USA banker box, filled to the top with 10,000s of stamps, some sorted in glassines or 
envelopes, other boxes semi-sorted by era with a mountain of stamps. Viewing this lot 
will bring flashbacks of an overpacked suitcase that you can repack. It is that full!

$200

837 O USA banker box, with cigar box of used off paper (all eras), a long box with glassines 
sorted by catalogue number, and a shoe box with quantity. Other loose material.

$100

838 O USA carton lot with sorted in glassines (spotted quantity of early special delivery), a 
few FDCs (not bulking agent for the box, just a few), loose stamps in boxes, semi-
sorted and completely unsorted. A jumbled treasure hunt.

$100

839 USA FDC group in plastic tub sorted by cachet maker, mostly 1940s-1970s incl. 
Artmaster, Anderson, Artopages, Cachet Craft, Collins, Colonial, Colorado, Crow, 
Clifford, Dynamite, Fairway, Fulton, Fluegel, Fleetwood, George, Gill, Greater 
Miami, Grandy, Hughes, Hussey, Ioor, Jackson, Randy, Ross, Rosecraft, Smartcraft, 
Staehle, Twin City, Tudor, VIA, WCO, etc. A few hundred. Lots of interesting 
material.

$200

840 USA cover carton, jammed full with album, shoebox, zip loc bags full of covers, all 
eras, lots of FDCs, some airmail, etc. Priced covers from dealer that the collector never 
filed (you know how it is). Good box to triage for a dealer, better items, dollar box and 
bulk items. Inspect this one for sure.

$200

841 */O Worldwide carton with stock book, two older stock books, several tins and envelopes of 
stamps. A diggerÕs lot with some better looking material such as Canada 10c Quebec 
Tercentenary, 1/2¢ Leaf mint block, Poland #B31 balloon SS, CGH 4d triangle (edge fault), 
group of modern US booklets (1970s, etc), and some cheaper material (on and off paper). 

$100

842 */O Worldwide balance, small quantity in carton. $50
843 */O Worldwide balance, large carton with small boxes (and wooden box), spotted small 

quantity of mint modern Canada, duplicated Russia, envelopes of mostly modern 
stuffed with on paper, few FDCs etc.

$75

844 */O Worldwide balance carton, seven binders and albums, incl. Norman Rockwell special 
collection binders with US FDCs etc, worldwide misc stamps.

$100

845 */O Worldwide carton balance incl. Franklin Society US bicentennial cover album (huge), 
Fleetwoood album “ManÕs Conquest of the Heavens” covers, and four other earlier 
springback, stockbooks with general WW stamps.

$100

846 */O Worldwide carton, “balance of fun”, with concentrated groups of stamps (Gold Coast, 
Labuan, Malaya, India) in 102 cards, glassines and cards, plus a binder of WW and a 
small box and tin of offpaper worldwide. A sorterÕs dream.

$100

847 O Worldwide banker box filled to the top with worldwide used off paper. A stunning 
quantity of stamps. Imagine lifting enormous handfuls of stamps out of a box, like sand 
at the beach, there are too many to count. Check out the photographs on our website.

$200
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848 O Worldwide carton with 7 binder worldwide collection (modest), one binder of 
Australia, loose material and pages. Spotted a bit of China.

$250

849 O Worldwide banker box with boxes of stamps, glassine and approval cards, an album. 
Wide range of material. Winning bidder will be someone who inspects this huge 
quantity, or online bidder who just beats him by one increment.

$200

850 O Worldwide banker box with envelope box filled with envelopes sorted by country, a binder 
of Malawi and some worldwide covers on the bottom providing insulation (and volume).

$100

851 O Worldwide banker box with sorting trays of partially sorted stamps, some put into 
envelopes, spotted large glassine of FMS tigers, etc. Not a full box, but void space from 
trays etc. Holds some intrigue. A box of fun.

$100

852 */O Worldwide box, balance grouping incl. two stockbooks of GB and Channel Islands, 
pack of Dennison hinges (open but quite full) and other useful and non-useful things.

$100

853 */O Worldwide carton with tins and small boxes filled with glassines, many countries incl. 
Commonwealth, GB, bigger quantity of Spain, Austria, Denmark etc. Inspect.

$100

854 */O Worldwide carton, spotted album of Austria, group of worldwide perfins, other items 
on 102 cards and stock pages.

$100

855 */O Worldwide carton with manilla page binder of India (100s), worldwide collection on 
worn pages, binder of Ghana and Gold Coast, Commonwealth collection Ghana to 
Ireland in springback plus other worn albums. Lot of harvesting for the careful collector

$100

856 */O Worldwide carton incl. manilla pages, cigar boxes of Canada, US, France, 
Netherlands, India, Greece etc. Worldwide album, bags of stamps.

$100

857 */O Worldwide carton, spotted mint Elvis and modern postage, GB used binder, some 
KUT. envelopes, small JKF stamp album, middle east space and 3D stamps.

$100

858 */O Worldwide carton incl. binder, sales pages, loose in glassines, small box of Harris 
Stamp Co approval glassines, etc

$100

859 */O Worldwide carton, small boxes and envelopes sem-sorted, an old ledger book with 
worldwide, spotted unusual Mongolia used #3-7, 34-39, 41, 44C; Albania part sheets 
of Mirdicia revolt values, Japan, India, blocks of early Montenegro, and more. An 
unusual outlier is a Canada 1954 TCA wreck cover with letter.

$100

860 */O Worldwide carton with mint and used, spotted small box of US ration stamps, 
worldwide in envelopes, worldwide on old approval pages, binder of modest Canada, 
and mint US scattered.

$100

861 */O Worldwide carton, mint, used, 102 cards, stockpages and more. $150
862 */O Worldwide carton with extensive dealer stock of “S” countries, South Australia, South 

Africa, Southern Rhodesia, St. Lucia, St. Vincent (lots incl. 100 mint #MR2) and 
more. binders, stock pages and glassines filled with 10,000s of stamps. 

$150

863 O Worldwide banker box crammed with 10,000s of stamps, in glassines, boxes, and 
loose. Excellent for collector doing the entire world, cost effectively fill those enormous 
albums that you have. A sorterÕs paradise. Circle this one to inspect.

$200

864 */O Worldwide carton of boxes, spotted 1000s of Jamaica, India and Malta in 102s, 
glassines etc, glassines of Australia and States (spotted Victoria #B1 1d charity, etc), 
small box of old approval booklets of South America, Greece, Malaya, Spain, binder 
collection of Pakistan and more. Well worth a look.

$150

865 */O Worldwide carton exuding old-timer vibes, spotted springback album 
uncharacteristically quite full of Commonwealth including early GB, Newfoundland, 
Malaya, Australian States etc old German approval book (Carl Hennig) with loose 
approval pages, glassines of New Zealand incl. mint, a lovely stock page of Strait 
Settlements, old bank ledger filled with early GB and more. Potential!

$150
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866 */O Worldwide collection in two cartons, being 7 albums, two stockbooks and two old 
fashioned beginner albums. A basic worldwide collection worth harvesting to expand 
your own collection.

$200

867 */O Worldwide collection in three brown Scott international albums, 19th Century, 1900-
1920 and 1920-1929, the first volume well used and spine off, some loose pages but 
with extensive representation. Condition is much better than normal as these albums 
were used from 1970s-2000s as a “modern album” and do not suffer the poor stamp 
condition that collectors of earlier eras accepted. There are condition issues, just not 
as severe as earlier collectors. Buyers will be interested to know that the Mauritius #3, 
CGH Mafeking and several other better stamps were lotted separately with everything 
else intact. The point being, this is worth your inspection.

$1,500

868 Worldwide cover accumulation, sorted alphabetically in two plastic tubs, largely 
1940s to modern with FDCs, airmail and advertising being predominant along with 
thematic material. This is not a dealer stock, rather an authorÕs horde as a resource for 
articles. Eclectic group will be good for a show dealer. Two plastic tubs.

$200

869 Worldwide cover carton, mostly Canada FDCs, some UN, US, spotted some mint Canada. $100
870 Worldwide cover carton, 100s if not 1000s of covers incl. extensive France, Canada, 

GB, FDCs, postcards and more. A very useful lot for the dealer.
$200

871 Worldwide cover selection in small box (few 100), spotted 1939 US Transatlantic flight 
autographed by JAMES FARLEY (PMG), group of Swiss FDCs, WWII return to 
sender, Bhutan, Canada, Germany, group of US revenues on documents, etc.

$100

872 Worldwide cover tub, collectorÕs odd accumulation of worldwide covers incl. airmail, 
WWII censor, FDCs, CAPEX 78 group, thematic interest and more.

$100

873 Worldwide carton with tins of postcards, stamps and covers. $100
874 Worldwide dealer postcard stock, few thousand cards, mostly 1930s-1970s, carefully 

selected material such as 1941 Cuba to Canada, censored, US cards with postage due, 
“Have your mail addressed...”, missent, 1913 US 1c parcel stamp, 1942 Czech Free 
forces, Dear Doctor, GB postage due, France 1970 FDC maxi card etc. But also some 
plain modern chromes, few stacks of horse postcards.

$250

875 */O Worldwide exotic balance lot with tingling potential, spotted 100s of Malaya, Strait 
Settlements in glassines and 102 cards, old album pages with 100s of India George 
VI definitives, group of Egypt and the normal globs of France, GB, South Africa in 
quantity, used. This lot bears close scrutiny.

$100

876 Worldwide FDC carton hundreds of FDCs plus three binders (Netherlands, Guernsey 
and misc world). Wide range of countries.

$150

877 */O Worldwide semi-sorted carton of stamps, spotted stockbook of Canada and 1000s in 
envelopes, old German approval books, off paper stamps in glassines and bags, some 
covers. A treasure hunt.

$100

878 */O Worldwide stamp carton, peculiar in that it has several strong areas (US mint modern 
incl 1985 $10.75 express eagle, small stockbook of Rhodesia, Canada revenues, French 
WWII, Herman Herst article about French “SpyÕ stamps with normal and spy 
versions of 50c,1F, 1F50c with article and details to tell how spies used these stamps, 
Tonga, Bhutan, worldwide on and off cover. Inspect.

$150
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879 */O Worldwide dealer stock, Aden to Greece in two red 102 boxes in 102 cards. While 
stock is generally cheaper material did spot quiet a few better incl. Antigua #92 mint, 
Ascension #914-917 NH, 966-969 NH, 975-980 NH, 981-984 NH, 1099-1102 NH, 
Bahrain #200-203 NH, Barbuda #915-922 NH (CV $81.50), Belize #500A-F used, 
Belize #609-614 used, #963-968 NH, Belize #C28 LH, British Guiana #287 NH, 
Congo #458(3), Denmark #1230-1233 NH, East Africa #21 used, Estonia #B32-35 
LH, #B46-49, GB #MH70D NH. Inspect.

$300

880 */O Worldwide three volume collection in springback albums, general collection, mint and used. $250
881 */O Worldwide, two cartons, loose in small boxes, bags and glassines, noted quantity of 

Canadian booklets, GB mint packs, some Canada FDCs.
$100

882 Worldwide, two cartons with 12 cover albums, neatly arranged, mixture of FDCs, 
postcards, postal history incl. Canada, Switzerland (noted five 1930s airmail to Brazil) 
, Liechtenstein, Germany, USA (incl. gorgeous group of Chris Calle FDCs).

$200

883 Worldwide covers and cards, 45 incl. 1937 Hong Kong registered, cachet Coronation set 
(OC 19) to Newfoundland, 1941 Algeria to Newfoundland, airmail, censored; St. Pierre 
& Miquelon 50c(3) to Newfoundland; 1938 Australia registered to Newfoundland with 
kangaroo poster stamp; 1917 Canada “Found and Delayed Following Theft” etc.

$75

884 O Betty Beddows worldwide dealer stock of 10¢ stamps incl. 15 stockbooks and a large 
plastic tub of on and off paper. Betty always attracted a loyal crowd of buyers with her 
10¢ box and stockbooks. 

$200

885 */O British Commonwealth mint collection in 7 stockbooks with extra year sets (mostly New 
Zealand), typically ranges from 1960s to 1980s, mint sets etc, looks like subscription service 
collector. Noticed a lot of Pacific islands, Australia, New Zealand. etc. Inspect.

$300

886 */O Worldwide horde in Rubbermaid tote incl. stock books, 1000s in glassines, empty 
Montserrat specialized album etc., open package of Dennison hinges (the good ones).

$100

887 */O Worldwide collection in six volumes, Harris Statesmen deluxe albums with strong 
representation throughout. The collector was serious but not a high spender. 10,000s 
of stamps and spotted some modestly better PRC. A lifetime collection and useful for 
expansion, integration or red box dealer to break down. Worth a look.

$500

888 Worldwide cover card box, hundreds, incl. postcard correspondences, GB and US incl. 
FDCs, mixed postal history etc.

$75

Worldwide Postcards, Literature and Supplies
889 Small carton of postcards, mostly GB, US, Canada, includes ships, stage coaches, bull 

fighting, pretty women, wild west line drawing type, holidays, and more.
$150

890 GB Cockington, specialized postcard collection of 295 cards in large album with 
many publishers, views and usages. A quaint Devon village, half a mile from Torquay 
with picturesque views of buildings and thatched roof homes. The cards are largely 
1900-1920s era with only a few chromes  present.

$500

891 GB postcards in box, range of towns, with photoviews as well. Both mint and used, 
spotted some small towns (Sandwich, Shrewsbury, Alfriston, etc).

$100

892 GB postcard carton, 100s of cards mostly all pre-1920s, mint and used, town views, 
cartoons, royalty etc.

$250

893 GB small carton of postcards, mostly pre-1920s, noted town view, street views, inside 
of Oxford Press, motorbus at Hindhead, train stations etc.

$250

894 Small carton of postcards, mostly GB, US, Canada, spotted pretty lady artistic cards, 
ships, a few real photos, patriotic etc.

$150

895 Small carton of postcards, mostly GB, US, Canada, includes romance, pretty women, artistic 
combinations of pretty women and easter eggs for example, storks, and other themes

$150
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896 US postcard carton, several hundred, spotted western states, NY city incl. Statue of 
Liberty, etc, roadside attractions, town views, etc. Inspect

$150

897 D Album supplies, SAFE black album pages (plastic with rows), unopened packs in 
quantity, plus small size approval cards etc, used and unused.

$75

898 B Stamp album collection (9) incl. 1935 Whitman, ca1903 SchaubekÕs Illustrated 
postage stamp album, 1967 Grossman Atlas stamp album, 1935 Whitman Around the 
world stamp album, G.F. Rapkin Movaleaf illustrated stamp album, 1935 Whitman 
modern collectorÕs postage stamp album, Worldwide stamp album, Globe stamp 
album no 687, 1940s Bounty album, 1932 Schaubek Europa album, Scott 19th 
Century international album (brown cover). A fun, specialized niche of philately.

$100

899 B BNAPS journal, BNA Topics, 1948/2000, 43 red hardbound volumes with gold 
stamping, up to 1989, and then loose from there. Largely complete but presume a few 
modern ones may be lacking. An excellent resource. (Compare HB pricing today at 
$25 per volume, binding cost alone over $1,000).

$250

900 B Canada Postal guides, 1944/1957 incl. 1944-1945, 1947, 1947 (reprint but warped 
front board), 1952-1953 (two copies), 1955, 1957.

$150

901 B Devon stamp album group lot, 9 used blue stamp albums with slip cases, sold by 
Stanley Gibbon and no longer available so if you want to expand your collection, this 
is an excellent opportunity. Retail value is $655 but you canÕt even buy them.

$150

902 B Large carton of Exeter, Oriel album pages (Stanley Gibbons albums), empty Lighthouse 
binders, black stock pages, few “Stamp album” binders with black pages (generic brand). 
Lot includes sealed new packs of pages and opened packs, gently used page protectors etc.

$100

903 D Scott stamp catalogue, 2015, set of six. Bargain at $75
904 D Large carton of supplies incl. blank pages, corner mounts (Herma, approx 20 boxes), 

a SAFE “Signoscope” watermark detector, a SAFE “Perfotronic” perforation detector, 
small stamp mount cutter etc.

$150

905 */O Two cartons of supplies incl. binders, quadrille page packages, mounts, old fashioned 
Dennison hinges, references etc

$100

Thematics
906 */O Children, child, infant thematic collection in 20 binders with home made pages. A 

stunning array of stamps featuring children/youth including mint and used stamps, 
sets, souvenir sheets, postcards, covers. A conservative guess would be 10,000 stamps 
and admittedly there are common stamps, but noted better items, especially mint SSs 
etc. The lifelong thematic collection of Jane Hunter.

$750

907 */O Dog thematic collection in 11 binders, spotted better items such as Spanish Morocco 
postal card, US mint modern, US commemorative panel and cancel for Owner the 
railway mail dog (stuffed and in the Smithsonian), Canada, dog team, Korea, mint 
andused, covers and cards and souvenir sheets. The Jane Hunter collection

$500

908 */O Pigeon and Dove thematic collection in 13 binders, mint, used, covers and cards, 
organized by year and then country. Spotted FULL set of 1935 Silver Jubilee issue (44 
sets, mint H) which has a dove hiding somewhere, and other early material. Doves 
and pigeons figure prominently is stamp designs as a symbol of peace but you would 
be surprised how many stamps have hidden doves, The Robert Hunter collection of 
pigeons and doves was formed over 40 years. Robert raised world class racing pigeons 
and supplied the 1976 Montreal summer games and the 1986 Calgary winter games 
with pigeons for the opening ceremonies. He received an Olympic medal reserved for 
important VIP contributors and was written up in several newspaper articles. 

$1,000
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909 ** Flowers dealer stock in large binder, sheets, souvenir sheets incl. Bahamas #1106(3), 
Barbados #396-411, Cuba #1179-1193, Japan #Z69A (sheet of 50 with one missing 
label), and more. Dealer retail $2,411.45.

$400

910 */O Political - US President Franklin Delanor Roosevelt collection of 15 philatelic items 
(covers, stamps) with provenance handstamps and/or on special card, with Fireside 
Chat publication (FDR collector society).

$100

911 ** Royalty mint dealer stock Aitutaki to Grenada, all seemingly NH and souvenir sheets or 
sheetlets incl. Antigua & Barbuda #803, Benin #1083, Bhutan #332A, 332B, Chad 714, 
774, Dominica #775, Falkland Islands #761(3), Gambia #618, 942-945, 1038, 1389, 
Guernsey #269-272, Isle of Man #1739 booklet and much more. Dealer retail $1,832.15.

$300

912 ** Royalty mint dealer stock Guinee to Mozambique, sheets, souvenir sheets (often 
multiples), spotted Guinee #1602, 1859, Guyana #2674, DP Korea #2104-2107(4 sets), 
Marshall Islands #645 and more. Dealer retail $1,328.45 .

$250

913 ** Royalty mint dealer stock Tristan da Cunha in binder incl. Somaliland millennium 2001, 
Tanzania #1666(2), Turks and Caicos #1167, #1280(2) and more. Dealer retail $1,215.40.

$250

914 */O Space - Apollo 11 Space collection in album incl. US covers, worldwide stamps and 
sets and tektite meteor sample (alleged moon origin), and coesite powder from meteor 
crater Winslow, AZ (both collected by NASA scientist).

$100

915 ** Stamp Show - France 1925 cinderella sheets for Paris Philatelic exhibition, three 
perforated sheets with gutter in brown,  and imperforate sheets with gutter in brown 
(12), purple (1), carmine (1). Total 17 sheets.

$200

916 */** Scotland train cinderella collection in stock book incl. Staffa (216), Bernera Islands 
(134), Eynhallow Holy Island (98), Grunay (138), incl. SS, perforated and imperforate. 
A highly specialized collection for the tropical train collection.

$250
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